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Ths Dynamic simulator for Nuclear Power-plants (DSMP) is a
system of programs and data sets by which a nuclear power
plant or part thereof can be simulated at different levels of
sophistication. The acronym DSNP is used interchangeably for
the DSMP lar.gu*ae, for the DSHP precompiler, for the DSMP
libraries, and for the DSNP document generator.

The DSNP language is a set of simple block oriented
statements, which together with the appropriate data, coiprise
a simulation cf a nuclear power plant. The majority of the
DSWP statements will result in the inclusion of » simulated
physical module irto the program. FOETPAN statements can be
inserted with no restrictions amona DSNP statements.

The DSNP precomciler is a FORTRAN program that will interpret
the DSNP statemerts, rearranae the appropriate data sets,
search the libraries for the reguested modules, and produce an
executable TOPTP»N proqram - the plant simulation.

The DSNP libraries include models of most of the components
found in nuclear power plants. There are three libraries of
modules each having a different level 01 sophistication. A
level-fiur library is also available to include user supplied
modules.

The DSNP document qenerator produces all of the necessary
documents for the above programs and libraries. The document
describing the DSNP language is directed to the qeneral user,
one whose task is tc use the available system to simulate a
nuclear power plant. This document is actually a "Users
Manual**. The document describing the DSNP library is directed
to the user who wishes to understand more profoundly the
structure of the various rodules and to optionally change,
replace, or add mcdules to the library. The DSNP document that
describes the precompiler is intended for the DSNP system
programmer and oives the details of the subroutines used in
the translation process.

The entire DSNP system can be obtained from the National
Inerqv Software Center library at the ftrgonne National
laboratory, 97CC South Cass Avenue, Urgonne, Illinois, 60439
by requesting Package 784; DSNP, Dynamic Simulation Nuclear
Power Plants.

This document describes the level-one DSMP libcary and was
produced by the DSNP document generator. Dimensions of
physical variables, wherever applicable, are all given
consistently in SI metric units.
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The level-ore ns»)P library is the basis of the DSHP system.
The data set containing this library, unlike the level-two or
level-three libraries. Dost always te present when a
simulation proqra* is submitted. The library contains four
types of elements. The first types of elements are the control
modules. These nodules are used to generate the main program.
TIHBR1, DFFIVi, the I/O, and other control subroutines
comprise the basic framework of the DSFP simulation program.
These aodules are processed by the precompiler and inserted
into every DSNP FORTRAN simulation program. The final form,
however, is dependent upon the particular program being
generated. These aodules have no specific format but most of
them comprise a list of statements in FOETF1N, DSNP, or any
arbitrary text reauested by the DSNP system. They are stored
in the library it the same seguence that they are requested by
the precompiler ir. order to save search time.

The second types of elements are the basic system macros.
These macros defire the DSNP translation rules and therefore
define the structure cf the DSNP simulation language. The
basic macros are stored at the and of the level-one library
data set in a single module recognized as "*HfcCRO1".

The third types and largest set of elements are the modules
simulating the various components of a nuclear power plant. A
component module can include a complete mathematical model of
a particular component but, in many cases, several aodules are
reguested to describe a power plant component. The nuclear
reactor, for example, has a kinetic module, a decay-heat
module, a power distribution module, a hydrodynamic module, a
feedback module, and upper and lower plenum modules. The
level-one library is comprised mostly of simple lumped
parameter models of the various power plant components.

A component icflule can be in one of four forms. It can be a
subroutine (which it is iv the majority of cases), a function,
a macro, or an arbitrary collection of statements. In certain
instances, the module can be composed of several of the above
forms. The modules are written in both DSRP and FORTRAN, and
are subject to the translation process.

The fourth types of elements are the auxiliary functions
requested in the simulation process that usually describe
material properties or perform mathematical operations such as
integration. These modules are either in the form of a
subroutine or a function. The component modules and the
auxiliary modules are arranged in alphabetic order.

Each module in the library has a six character identification
name on its first record. The identifier is located in columns
two to seven following the asterisk ***** in column one. The
first five characters of the identifier are a symbolic mame of
the module. The sixth character is a number identifying the



library. For the level-one library, this nuaber ia ooe(1).
Optionally, the matter of records present in the aodule can be
placed as a four digit inteaer in columns 9 to 12. If this
nuaber is absent, the aodule aust be terainated by a FOBTRAM
FND stateaent beqinniuq in colsian seven. Additional details on
the structure cf the various types of nodules can be found in
the users aanual "The Siaulation language of DSSP", AHL-
CT-77-20.

7he description cf the aodules in this docuaent follows a
fixed paragraph pattern. The first paragraph briefly
describes the purpose of the aodule. If the aodule is a
function or a subroutine, then the second paragraph will list
and describe the raraaeters. The third paragraph will list and
describe the ccaaon variables and the fourth paragraph lists
and describes all of the local variables used in the aodule.
Paragraph five contains a list of subroutines, functions and
coaaon blocks required by the aodule. The aatheaatical
equations and the alaorithi used for the solution are given in
paragraph six. The equations are written using FORTRAN
notation and the variables used are those listed previously in
paragraphs tvo, three and four. The aodule organization and
the solution pattern are described in paragraph seven. Any
iteration scheaes or specific solution aethods are described
here. The eighth paraqraph describes typical applications of
the nodule and qives restrictions if any. Recoaaendations to
appropriate integration scheaes to be used with the aodule are
soaetiaes qiven in this section. A list of references, if
provided, would he found as the ninth paragraph.

The acdules in this docuaent are arranged alphabetically. Soae
of the aodules are split into subaodules so that additional
systea generated stateaents can be inserted between two
subaodules. Subvodules are not described separately in this
docuaent„



* &DANS1 * (LOOP)
**********

This subroutine integrates a vector of first order
differential equations using the second order Adaas
algorithm with fixed or variable tiae steps.

LCuP An indicator of the loop on which this integration
aethcd vill be used.

DEI.T

D1WIN

DTDT(I)

DJDT1 (I)

D?DT2(I)

EFFSES(I)

IDI¥

I SUB

I TERM

IETH

TIMFR

TIMER

DEPI7

DERIV

DERIV

TIBEP

TIMES

TIMES

TIMER

TIMEfi

Current integration tiae step, in s.

Minima tiae step allowed, in s.

Vector of the derivatives to he
integrated, integrator input.

Interaediate
vector.

Tnteritediate
vector.

or past derivative

oi past derivative

A vector of words to store sinulation
error aessaaes.

If set to one, indicates one or aore
tine step halving by an integration
routine.

If set to one, indicates that the
integration reguests doubling of the
tiae step.

If less than one, indicates that a
siaulation execution tiae error has
been encountered.

If one, use fixed tiae step, if two,
use variable tiae step.

1DAHS1



NGDEP

TIME

YYYYtf)

YYYY1{I)

DBFIV Number of integrations to be
performed in tbe simulation.

TIWEF Current simulation time, in s.

DIFIV Vector of the integrated variables,
integrator output.

DEPIV Intermediate
results.

or past integration

DELT1

EEMESL

J1TNT.F.Y.

FDB

Tbe previous integration time step interval.

Tbe text "IN AD»MS«.

The ratio of the computed to allowed integration
errors.

The first entry indicator and is initially set to
zero. It will be reset to one after the first
entry.

Counts the number of integrations in which the
error ratio EPF was less than 0.0C5.

Counts the total number of integrations performed
in a looo.

(5) OTJB.fl SOEPCnj »OI)aiES

Subroutines: DEFIV1, TBAPZU
Common Blocks: DEEIV5, TIMERS, COHST5.

(6) mMmiQll 12M112M VND
The Adams second order integration algorithm used in this
module allcvs fixed or variable tine step integration as
qiven by,

YYYYfI)=IYYY1(I) +DELT*{DYDT1 (I)-0.5*(DIDT2 ( I ) -

DYDT1(I))*DEIT/DELT1) ,

and the integration error i s estimated by,

EYYY.V. 3 (I) «DABS ( (DYOT (I) -OYDT1 (I) ) /DELT

(1)

ADAHS1



-fDYDT1(I)-DTDT2(I))/DBLT1)*0HT/12 . (2)

The &daas integration algoritha requires infortation fro*
the previous tiae step, that is OYDT1 and YYYY1, which is
net available is the first tiae step. The TB&FZ1 algorithm
is therefore used to start the integration over the first
tiae interval.

In each subseauent step, the derivatives and the function
values froa the last time step are stored prior to usina
Eq. (1) . The following storaqe operations are psrforted.

YYYY1 <J)

DYET2(I)*BYDT1 CI)

DYCT1(I)»DYDT(I) (3)

The inteacation is performed only on those eleaents of the
irteqraticr vector for which TYYYY(I)*LOOP. Hext, the
derivatives at TIME+DFIT are calculated by callinq DEPIV1.
If variable tiae step integration is requested, the
integration error is evaluated by using Eq. (2). The ratio
of calculated and allowed error, EPP, is then evaluated
froa,

EFR=EYYYy3<I)/(DABS<YYYY(I)*EY.YYY1 (I) ) +EYYYY2 (I)) . («)

If BFR is greater than one for any of the integrations,
the tiae step is halved and the integration is repeated
setting the JDIV indicator to one. If E$r is less than
0.905 for all of the integrations, the aoubling tiae
reguest indicator IDtTB is set to one.

If at any tive DELT is reduced below DTHIN, an error
aessage is produced and the siaulation is terminated.

BESTflCTIOHS.

The Adaas integration algoritha should be used in loops
where slew tc aediua rate transients are expected. If it
is used with fast transients, very saall tiae steps can be
expected. TLhe integration algoritha can be used with fixed
tiae steps where I-ETH eguals one, in which case the error
calculation part will be skipped.

ADABS1



**********

* ELCCK1 *

(1)

This is the DiOCKDATA subroutine that initializes the
simulation program. There are no executable statements in
this sufcrootire.

Ncr.e.

(3) £O

All of the rcBion variables present in the simulation are
included in the BICCKDAT* subroutine.

Here.

(5\ CTHSS SflEFOrjTTNFS OF BODOIES

Ccaaon Flocks: ATI.

(6) HATHEMmSlI .?Q,P*TipHS jtND

None.

(7) £FSAgI21SiSfi SI

The first five records of this Module comprise the heading
statements tc be included in the subroutine. Next, all of
the coaaori blocks for the simulation are extracted by the
system from the libraries and the users program. Then, the
data statements that are produced by the system and that
set all of the variables to zero are included and all of
the data statements from the various default data sets, if
present, are inserted in the same order as the user calls

BLOCK1



the*, Finally, the data statements produced by the users
"DATfc(BLOCK)«..." statements ace properly translated and
included as simple FOBTPUN DATA statements. The last
segment of the module includes the data for the COMST5
block.

This subroutine is always included in the simulation. The
size depends upon the number of connon blocks present in
the system, the number and size of default data sets
included, ard the number of data statements.

BLOCK1



4*********

* E0IIR1 * tICOP)
**********

(1) FDBPCSE.

This nacre produces a subroutine EOYtF* that solves the
thermodynairics of a boiler and can be a part of any
simulated steam qenerator.

LCOP Indicator to the loop from which this subroutine is
called.

(3) CCMMON VftF

JTI1

TEEPB#

TFBPI#

TEBPN*

TFBPKi

TEEHB*

TEBWN*

ZEGIB*

ZEGXB*

ZFBP*

Z?D*

11 ft ET E S .

TIMER

BOIL*

BOIL#

BOIL*

BOIL#

BOIL*

BCIL*

BCIL*

BCIL#

BOIL*

BOIL*

DESCRIPTION

Time step counter,

Poiler primary fluid boiling region
temperature, in C.

Boiler prinary side fluid inlet
temperature, ir C.

Boiler primary fluid subcooled reqion
temperature, in c.

Boiler primary side exit temperature,
in C

Boiler wall boilinq reqion
temperature, ir C.

Boiler wall nonboiling reqion
teaperature, in C.

Power transmitted into the boiler
primary side, in H.

Power leaving the boiler secondary
side, in W.

Boiler primary side flow, in kg/s.

Boiler secondary or downcommer flow,
in kq/s.

BOIL81



ZFB#

ZHBIi

ZHBSX#

ZEBP*

ZFBPXt

ZFBSX#

ZTEBS#

7TED*

PCIL# Boiler secondary riser flow, in fcg/s.

Bf'ILi Secondary coolant in le t enthalpy, in
J/Jccr.

BOIL# Boiler exit enthalpy, in J/kq.

BOTH Bciler primary side pressure, in Pa.

BOIL* Boiler secondary side pressure, in
Pa.

Boiler primary coolant ex i t density,

.water fixture exit

q/»3

BCI1* Boiler stea
density, in

BOIli Boiler secondary side saturaTTiOf;—^
temperature, ir C.

B0IL# Boiler water in l e t temperature, in C.

BOIli Boiler subcooled part length, ir tn.

BOIIi Boiler exit steam quality.

1£C AI VAPIJiJIFS.

ABIP

AFIS

AFBP

ABBS

BBB

BBDB

BCP

BEFO

BMAS

Primary side heat transfer area per unit length,
ir v.

Secondary side heat transfer area per unit
length, in m.

ZXQ**{BEBO-ZZZ1)/(ZXCA*(BEEO-ZZZ1) +Z

Primary side flow cross sectional area, in ie.

Seccrdary (water) side flow cross sectional area,
in »2.

Conductivity of the steam-water boiling mixture,
in

Boiler subcooled region water conductivity, in
W/l-C.

Average primary f luid conductivity, in W/B-C.

Steam water spec i f ic voluae ra t io , VBSS/VBSW.

Change in boiling part stea»-water nass, in kq/s.

BOILB1



CBB Averaae specific heat of the steai-water lixture,

ir J/kq-C.

CENB Subrooled regie water specific heat, in J/kq-C.

CEP average priitarv fluid specific heat, in J/kg-C.

DZXNB "Uie derivative of ZXNBt, in n/s.

D2XQA Ti i€ d e r i v a t i v e of ZJQM» in « / s .

EPS* absolute error allowed in static calculations.

EFSF Relative error allowed in static calculations.

FF Flew in a priiary subcooled channel, in ko/s.

FP Flew ir the upper part of the boiling region, in
kq/s.

*"S Flew ir a secondary channel, in kq/s.

F,F1 Derivatives of the Helnholtz function. Return
F2,F11 parameters from the stean-water subroutines.
F12,F22

HFSS Fnthalpy of saturated stean, in J/kq.

HBSW Frthalpy cf saturated water, in J/kq.

ITI Inner iteration counter.

ITiax Maximum number of allowed inrer iterations.

TTO External i t e r a t i o n s counter.

ITC1X Maximun number of allowed external i t e r a t i o n s .

KBLC Nuabpr of channels in the boi ler.

KH loaical indicator of f irs t entry to subroutine.

KZ Parameter indicatinq water (100), or stean <200)
properties. Osed with the stean-water property
functions.

Pes^ Secondary side pressure at the previous property
evaluations, in Pa.

OBI? Height of the boiler pipe per unit length, ir

kq/R.

PCBA Average s tea»-water l i x t u r e d e n s i t y , in k g / « ' .

RCEN* Subcooled water d e n s i t y , in k g / a 3 .

10 BOILB1



PQ6P Average primary fluid density, in kg/a3.

FCBSS Specific density of saturated steal, in kg/»3.

PCBSW Specific density of saturated water, in kg/a3.

SEE Viscosity of steaa-water aixture, in Pa-s.

SENB Subcooled region water viscosity, in Pa-s.

SEP Average primary fluid viscosity, in Pa-s.

TEENA Secondary averaqe subcooled water temperature, in
C

TEBNA1 TEENA at previous evaluation, in C.

TFBPA Primary coolant average temperature, or
temperature at boiler water level, in C.

T*EPA1 Previous TFBPA, ir. C.

TEBPK1 Frevious value of TEBPX#, ir C.

TEBS1 Value of ZTEBS* at previous evaluation, in C.

OEBS Boiling part wall to steaa heat transfer per unit
length, in W/a-C.

OBNS Subcooled region wall to water heat transfer per
unit length, in W/a-C.

DEP Primary coolant to wall heat transfer per unit
lenqth, in W / B - C .

VEAV Average steam-watar specific volune, in »3/kg.

VESS Specific voluae of saturated steaa, in n>3/kg.

VESW Specific voluae of saturated water, in n3/kg.

VF Voluve of priiary channel per unit length, in n2.

VS Voluie of secondary channel per unit length, in

XDP Primary hydraulic diameter, in a.

XCS Secondary hydraulic diaaeter, in a.

ZE9 Boiler wall conductivity, in H/a-C.

ZCPS Bciler wall specific heat, in J/kg-C.

2HBI average stean-water aizttire enthalpy, in J/kg-C.
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ZLSTH latent heat of evaporation, in J/kg.

2HATP Primary fluid material identifier.

7BATS Secondary fluid •aterial identifier.

ZPDI Pitch to diameter ratio.

7FP6 Prantftl nu&ber in secondary side boiling region.

7PEN Prandtl number in secondary side subcooled
reqion.

SEEP Prardtl number of primary fluid.

7.FEB Revnolds number in secondary side boiling reqion.

ZFEN Peynolds number in secondary s ie subcooled
reqion.

ZFEP Peynclds number of primary fluid.

7.EOBW Fciler wall material density, in kg/m'.

ZKB Bciler overall length, in m.

ZXBB Poilinq part lenqth, in m.

ZXNB1 Previous ZXNB#, in m.

ZXO.\ Average steam quality in boiling charnel.

ZYQA1 2X0A from previous iteration.

ZXQX1 Previous value of ZKQXt.

ZXRBI Boiler channel inner diameter, in a.

ZXPBX Eciler channel external diameter, in n.

CTHEB SDEP0nT2O§ OP. MODnLES BEQDIBEP.

Subroutines: CONDON, CPSPE1, DEHST1, PFN0P1, STHXS1,
VISCO1, KAHXS1, WASAT1, WASPT1, #H3fP1.

Common Blocks: B0IL#5, CONST5, DEPIV5, TIMSF5.

(6) MVTHEBAITCAI. FfiDATIOKS AKD A

The boiler is subdivided into two axial regions; the
boiling and the non-boiling regions. The boundary between
these two regions is not fixed but is a time dependent
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variable obtained fro* the heat balance equations. Tn the
radial d irect ion , there are three regions , nanely the
primary f lu id , scdium or water, the secondary coolant ,
water or stean, and the boiler piping wall . Ml of the
regions are limped into a s ingle node. The boi ler therfore
has s ix nodes for which the s t a t e variables are evaluated.
For the bc i ler primary side boil ing region, the steadv
s ta te heat balance i s given by,

CBP*FP*(TFBPI#-TEBP&) =UBP*ZXBB* (TEBPB#-TEBWB#) , (1)

where TIPPE* i s given by,

TEEPP#=(TFBP»+TEBPI#)/2 . (2)

Itisertinq Eg. (2) into Eg. (1) and rearranging terns, the
equation for TEBPA i s obtained.

TFPP*= (TEBPI** <CFP*FP-UBP*ZXBB/2)+TEBWB#*0BP*ZXBB) /
<CBP*FP+UBP*ZXBB/2) (3)

For the boiler primary side subcooled region, a similar
heat balance equation is used .

CBt*FF*CTFBPA-TEPPK#)=OBP*ZXNB#*(TEBPN#-TEBWN#) , (4)

where TEEPN is a linear average given by,

TEBPN=<TF.PPA + TF.BPX#) /?. . (5)

Inserting Eg. (5) into Eg. (<l) and rearranging the terns,
the eguaticn for TEEPX* is obtained.

TEBPX#= (TEBPA* (CBP*FP-UBP*ZXNB#/2)+TEBWN**OBP*ZX»B#)/
(CPP*FP+0BP*ZXKB#/2) (6)

The wall steady state heat balance eguation is given by,

UBP*(TEBPE#-TEBWB#)=OBBS* (TEBWB #-ZTEBS#) , (7)

rroa which the eguation for the initial value of TEBWB# is
obtained by rearranging the terns.

TEB«B#=(UEP*TEBPB#+OBBS*Z'rEBS#)/(OBP+OBBS) (8)

For the second wall ncde, an expression ident ica l to Eg.
{7} i s used and after rearranging the terms, the second
wall ncde temperature i s given by,

TEBWN#=(OBP*TEBPfl#+UBNS*TEBNA)/(OBP+UBNS) . (9)

On the boiler secondary or water s i d e , the two paraneters
of i iportarce are the boundary location between the
boi l ing and nonboiling reg ion , and the ex i t stean gual i ty .
These are coaiputed as fo l lows. The heat balance for the
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subcooled reqion is,

FS*CBNB* <?TEBS#-ZTED#) =UBHS*ZXNB#(TEBWN#-TEBHA) , (10)

from which the boundary location ZXBB is obtained.

ZXNB#=FS*CBNB*(7TEES#-ZTED#)/U8NS*(TEBWN#-TBBN») (11)

The boilinq part length is then obtained from,

ZXBB=ZXB-7XNB# . (12)

For the two phase boiling region; it is assumed that all
of the heat transferred into this node is converted into
steam. The pressure is assumed to be constant throughout
the boiler and so are the saturation properties. The heat
balance equation is therefore,

FS*ZXOX**ZIftTH=UBSS*ZXBB* (TEB»B-ZTEBS#) , (13)

from which the steady state steam exit quality is
obtained.

ZXOX#=tlT»BS*ZXBE*(TEBWB#-ZlEBS#)/(FS*ZLATH) (14)

The dynamic bci ler equations are obtained from the dynamic
erergy balance. For the primary side nonboilina region,
the equation i s ,

TEBPP#=ISTEGRAL[CBP*FP*(TEBPI#-TEBPA) -tTBP*ZXBB*

(TT5PPB#-TEBWBt))/(CBE*BOBP*ZXBB*VP) ] , (15)

and by assuming a linear temperature change,

TEEPA=?*TEBPB#-TEBPI# . (16)
Fcr the primary side nonboiling region, the temperature
is.

CBP*FP* (TEBPA-1EBPX*) -UBP*ZXNE#*
(TEBPH#-T£BWH#)/(CBP*BOBP*ZX!IB#*VP) ] , (17)

and agair assuming a l i n e a r temperature change within the
r e g i o n ,

TEBPX#=2*TEBPNt-TEBPI . (18)

For the b o i l e r w a l l s , the temperatures are c a l c u l a t e d from
the two s i i i l a r energy balance Egs. (19) and ( 2 0 ) .

TEBwB#=THTEGRAirOBP*(TEBPE#-TEBWB#)-0*BBS*
(TTBWBt-ZTEBS#)/(ZROBW*ZCPW) ] (19)

TEBWN#=IWTEGFAL[UBP*(TEBP H#-TEBV»#)-UBNS*
(TFBSM#-TlBNi)/(ZBOBH*ZCPW)] (20)
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On the toiler secondary sida, the variables integrated are
the lenath of the subcooled regior and the steaa exit
quality. It is assumed that saturation temperatures
prevail throuahout the boiling region and that, the steaa
quality is pressure dependent only. The pressure is
obtained fro* the Hoaentuit balance eguations solved in the
hydrodynaijc part. The tiie derivative of the subcooled
tciler lenqth is given by,

DZXNB=(flBNS*ZXKB#*(TEBWN#-TFBNA)-FB*CBNB*
(ZTF.PS#-ZTED#)/(TFBNA*FOBNfi*CENB) , (21)

and by iu tearat inq ?g . (21) , the nonboi l ing length i s
obta ined.

ZXHP=INTEGRM[DZXMB1 (22)

By subtrac t ing the nonboil inq length from the b o i l e r t o t a l
l e n g t h , the b o i l i n q part, length i s obtained.

?XBB=2XE-ZXHB# (23)

The energy t rans fer in to the b o i l i n g reqion w i l l change
the quant i ty of water evaporated and the s t ean e x i t
q u a l i t y w i l l vary. For the dynamic energy balance , one can
w r i t e ,

d/dt[ZLftTH*B«AS*ZXOA]=OBBS*ZXBB*(TEBWB#-ZTEBS#)
-FF*ZIATH*ZXQX# . (2tt)

New by expanding the der ivat ive on the l e f t hand s ide of
the above equat ion, y i e l d s ,

d/dtrZLATB*BHAS*ZXQAl=ZLATH*(BMSS*dZXOA/dt
+ 77O»*dBHAS/dt) , (25)

dBHAS/dt=d/dt[ZXBB*ROBA*VS)=
VS*(ZXBE*dFOBVdt-FOBA*DZXNB) , (26)

1/((ZXOA*(VBSS-VBSH)+VBSH) ]=
-dZX0*/dt*ABEB/ZXOA , (27)

where,

ABEB=ZXC»*(BEBO-1)/(ZXQA*(BEPO-1)+1)**2 , (28)

and,

BIFO-VESS/VBSB . (29)

Inserting Iqs. (27), (28) and (29) into Eg. (25), the two
differential eguations,

dBBAS/dt=-VS* (BOBA*DZXNB+ZXBB*DZXOA*ABEF/ZXQA) ,(30)
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and,

d/dtf
*ZIATR-ZLATH*ZXQA*BOBA*VS*DZXNB) , (31)

are obtained fron which the derivat ive for the average
steal! quality is finally calculated.

(TEBWB#-ZTEBS#) -FF*ZLATH* 2XQX#+ZIATH
*ZKC»*POPA*VS*DZXNB)/((R OBA-ABEP)*ZXBB*VS*Z1ATH) (32)

Tbe r i s e r flow FB nay dif fer somewhat fron the downconer
flow during fast transients and i s aiven by,

FR=FS-dEMflS/dt . (33)

(7) CRGINJ2ATICN CF BOJJOI.F.

This nodule has three sections. An initialization section,
an initial conditions(IC) computation section and a
dvnanic section. The initialization section is executed
upon first entry only. Here the basic parameters of the
bciler are computed from th€ data supplied. In the IC
section, an iterative process is used to solve Egs. (1) to
(14). Sr. inner iteration loop will converge on the boiler
subcooled lenqth 2XNB# and an outer iteration loop will
converge en the boiler exit quality of the two phase
lixture.

hMELIQlilllll M S IISTBICTIONS.

This boiler nodule is a two region, lumped parameter model
with a variable boundary between the two regions. The
•cdule is a macro that, when used by the systea, will
produce a subroutine, or several subroutines, simulating
the thernodvnanic equations of a counterflow boiler. The
lower or ncitfcoiling rode is the preheater section in which
the water is heated up to the saturation temperature by
the priaary coolant. In the upper node, boiling takes
place under saturated conditions with no superheating and
* nixture of saturated water and stean leaves the boiler.

This coaponent can he made part of any steaa generator
siaulated by DSNP. To use this nodule, the following
definition shculd be included in the proqraa declarations
segaent.

• DFBOIlai (KBIC,ZHATP,ZMATS,ZPDI,ZXBBI,ZXBBX,ZXB,
F.PS»,EPSF,ITIPX,ITOMX,ZFOBW,»BBP/ZBW,ZCPW) ;

where a is ai> alphanuaeric single character naae assigned
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by the user to the a particular boiler being simulated.
The above definition will create a subroutine simulating
the boiler. To use this module in the simulation, the
following statenent should be included.

• BOllai;

This stateient has tc be included in both the static and
dynamic part of the simulation. Additional data night have
+o be supplied to this nodule by using the
"DATA(BOJLa)=..." statement, depending upon how the nodule
is included ir the simulation.
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**********
* CAVTT1 *
**********

(ZPCG,ZTAV,P1,P2, Pn,LO0P)

<1) PU8£CSF.

This nodule contains itacros and DSNP statenents producing
a subroutine for each hydraulic cavity defined by
DFHCVTii. The subroutine calculates the fluid level in the
cavity and the pressure at each of the pipe inlets or
outlets F1,P?, to Pn.

I.COP Indicator of the loop
subroutine is called.

fro» which this

P1,P2...FN Pressure at the pipe inlet or outlet, in Pa.

?FC(3 Cover gas pressure ir the cavity, in Pa.

ZTAV Average temperature of the fluid in the
cavity, in C.

(3) COMMON VRFIAEIES.

NAMES COBBIK DESCRIPTION

JTIB TIMEF Tine step counter.

ZDXH* HCA## level change due to flow variations,
in n.

ZFIOW(I) HFLOH Magnitude of the flow in the Ith flew

path, in kq/s.

ZCHPIP(T) HPIPE Mass of fluid in the pipe, in kg.

ZXHC* HCAt# Fluid level in a cavity, in m.

KFKT First entry logical indicator.

ZAFCAV Cross sectional area of the cavity, in *z.

7FLCI SUB of all of the inlet flows, in kq/s.
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Z*LCX Sum of a l l of the e x i t f l o w s , in k q / s .

ZQHCV <?a»e a s ZXHC#, i n n .

ZCHIOP Tota l weiaht of t h e f l u i d in the flow loop of
which t h i s c a v i t y i s a p a r t , i n leer.

ZEOCV Averaqe density of the fluid in the cavity, in

?TAV1 »veraqe teepernture of the fluid used in the

last density evaluation, in C.

7VC&V Volume of t h e c a v i t y , i n in3 .

?*HCV0 I r i t i a i fluia level, in n.
ZXHIE(I) Pipe inlet or outlet elevation relative to the

bottom of the cavity, in m. The dinansion I is
set by the precompiler.

(5) CT|}EP StJPP COT IKES CP flODOtES

S u b r o u t i n e s : SODEN1 o r WADEN"» .
Common B l o c k s : COBST5, OEPTV5, HCA##5, HFLO«5, HPIPE5,

TIMEFS.

(6) WATBEaAlICAi 222»TIOKS

The fluid level in the cavity changes either due to a
difference between the total inlet and outlet flow, or due
to a change in the fluid density somewhere alona the flow
path connected to the cavity. Ecruations (1) and <2)
cenpute these changes-

ZDXH#=IFTEGBAir (ZFLCI-ZFICK) / (ZARCV*ZBOCV) ] (1)

ZXHC#= (?QHIOE-SOMr ZQHPIP (I ) ] ) / (ZABCAV*ZBOCV)
+ZPHXH# (2)

The hydrostatic pressure at the pipe entrance or exit is
ciiven by,

PI=ZFC(5+(ZXHCV-ZXH1E(I) )*7EOCV*9.81 . (3)

Opon enterinq the subroutine, the temperature ZTAV1 at
which the fluid density was last evaluated is conpared to
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?3AV. if the difference is greater than 1 C , the fluia
density is recalculated.

Opon first entry only, the initial fluid inventory in the
loop is computed by sunning the weight of the fluid of

pipe connected to the cavity loop.

Durinq the TC calculations, only Fq. (2) is evaluated.
Durinq the dynamic computations, the total inflow and
outflow is first summed and then the integration of Bq.
(i) is performed. Finally, the hydrostatic pressure at the
entrance to each pipe is computed.

hlUllQMZIilll £J5£ SESTBICTIOSS.

The HCVT# snJxcutire is used to simulate a hydraulic
network wh*>n a plenum in a cere or heat exchanqer exists
in which the level of the fluid can change, and the cover
qis pressure is given as a parameter of the subroutine. A
subroutine is qenerated for each cavity defined by the
DSNP statement,

• DFCAVTii(HO,ZPCG,ZTftV,ftCV,INFIO(Wi,Hi,Pi,...) ,EXFLOW
(w-»,Hj,«1,....) , PIPES (K1,K?,...KN),V, MAT); ,

where ii is the two digit identifying number for the
cavity, HO is the rumerical value for ZXHCVO, and ACV is
the numerical value for ZSFCAV. Wi, Hi, and Pi are the
inlet flow rate, entry elevation value, and hydrostatic
pressure fcr the ith entry. Wi, Hi, and P-j are the same
variables for the jth cutqoing flow. There is no limit to
the number of flows that can enter or leave a cavity.
PIPES (K1,K2,...KK) indicate the pipe numbers that comprise
the flow taths passing throuqh this cavity. V is the
numerical value for the cavity volume ZVCAV and WAT is the
fluid material indicator. It car be SO fcr sodium, WA for
water, cr ST for steam. To use this module in the
simulation, the following statement should be included.

• CAVTii;
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**********
* CNTBL1 *
**********

(1) PURPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the reactivity generated by the
control systei and reactivity perturbations inserted
externally.

<2) PARA HETEFS ,

None.

(3) COMMCN

IEXB

MgljC DESCRIPTION

CNTFI

CNTBL

J7I«

KDEGFC

KPEFON

RKCN

TCHTPL

TIME

TI«ER

CNTPI

CNTEL

CNTBL

TIMER

TIMER

External reactivity inserted to
initiate a transient, in absolute
units.

Indicates which type of external
reactivity inserted. 1-stepf 2-ra»pr
3-functicn.

Time step counter.

Interpolation level to be used with
external reactivity function.

Nuaber of values in the given
reactivity function.

Peactivity generated by the control
systen.

Tiie at which the charge in external
control reactivity is activated.

Current simulation tine, in s.

E1BA3P External ra«p reactivity coefficient.

OFC Points to the external reactivity value to be used
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KLST

PKE&MP

TIBE1

TPA1P

frci the EXFF.C vector.

Tf the external reactivity is given as an
arbitrary function, KLAST points to the last
furctior value in EXPEC used in the interpolation
process.

Feactivity contributed by the ramp function in the
previous ramp interval.

The tine at which the previous
evaluation took place, in s.

reactivity

The time at which the slope of the ramp reactivity
changes, in s.

n I P. FD.CTHE.F SyPPOnTljJFS CK MODULES

Subroutines: FUKCT1.
Common Elccks: CONST?, CWTPLS, TTWEF5
Functions:

AND

For a step change in react iv i ty ,
TTFXF

P,KCN=FKCN+T*XPEC (JPC)

For a rant; change in reac t iv i ty ,
TIEXF (JPCJ <TIHE<TIEXP(JRCH),

IEXP=1,

IEXF=2,

and

and

for

V)

for

PKCN=PKPRM+EXEEC (JPC)*B AHP(TIEXE(JBC) {2)

For an arbitrary external reactivity function, IEXF=3, a
second order functional interpolation i s perforned.

PKCK=FDKCTI (TIEXE,EXPEC,TIHF) (3)

(7) QBGANI2»TTCB CF jjCCDIE.

During the TC calculations, the external reactivity i s
zero. Fcr a dynamic entry and in order to save
computations, a new external evaluation i s aade only if
the time of the present entry is different from the time
of the previous entry. Then , according to the value of
TFXR, one of the above three equations i s evaluated.
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At present, only three external modes of reactivity can be
inserted in*c the core in order to initiate a transient.
These are a step, a ravp, and an arbitrary function. Any
control algcrithn, if required, can be inserted by
writting the proper equations and providing the COMIN
variables that will drive the control algorithm.

In order to initiate a transient, the followino values
•ust be supplied as input data by the user.

a) For a step perturbation: IEXF-1, EXBEC(I) and
TIEXF(I) .

b) For a ranp perturbation: IEXF=2, EXFSC(I) and
TIEXF(I».

c) For an arbitrary reactivity function: IEXF=3, KFEFUN,
EXEEC(I) and TIEXB(I) .

To use this nodule in the simulation, the following
statement should be included.

• CNTFI.1;
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**********
* CNVFG1 * (V0,VfVNAM,VEF,IT,ITMX,MODriPE,LCMV)
**********

(1) IOPPOSE.

This subroutine performs a convergence check on the
variable VC.

12) £J£lf!E2££S«

IPP Alphanumeric printina indicator. If the character P
is entered, printing of each iteration will result.

IT counter of the nu»ber of iterations.

ITtlX NaxinuB nuahet of iterations allowed to converge the
VO variable.

LCNV Subroutine output, A zero indicates that the process
has converged; a one indicates no convercrence; a two
indicates the maximum number of iterations were
exceeded.

SCD The wcde of the converqence testing criteria. A
indicates absolute and F indicates relative.

VFB Maximum error allowed in the convergence process.

VKAM Alphanumeric nane of the variable on which the
ccrverqence check is made.

VO Variable for which the converqence is tested.

V1 Value of VO from the previous iteration.

(3) CCBHCN VAFIBjrlES.

SjHES COMBIK DESCBIPTIOW

IC6 TJMEF Standard FOBTFAK output un i t ( u s u a l l y
6 ) .

(U) ICCil VAFIABIFS.

EPS Absolute or relative discrepancy between VO and V1.
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CTHSf SUP£OaTJNES 0£

Hcne.

The converaerce criterion can be applied either to the
variable absolute etrcr or to the variable relative error.
In the first case, , the absolute value of the difference
between the present and the previous values are computed
by,

EPS = BBFS(V0-V1) . (1)

In the second case, the absolute relative value of the
difference is computed by,

FPS=EAFS(<V0-V1)/V0) . (2)

(1) OBGMJI^JITTCH CF HOJCUIE.

Upon enterinq the subroutine, a check is first Bade to
determine whether the iteration status should be printed.
Then, a check is nade to find out whether the •axirusi
nuvher of iterations was exceeded. If MOO is A, then the
absolute error is conputed by Eg. (1). If MOD is B, then
the relative error is computed from Eg. (2). This errror
is then compared to the maxinuv error allowed for
convergence, VEB. If the coaputed error is less, then LCNV
is set equal to zero and if the computed error is greater,
then LCNV is set egual to one.

illLICiBIIJTI AKD BE.S1B.ICTION2.

The convergence subroutine is usually invoked by a macro
call. Fcr the absolute converqence criteria use,

• COHVFFGMV0,VER,LBL,I!T»X,P or N); ,

and for relative convergence criteria use,

• COSVFBGB(VC,VEBfIBL,ITHX,P OI H); ,

where LBI is the label to which the control is to be
returned if convergence is not achieved. p cr K is for
Printing or No printing of the iteration process. If the
variable did not corverqe within the predetermined error
limit, the simulation will be terminated. These macro
calls can only be used from the main body of the DSNP
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progran. Alternatively, the FORTRAN CAII statement can be
used as,

CALL CNVFG1(VC,V1,'VNAM«,VEF,IT,ITHXf•MOD',•IPR•,LCNV) ,

fcr convergence testing in any iterative calculation.
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**********
* C0HD01 • (CC,7*AT,TEBP,F0)
* ax** **** **

O)

This subroutine calculates the conductivity of the
material ZMAT by calling the appropriate aaterial property
subroutine.

(2) PABAWETEFS.

CC calculated conductivity, in W/m-C.

BC Material density, in kg/n3.

TEMP Temperature at which the conductivity is to be
evaluated, in C.

ZMAT Alphanumeric indicator to the material for which the
conductivity is to be evaluated.

|3) CO^HOM VAPISE1ES.

SiSES CCM§LK DESCRIPTION

106

ZZZSO

ZZ7SS

ZZZST

ZZZHA

TIHEE standard FOFTFflN output unit (usually
6).

CONST "SO" indicating sodium properties.

CONST "SS" indicatirq stairless steel
properties.

CONST "ST" indicating steam properties.

CONST "HA" indicating water properties.

JCCAI VSFIABIJS.

V Specific vclune at TEMP, in »3/kq.
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(5) CTHEB SOE£CnjTN|S C£ MO.Dt|IIS

Subroutines: SOCON1, SSCON1, STCON1, WACOM,
Ccmaon Blocks: CCMST5, TIHER5.

(6) MiTHEMRTICil JflfiiTlONS AND ALGORITHM

The conductivity cf the reguested material is evaluated by
calling the appropriate material property subroutine.

(7) ORGANIZATION OF HO

The content of ZMAT is tested for the indicator of the
material for vhich the conductivity is to be evaluated. If
ZMAT=SO, the conductivity of sodiun is computed by calling
SOCON1. If ?B»T=SS, the conductivity of stainless steel is
computed hy calling SSCON1 . If ZMAT=HA or ST, the
conductivity of water or steam is conputed by calling
WACON1 or S7CON1. Tf ZHAT does not contain any of the
above names, an error nessage is printed.

(8) APPLICAEIII2J AND KESTFICTIONS.

At present, the conductivity of only four materials, as
shotrr above, can be coaputed. The number can, however, be
easily expanded by addinq additional saterial property
subroutines. The RO parameter is required only for water
or stean property calculations. To use this module in the
simulaticr, the following statement should be included.

CUI C0HDU1 (CO,2.HAT,TEME,BO)
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4*********

* C0BTP1 • (ICCF,ZPATC)
**********

(1) PJSP0S1.

This subroutine calculates the lumped parameter core and
blanket thervodynanics.

(2) Pi

ICOP Indicator to the loop from which this subroutine is
called.

7MATC alphanumeric indicator to the coolant flowing
throuob the core; HA for water, SO for sodiun, and
ST for steam,

S2SJ32I! XBSIiJIJs

cc

Cl

GA

COPTP

CCFTP

COBTP

GAM8.B

JTII

QMF

OML

BOCA

T,C»

TECAO

TIMER

COBTP

COBTP

COBTP

COBTP

COBTP

K DESCRIPTION

Primary coolant specific heat, in
J/kq-C.

Core fuel specific heat, in J/ko-C.

Puel claddinq specific heat, in J/kq-
C.

Fraction of the decay heat liberated
in the coolant.

Tine step counter.

Total weight of fuel in the core, in
ka.

Total weight of cladding in the core,
in kg.

Coolant average density in the core,
ir.

Core coolant average tenperature, in
C.

Initial TECA, in C.
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TECT

TFCX

TEFA

TJIF&O

1EIA

COPTP

COPTP

COPTP

COPTP

COBTP

OCA

VC

WGT

ZSGXC

COPTP

COPTP

COPTP

GAMAR

CCPTP

7*LCOP

ZBCX

ZFCORA

ZBOCX

ZTECEL

ZVOLFC

COPTP

COPTP

CCPTP

COPTP

COPTF

COPTP

Core coolart inlet tenperature, in C.

Core coolant, exit temperature, in C.

Core fuel average tenperature, in C.

Initial lEFft, in C.

Core cladding average temperature, in
C

Total heat trarsfer between the fuel
and the cladding, in H/C.

Total heat transfer between the fuel
cladding and the core coolant, in
W/C.

Volume of coolant in the core, in a3.

Power produced by the decay of
fission products, in M.

Power leaving the core through the
coolant, in w.

Flow through the core, in kg/s.

Core exit enthalpy, in J/kg.

Averaae pressure in core, in Pa.

Core exit coolart density, in kg/»3.

Core coolant boiling tenperature, in
C

Core coolant void volume fraction.

££.££1 VAPIABTJES.

CFB CF*OMF f u e l heat c a p a c i t y , in J / C .

CIH CI*O»L cladding heat capacity, in J/C.

CC*VC*POCA coolant heat capacity, in J/C.CVP

DTECX

OTEtl

Tine derivative of the core exit temperature, in
C/s.

Tiee derivative of the cladding temperature TFLA,
in C/s.
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DZHCX Derivative of ZHCX.

F,F1 Derivatives of the Helvholtz function. Eeturn
F2,F11 parameters fron steam-water subroutines.
F12,F22

HSS Enthalpy of saturated steam, in J/kq.

HSw Erthalpy of saturated water, in J/kg.

KZ Constant used with the WASP functions.

TECA1 Value of TBCA at the previous integration time
step, in C.

TK Temperature, in K.

VCX Coolant specific volume, in nVkq.

VSS Saturated steam specific volume, in mVfrg.

VSW Saturated water specific volume, in m3/kg.

ZlATH Coolant latent heat cf evaporation, in J/kg.

2QVKL Oaality of the two phase flow leaving the core if
boiling takes place.

<5) C1HER SJJBEODTINES OB MODOLES

Subroutines: CPSPE1, DENST1, SODPN1, RASPT1.
Cosiion Blocks: COKST5, COPTP5, GAMAP5, TPOWB5.

AND

This is a sinple lumped oaraneter model to calculate the
core average fuel, cladding and coolant temperatures. The
fuel temperature is given by,

TEFA=ISTFGP»If HQ1+WGT*(1-GA)-OCA*(TEFA-TELA)) /CFH] . (1)

The claddina temperature is given by,

TELA=INTEGPAI[UCA* (TEFA-TELA )-OLA*(TELA-TECA))/CLM ] . (2)

The coolant core exit temperature is given by,

TNTEGPAlf WGT*GA+O1A*(TELA-TECA) -GC*CC*

(TFCX-TICI))/CVB3 . (3)
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If the coolart i s water, the saturat ion teaperature at
pressure 7FCCRA i s computed by using the steaa-water
saturat ion property function H&SAT1. The in tegra l in Eq.
(3) i s limited between zero and the water saturat ion
temperature ?TECBL. The water exit enthalpy i s then
obtained by,

ZHCX=TN?EGFA1((SGT*GA+UIA*(TETA-TECA)-ZFICOP*
(ZHCX-TICI*CC))/(SOCA*VC) ] . (tt)

Py knowirq the saturat ion pressure, temperature, and the
exit enthalpy, the quali ty of the steam in tha two phase
flew can be computed, i f boiling takes place, by,

Z0DAL=(2HCX-HSV)/{ZI.ATH*7ZZ2) , (5)

and the steam volume fraction i s computed from,

r = ?QUAL*VSS/f20UAI*VSS+(1-ZQUAL)*VSM . (6)

This module has a s t a t i c i n i t i a l condition part and a
dynastic pa r t . In the nodule STATIC sect ion, the fuel
cladding and core coolant ex i t temperatures are calculated
from a s i r a l e node heat balance equation. The i n i t i a l
conditions are computed from the coolant i n l e t temperature
TCIN and the power produced in the core WQT+BGT. The
equations used a re ,

1ECX=TFCI+(KCT+WGT)/(GC*CC) , (7)

TECJV={TK:l+TECX)/2 , (8)

TET A=(TFCA+(HOT+«GT*(1-GR))/UIA , (9)

TFFA=TFIA+(HQT+WGT(1-GA))/UCA . (10)

If the coclart in the core is water, the steam-water
property subroutine HASPT1 is called to calculate the
coolant enthalpy at the exit of the core.

(8) IJlLICftEIIITV AND BESTBICTIOHS.

This scdule represents a siaple luiped parameter
approxiaation of the core theraodypanics. The fuel, the
cladding, and the coolant are a l l represented by a single
node. I t should only be used in sicple aodels where the
details of the temperature distribution in the core are
not necessary. If the nodule i s used with the NEOTB1
Vinetic acdule, the STIFF1 integration aethod is
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reconaendctf. If, however, the pronpt juip approximation
SFOTP1 is used, or the power is represented by an
arbitrary runction, any convenient integration nethod car
be used. To use this nodule in the simulation, the
fcllowinq statement should be included.
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4*********
* CPSFE1 * <CF,7KAT,TEMP,PBES)
**********

(1) POP POSE.

This subroutine calculates the specific heat of the
material ?WAT by calling the appropriate material property
subroutine.

(2)

CF calculated specific heat, in J/kg-C.

FFES Pressure at which the specific beat of the material
is evaluated, in Pa. Applicable only to water
properties.

TEMP Temperature at which the specific heat is to be
evaluated, in C.

7MAT Alphanumeric indicator of the material for which the
specific heat is to be evaluated.

(3) CCMHON VH2J!.E!.E£?«

NAfES

IC6

Z7ZS0

2ZZSS

ZZ7ST

£OJ?B1K DFSCEIPTIOR

TTMEE Standard FCSTBftN output unit (usually
6) .

CONST "SO" indicat ing sodium propert ies .

CONST "SS" indicating s t a i n l e s s s t e e l
propert ies .

CONST "ST" indicat ino stean properties .

CONST "WA" indicatinq water properties .

3s CCA I VAFIftBlFS.

V Specif ic volune at TEWE, in » 3 /kg.
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(5) CTHEK SD£BOUTINES

Subroutines: SODCP1, SSPCP1, HASPT1
Comaor ElocVs: CONST5, TIMER5.

(6) «AT]}JMA22C»I EQUATIONS AND

The specific heat, of the requested naterial is evaluated
by calling the appropriate material property subroutine.

The content of ZMAT is tested for the indicator of the
material for vhich the specific heat is to be evaluated.
If ZHAT=SO, the specific heat of sodium is coaputed by
callinq SODCP1. If Z«AT=SSf the specific heat of stainless
steel is computed by callinq SSDCPi. If ZNAT=WA or STr the
specific hest of water or steam is cosputed by callinq
WASPT1. If 7MAT does not contain any of the above raxes,
an error wcssaqe is printed.

At presert, the specific heat of orly four naterials, as
shown above, car he computed. The number can, however, be
easily expanded by adding additional material property
subroutines. The PBES parameter is required only for water
or steam property calculations. To use this module in the
simulation, the followinq statement should be included.

CAIl CPSPE1(CP,ZMAT,TEMP,PBES)
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**********

* cpniHi *
**********

(1) FOPPOSE.

This nodule checks for the regaining CPU tine. If less
than TCPH seconds are left, the module will set ITERM
equal tc ere and the simulation will be orderly
terminated.

Ncne,

(3)

2! ££ 2? ££"1111 DESCRIPTION

T1FBH TIMFE If less than one, indicates that a
simulation execution ti»e error has
been encountered.

TCPU TIMEP CPU tiie required for orderly
termination of the sinulaticn and
initially set to five seconds.

•icre.

| CF HCDOLES

Functions: T

Sere.
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(7) ORGANISATION ££ U£J?l!IsI'

Upon enterinq this oodule, the retaining CPU tine for the
orogran execution is computed by using the system function
TLEFT. If this tine is less than five seconds, ITEFM ts
set to one. This will result in aa orderly termination of
the simulation instead of an operator issued cancel
coanand because of an insufficient tiie request.

She TLEFT function used in this subroutine is installation
dependert. It calculates the remaining time in hundreths
of seconds. If a different system is used, this function
should be replaced by an equivalent one.
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**********
* DENST1 * (EC,?MAT,TEMP,PFES)
**********

O> FU

This subroutine calculates the density of the naterial
?BAT by calling the appropriate material property
subroutine.

(2) PJFAMETEFS.

PFES Pressure at which the density is to be evaluated, in
Pa. Applicable only to water or steam.

PC Calculated density, in kq/m3.

TEMP Temperature at which the density is to be evaluated,
in C.

ZNAT Alpharuireric irdicator to the material for which the
dersity is to be evaluated.

(3) CCKHCK VB1II11SS.

££HPIK DESCRIPTION

106 TIWEF Standard FORTRAN output unit (usually
6) •

Z7ZSO CONST "SO" indicating sodium properties.

ZZZSS CONST "SS« indicating stainless steel

properties.

ZZZST CONST "ST" indicating steam properties.

Z7ZHA CONST «»»" indicatinq water properties.

CO ICCAl VAFIRB

F,F1 Parameters of the WASPT1 subroutine.
F2,F11 Net used here.
F12,F22

K Indicator for WASPT. If 100, evaluate water
protserties. If 200, evaluate stea» properties.
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TOUT Output temperature from WASPT1, in C.

V Specific voluie at TEMP ana PBES, in

Subroutines: SODEN1, SSDEW1, WADEN1.
Common Blocks: CONST*), TTMFF5.

(6) M»itjiai2ic«t EO.UAT.2OKS 112 ALGORITHM.

The densitv of the requested material is evaluated by
callinq the appropriate material property subroutine.

(7) CFGANJ^ATICN ££

The content of ZMAT is tested for the indicator of the
material for which the density is to be evaluated. If
ZHAT=SO, the density of sodium is computed by calling
SODEN1. If 7MAT=SS, the density of the stainless steel is
computed by callir-q SSDEtfi. If ZMAT=»A or ST, the density
of water or steam is computed by calling WADEN1. If ZMAT
does not certain any of the above names, an error message
is printed.

<e> iflLICAETlITY A£D RESTRICTIONS.

At present, the density of only four aaterials, as shown
above, can be computed. The number can, however, be
easily expanded by adding additional aaterial property
subroutines. The PFES parameter is required only for water
or steaa property calculations. To use this nodule in the
simulation, the followinq statement should be included.

CAIL DENST1(BO,Z«AT,TEME,PRT5S)
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**********
* DEBIV1 * (tCCP)

<•») PORPOSE.

This subroutire coordinates the calculation of derivatives
for the centralized integration subroutines.

ICOP Indicator of the loop for which the derivatives are
to be calculated.

(3) COMMON

ftll of the ccmmor variahles belonging to the DSNP modules
in which inteoration was requested will be inserted into
this module. See Appendix A for a complete .ist.

VftFIAPT.ES.

I loop indexes.

KZ loop indexes produced by the precompiler.

(5) CTHGJR SOPPOOJTNFS GF SCDOIFS FE£lTIBFp.

All of the subroutines and functions which reguire
integration vill be called frcm DEPTV1.

(6) MAiSHSMISil Ifl^lIIPJS &ND iiS
In this module, the integrated variables are updated at
each integration tine step and iteration. The principal
function of DIFIV1 is to use the various dynamic modules
according to the loop to which they belong to produce the
vector of system derivatives. It includes the actual
translation of the various SIMULATE LOOPs created by the
user in the DSNP rrogras.
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(7) CjjGiNI^ATICN CF MODULE.

Only the heading of this control nodule is stored in the
library. 7he rest of the subroutine is produced by the
precompiler.

The first part of the subroutine initializes all of the
integration vectors prior to the calculation of the
initial conditions. The initialization results ir all of
the vectors lreing set to zero and the error vectors,
EYYYY1 and FYYYY2, to the default value of 0.005.

The initial conditions(IC) part of the subroutine is
entered after the IC calculatior has converged. The
intearatior vector YYYY is nov given the proper values
accordina to the IC values of the appropriate variables.
The integration error limit is set to the values requested
by each of the integrators overriding the default values
previously set.

The dynamic section of the subroutine has as nany parts as
the number of LOOPS defined by the user. Each part is
accessed frotr the appropriate integration subroutine
according to the parameter LOCP. In each dynamic part, the
integrated variables are first updated to the latest
integration result by making them egual to the appropriate
YYYYfl). N«=xt, the program section, as defined by each
STMOLAT? ICOP, is executed and the derivatives for the
next tiwe step are computed.

illilCAEILlTY AKD BESHICTION S.

Rny DSNP statement is allowed in the SIMULATE segment and
will be properly translated and most probably inserted
into DEPIV1. There are no limitations on the number of
statements or simulation loops. The practical limit is 98
loops, however, because of the number of LOOP labels
available.
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* * * * * * * * * *
* DF0I8S1 * fICCP)
**********

(1) EXPOSE.

This macro crofiuces a subroutine DPOH#1 that solves the
thermodynamics of a steam drum and can be a part of any
simulated steam generator.

(2) P»PAMETEPS.

LCOP indicator to the loop from which this subroutine is
called.

(3 \ C C B M C »

NAMES

Z"FDRI#

DESCRIPTION

Stean drum steam-water mixture inlet
flow, i» kq/s.

DPUM# Steam drum exit
dcwnccmmer, i t

flow to the

ZFDW#

ZFSTX#

7HDBI#

ZEDfiXf

7HF0H#

ZHSTXt

ZPDP#

ZODS#

ZOD»#

ZSODS*

DPUM#

DFHM*

DPU«#

DROH#

DPUMi

DROM#

DPUM*

DPDH*

DRO«#

DSON*

Feedwater inlet flow, in kq/s.

Steam exit flow, in kq/s.

Steam drum inlet enthalpy, in J/kq.

Hater average and exit enthalpy in
the stean drum, in J/kg.

Feedwater irlet enthalpy, in J/kq,

Stean drum steam exit enthalpy, in
J/kq.

Pressure in the steal drua, in Pa.

(lass of stean in the steaa drum, in
kg.

Mass of water in the steam drum, in
kq.

Steam drum steam density, in kg/a3.
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ZBODfT*

ZTDFX#

ZTEDB*

ZXDLt

DFOM# steaa drum water density, in kg/a ' .

steam drun water exi t temperature, in
C .

DPUH* Steam drum steam exit teaperature, in
c.

DP0M# I n i t i a l water level in the steals
drum, in m.

ICC^l VAJTJIET FS .

FF1

FIDS

FIDH

HDSS

HDSW

P1

CDS

QDW

QDALIN

BCDS

RCDH

TEFL

TEDB

VEEM

VDES

VDPH

VDS

VDSS

Flashirq or condensinq rate, in kq/s,

TncoBiinq stea* flow from the riser, in kq/s.

Inconinq water flow from the riser, in kq/s.

Saturated stea» enthalpy at the drum pressure, in
J/kq.

Saturated water enthalpy at the drum pressure, in
J/Va.

Steal' drum pressure, sane as ZPDR#, but resultinq
front a mass balance, in Pa.

Mass of the steam in the drum, in kg.

Hass of the water in the drum, in kg.

Quality of the steam in the two phase inlet
stea*-water mixture.

Steal density, in kg/m3.

Water density, in kg/m3.

?tea» flashing delay tine, in s.

at theSaturation temperature
pressure, ir C.

steam drum

voluce of the steaa drum, in m3.

vcluve of the steam in the drum, in m3.

Volume of the water in the drum, in a3.

Specific volume of the steam, in «3/kg.

Specific voluae of the saturated steam, in «Vkg.
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VCSH Specific volmie of the saturated water, in «Vkq.

VDS1 Specific voluie of the steam at the end of the
iteration cycle, in «3/ko.

VDK Specific volume of the water, in

CTHEF SJOJEEtOUTINE? CH MODULES

S u b r o u t i n e s : VASAT1, WASHP1, MASHV1, WASPT1.
rcmnor! B l o c k s : POIL#5, CONST5, DEPIV5, DBna#5, TIMEB5.

<6) NSTHEMATICAI. ifiOATTONS AND ALGORITHM.

It i s assumed that no heat transfer takes place in the
stean drum l e t ween the water or steam and the wall.
I n i t i a l l y cr at equilibrium, a l l of the state variables
are functions of the prevailinq pressure.

The inccnirq two phase flow i s separated into a steam flow
qiven by,

FIDS=O"BLIN*ZFDBIt , (1)

and a water flov qiven bv,

FTDK= C-QnAI.IN) *ZFDEI# . (2)

The res t cf the i n l e t and e x i t flows at steady s t a t e are
S€t accordina t o the above va lues .

ZFPw«=FJDS (3)

2FSTX#=FII>S (4)

ZFEPX#=FIDM (5)

The enthalpy of the steam leav ing the steam drum at
equilibrium i s for the saturated steam condi t ion ,

ZHSTX#=HDSS , (6)

and the enthalpy of the water returned to the bo i l er i n l e t
through the dcwncomer i s given by,

ZHERXt=(ZFEK#*ZHFDU#+FIDW*HDSW)/ZFDRX# . (7)

It i s a l so assumed that at steady s t a t e no condensation or
f lashing ta*es p lace , so that FF1 i s equal to zero.

The dynamic mass balance i s given by two equations; one
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for the liquid phase,

dODW/a+*FIDV+7rD»#-FFL-ZFDBX# , (8)

ana one for the vapor phase,

. (9)

The dynamic energy balance equation qives the change in
steam and water enthalpy,

dZFSTX#/dt= < (FIDS+PFL) *HDSS- (ZFSTX#+dQDS/dt.) *ZHSTX«)
/CDS . (10)

For the water average enthalpy, the followinq eguation is
used.

*HDSS)/QDW (11)

(7) QBGANIZATICF CF MODULE.

Upon ecteri^q the module, the saturation pressure ZPDF#
correspordira to the drum pressure ZPDR# is computed by,

CALI WfiSJTi(ZPDF#,ZTl?DF#,...) (12)

Next, the enthalpy of the saturated steam and saturated
water are computed by,

CALL «PSPT1(ZPDF#,ZTEDB#,ZTEDF#,VDSW,F,F1,F2,..) (13)

HDSW = F- (ZTEDE#+27?) *F1-VDSW*F2 (1d)

CALL »ASFT(ZPDEt,ZTEDB#,ZTEDR#,VDSW,F,F1..) (15)

HDSS=F-(ZTEDF#+273)*F1-VDSS*F2 . (16)

The l a t e n t heat of evaporat ion i s computed from,

7LATH=HDSS-HDSH . (17)

Then, the i n l e t stean g u a l i t y i s computed by,

OOSLIK=(ZHDF1#-HDSW)/ZLATH , (18)

froa which the separated s tean and water i n l e t flows are
obtained using Egs. (1) and ( 2 ) . The i n i t i a l value of the
various f l ews enter ing and l e a v i r o the s t e a l drui are
computed frcv Egs. (3) t o (5) , ard the i n i t i a l enthalpy of
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the stean and water outlet are coaputed by Eqs. (6) and
<7).

To calculate the initial water and steal quantities in the
steam drum, property function WASHP1 is used. This
subroutine provides all of the thermodynamic properties
once the enthalpy and pressure are known.

CftH WASHP1(ZHDPX#fZPDF#,7TDPy*rVDW,...) (19)

The voluires of water and s t e a l i n the steam drum are then
obtained from the i n i t i a l water g u a n t i t y ZQDW# which i s
qiven as input by,

VDFK=7CDW#*VDW and, (20)

VDFS=VDFH-VDEW . (21)

And f i n a l l y , the i n i t i a l mass of the steam i s computed
from,

ZQDS#=VDFS/VDS . (22)

Iv the dynamic part of the s u b r o u t i n e , the d i f f e r e n t i a l
3qs . (8)#<?)f(1Q) and (11) are i n t e g r a t e d . I t i s assumed
that seme f l a s h i r q of the water takes p lace when the steam
enthalpy in the steam drum i s qreater than HDSS. This
process i s assuned t o be l i n e a r and i s descr ibed by,

FFL=(7flSTX#-Hl>SS)/TDFI, . (23)

ftoair as in the s t a t i c p a r t , the volames of water and
steara in the steam drum are now computed by.

CMI. WftSHP1(ZHDFX#,ZPDF#,ZTDRy#,VDW...) ,

VEFW=ZOEW#*VDW , (25)

VDP?=VDFM-VDF» . (26)

The s p e c i f i c volume of the steam i s then obtainad from,

VDS1=VCFS/ZODS# , (27)

from which the pressure in t h e steam drum i s coaputed by,

CAII. HASHV1 (ZHSTX#,VDS1 ,ZTEDE#01 ,VDS, F, . . . ) , (28)

ZPDF#O1=-F2 . (29)

Upon e x i t fror t h i s subrout ine , the e x i t s t eaa and water
dens i ty i s coaputed and an enerav balance i s performed.
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(8) API.tIfiJB22.ITy AND BF§S£ICT10NS.

The steaii drug has only two nodes; one contains all of the
water ard the other contains all of the steam in the
module. The steal) dram can be made part of any level-one
recirculatinq steao generator model and should be
appropriately connected to a boiler, to a feedwater supply
unit, and + o either a superheater or directly to the
turbine. The user can include several steaa druas into a
systea simulation by using the following definition.

• DFBEUMai (VBFM,Lexp,TDFL,PAB 1,PM*2,PAR3) ; ,

where a stards for a single character name given to the
steam drua>, and Lexp is the algebraic expression used to
calculate the water level in the steam drum and can make
use of any COMMON or local variables, or any of PARi,
PAE2, P*F3, aiven in the definition. To use the nodule in
the simulation, the following statement should be
included.

• DPfJMat;

the nacre for this nodule can be destroyed when it i s not
needed arv were.
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**********
* DUMF11 * (KFX,ZBIOCK)
**********

(11 Ptj

This subroutine will output a common Mock of variables in
DSNP and car be used subsequently as an input data set.
The second entry to the subroutine is DUMPF. At this
entry, data set KFL1 will be copied into data set KFL2.

KFl

KFI1

KFL2

ZBLOCK

Data set in+o which the comnon block ZBLOCK i s to
be

Data set t c be copied in to data se t KFL2.

Data set in to which KFL i s copied.

Nase cf the common block to be wr i t t en in DSNP
data format. If ZBLOCK^AII ' , a l l of the coniion
Hocks are dumped.

(31 CCMJCK

All of the comnon Hooks are inserted into this nodule.
See Appendix A for the list of variables.

<") l££hh 2ASIAELIS.

KAIL

KFL1

KFZ

KF21

KKBLCK

'ALL'

If the output data set is KFL=6, then
KFL1=6. Otherwise KFH=ISTOSD is the ruaber
of the teaporary output data set.

Counter of the number of lines printed on a
page.

counter of the number of pages printed.

Total nuaber of the naaed co««on blocks
present in DSNP.

Contains the na»e of the data block to be
duaped and is an integer equivalent to
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ZZB1CK.

K7 Set to NSP if KFL=IO6. Otherwise set to NPF.

NSP • '

A vector containing the names of OSNP common
blocks.

ZADAT(10l A vector used to input or output 80 byte
records.

z»II »All'

ZZBLCK Set. to 7PLOCK at equivalent to KKBICK.

OF MOOHLFS EEO.OIFED.

Common Blocks: ALL. An appropriate statement that inserts
all of the common blocks is produced by the
precompiler.

<6) ^iTajMATICAL EDITIONS A HI) A1GOPITHW.

This module is used to generate the D0HPB1 subroutine in
the FCETFAN simulation progran. To find out which block is
tc be dumped, the parameter 2B1OCK is compared to all of
the block neaies in the 7ABLK vector. A computed GOTO is
then used tc transfer control to the appropriate output
statement.

f

The output produced by this subroutine is dependent upon
the output data set. If the output is directed to the
standard outcut or where KFt is equal to six, each record
is printed en a new line. Hence, the first character
output in the record is set to a blank. If, however, a
data set is t-eirq generated, the output is first sent to a
temporary data set ISTCFD. This data set is then copied to
KFL and a period is claced in the first column of each
record. If the standard output data set is used, a title
will alsc be printed containing the information or the
present simulation time.

The DOHPP entry causes a data set KFI1 to be copied into
KF12. At this entry, the copvinq process is also dependent
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upon the output data set. If the output is data set six,
then it will be printed with a subtitle on each page and
6C lines per paqe. This entry is used as a result of the
••IISTD KFI1 TC KF12" DSNP statement.

iUPJ-ICAJIlITJ AND HFSTJJICTICNS.

The DUMFB1 sulroutine is mainly used to create data sets
at a given tii>e in the simulation process. These data sets
can then be used by subsequent simulations. It is also
used for debuaqirq purposes, since it is possible to print
the valuer cf any common block at any location in the
program with a simple "DUMP A TO B" DSNP statement.

The POHPF entry is used to C O F Y one data set into another.
Usually +be output data set will be six and the listing of
the data set is for documentation purposes. For example,
"IISTD JTOPT TO 106" vill produce a listing of the FOFTFUN
simulation program. Note that KFL1 and KFL2 will be
rewound before the copying operation, except when the
output data set KFI.2 is egual to 106.

Tc use this module in the simulation, the following
statenent slculd be included to output a single block of
data.

• DOMP blockc TO ifl;

Tc output all of the simulation data blocks, the following
statement shculd be ircluded.

• DOKP ftll TC ifl;

To copy a tfata set into another data set tha following
statement should be included.

• DOMPF i f l TC i f2:

ifl, ifl and if2 are the FOBTPAN characters assiqned to
the appropriate data sets.
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**********
• F0IFP1 * (ICOF)
**********

f>) POPPOSE.

This subroutine performs rectangular Euler integration.

(2) £JSAMETIfS.

ICOP Indicator of the loop on which this integration
nethcfl will be used.

<31 CCMflCH V»

N n R 11 S

DELT

T)YDT(l)

IYYYY(I>

CCMBLK

TT1EE

DEPIV

DEPIV

SCDSR

TIMS

TYYTf(I)

DEPIV

TIME?

DEPIV

DESC£1PTION

Currert intearation time step, in s.

Vectot cf the derivatives to be
inteqrated, integrator input.

Integration indicator. If not equal
to LOOP, no integration will he
performed.

Number of intearations to be
performed in the simulation.

Current simulation tine, in s.

Vector of the integrated variables,
integrator output.

Scne.

(5) OTHEE SaPPCOTlJSFS CE MODULES

Subroutines: DEBIV1.
Common Bloclrs; DEEIV5, TIMEE5
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(6) «ATHEM»2IC^I EQUATIONS AND »LGO£JTH«.

Tbis module performs K siaiple rectanqular integration on
the derivative vector EYDT according to Eq. (1) .

YYVY <T> =YYYY (I) +DELT*DYDT (I) (1)

The results of the integration are stored in the YYY.Y
vector.

Upoi> enterirq the subroutine, a check is »ade to see if
there are any inteqratiors in this simulation. If NODEF is
equal to zero, the integration process is skipped and the
0EFIV1 subroutine is called before returning. There are
NCDEP variables to he integrated but this subroutine will
inteqrate cnly those derivatives for which IYYYY(I) equals
the loop number in which this integration subroutine is
used.

The last step in this module is to call the DERIV1
subroutine aererated by the DSNP system. This subroutine
controls the sequence of all the necessary computations
leading tc the evaluation of the derivatives for the
integrated lccp.

This is a very simple integration method. It can be used
either vith constant or variable tine steps. It is the
responsibility of the user, however, to control the error
accumulation and the changes, if any, in the integration
time step n^or.itude.
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**********
• FDB1K1 •
**********

This subroutine calculates
effects.

the feedback reactivity

Ncne.

(3) CCMJJCN VftEI.RE.IilS.

NAMES

J7I1

RKD

PKDC

PKE

PKFB

FKS

BKSC

PKV

BKVC

1ECA

TBFftO

ZVOLFC

COMBLK

TIMER

BDBEK

FDBEK

FDBEK

FDBEK

FDBEK

FDBEK

FDBEK

FDBEK

FDBEK

COBTP

CCFTE

COFTP

COFTP

COBTP

DESCFIPTIOK

Tine step counter. .

DoDpler reactivity feedback.

Coefficient of doppler reactivity.

Core expansion reactivity feedback.

Coefficient of core expansion
reactivity.

Total feedback reactivity.

Sodium density reactivity feedback.

Coefficient of sodium expansion
reactivity.

Core void reactivity.

Core void reactivity coefficient.

Core coolant averaqe temperature, in
C

Initial HICK, in C.

Core fuel averaoe teaperature, in C.

Initial TEFA, in C.

Core coolant void volune fraction.
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None.

(5) CTBEB SUEECOTINFS CK MODDLfS JgEfitJIBFD.

Common BlocVs; CONST5, COFTP5 , FDBEK5, NECTTB5, TIMERS.

(6) IJilHEBftTICAI FgUVTIGNS JND JUjGOSITjHfi.

This module uses average core temperatures to calculate
the reactivity feedback. The Doppler reactivity is
calculated hvf

PKr = FKDC*DLCG(TEFft/TEFftO) . (1)

The feedback reactivity effect due to core expansion is
calculated bv,

EKE = FKECMTEFA-TFFAOl • (2)

The feedback reactivity due to sodium expansion or "the
sodium effect" is calculated by,

FKS = FKSC*(TECA-TECAO) . (3)

The feedback reactivity due to voiding or partial voidina
of the core caused by boiling is calculated by,

BKV = PF?C*ZVOLFC . (<i)

The appropriate reactivity coefficients, BKDC, PKEC, and
BKSC for the core must be given as input data. The total
feedback reactivity is then calculated by summing Eqs.
(1) , (2) , m , and (it) as,

PKFP = PKS+FKD+PKE+BKV . <5)

P) SIGftNI^STION CF BO

Initially, the total feedback reactivity EKFB is assumed
to be zero since the reactor is at steady state. Upon
first entering the subroutine (JTIW=0), this variable is
set. to zero. On any subsequent entry, the contribution of
each reactivity effect will be calculated by using Egs.
<1) to (<=) .
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This Module is a simplified nodel for calculating the
reactivity feedback effects given tfae core average
temperatures. it is usually used with the Imped
parameter core model. The appropriate reactivity
coefficients Bust be precalculated by other methods and
qiven as input data. To use this module in the
sinulation, tbe followinq statement should be included.

• FDBBK1;
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* FDSTR1 • (1C0P)
**********

(1) POPPOSE.

This nodule is a nacro that, produces one or more
subroutines FDWATa that will adjust a flow so as to
• aintain a corstant liquid level ir a steam drua usinq a
proportional plus inteqral controller.

(2) Pi£l

LCOP »r inflicator of the locp from which this iodule is
caller!.

COMBIK DESCRIPTION

ZFDCN# FDW!I# The feedwater controller inteqration
part..

ZfOW# DBUH# Feedwater inlet flow, in kq/s.

DPOM# Initial water level in the stea«
drum, in m.

CKP controller proportioral qain constant.

EPS Controller error function XDL-ZXDL*.

FDH Initial feedwater flow reguired by the stean drum,
ir kq/s.

KF Indicates the first entry ana initially is set to
.F8ISF. .

TAO Controller integration tiae constant.

XCI Initial water level in the steas drun, in n.
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(5) CTHEP. SOBfODTJNES CB M£DO],E§ EEgUJfiED.

Cc»mon BlocVs: CONST5, DEPIV5, DB0M#5, FDWT#5, TIMEB5.

(6) M»

ft proportional plus in tegra l contro l l er i s used to
maintain a constant water l e v e l in the stea» druu. The
deviat ion frcir the corstant l e v e l i s computed by,

EPS=XDT-ZXDta , (1)

and the feedwater flow to the steam drum i s computed from,

2JDHa=FI!W*{1+CKP*EPS+IN3EGRALf FPS/TBU]) . (2)

(7) CJGRNIZJJTIC^ 0* MODULI.

The initialization of the module takes place upon
terminating the IC calculations. This includes settinq
the water level reference value XDL and the initial flow
FEW to the values calculated in the IC proqras section.
Each subsequent entry to the subroutine will skip the
initialization section. Subsequent entries to the
subroutine will calculate the error in water level and
produce a corrected flow if such an error EPS is different
than zero.

(8) AFPIICABJIITJ AMD EESJBICTIONS.

This nodule should be located outside and after the
i n i t i a l conditions i teration loops since i t only reguires
one i n i t i a l adjustment and has no effect on the other
values durina the IC calculat ions. To include th i s nodule
in the simulation, the following definit ion should be made
in the proqrai declarations segment.

• OFDHTai (CKP,TAU,EL,BU) ;

"aM is a single character name given to the module and
must be the same as the nane given to the stean drum to
which this nodule is connected. BI and BU are the lower
and upper liidts of the fluid level and are usually the
bottom and the top of the steam drun. To use this codule
in the simulation, the following statement should be
included.
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The aacic for this ttodule car be destroyed when no longer
needed,
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* FL0S01 * (KF,ZPI,ZPX,KFITMX,LOOP)
4*********

(1) POEPCSE.

This nodule contains aacros, DSNP statements, subroutines,
and functions that will calculate tte flow tbtouah a path
defined by DFLOHii. When translated by the preconpiler,
this nodule produces the,

SUBROUTINE HFIOW1(KF ,ZPI,ZPX, KFITMX,ICOP) that calculates
«-he flow ir the KPth path;

FUNCTION DFIPF(KF,LOCP) that calculates the
nressure drop in a path; and

total

SUBROUTINE ?L3NT (KF,ZPI,ZPX,KFITMX,IOOP) that calculates
the flew derivatives for a defined path.

(2)

KF Indicates the path number as defined in Flow.

KFITMX MaitiinuB number of static iterations allowed in
the flow IC calculations.

ICOP Indicates the loop from which this module is
called.

?,¥! Pressure at the inlet to the flow path, in Pa.

2FX Pressure at the exit of the flow path, in Pa.

(3) COSMOM VAPI1EIES.

NAMES COHEIR DESCjBIPTipg

JTIM TIHEF Tiae step counter.

ZOPFL(X) HFIOw Total pressure drop across a flow
path, in Pa.

ZFLOW(I) HFLO« Magnitude of the flow in the Ith flow
path, in ko/s.

ZINEEF(I) HFLOW Equivalent inertance «ised in Eg. (1) ,
in FLINT 1, in V«.
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ZINEFT(I) HPIPF Pipe inertance, in 1/m.

<*») I££H VARIABLES.

DFIDT Flow t ine de r iva t ive , in kq/sec*.

BT=s Error in the static iterations.

KFIT Itera+ior counter.

KFil First entry logical indicator to HFLOW1.

KJUSK if qreater than zero, indica tes t ransfer to JJONii
entry.

CTHEP S0FFCUT1NFS GE MCDULFS

Functions: TFHPJ1,
Ccmoion Bloclcs: CONSTS, HFI.CW5, HPIPF5, HPUMP5, TIHEF5.

(f) J3ATHE!1ATIC»T. Ffi OAT IONS AND ALGORITHM.

The flew total inertarce is conDuted by summing up all of
the contributions from the pipe seaments belongina to the
KFth path cr,

ZIKEETf{KF)=SUH(ZINEFT(I)) . (1)

The actual flow values calculated during the static IC
part anS the flow derivatives calculated during the
dynamic part are obtained by calling the. FLINT1
subroutire. The ILTNT1 subroutine calculates the time
derivative of the flow by using the following equation.

DFLD!I=f7PI-ZPX+ZDPFL(KF))/ZINEFF(KF) (2)

For the static calculations, the error tern is estimated
tc be,

FFS=DFIDT/ZFLO»<KF) . (3)

If t h i s +erw i s grea ter than ZZZEB, the flow i s changed
accordinq t o .

ZFT.OW(KF)=ZFLOW(KF1*(1 + EPS) , (H)

and the pressure drop ZDPFL(KF) is recalculated using the
DELPF functior. During the dynavic calculations, the flow
is obtained by integratinq DPLDT.
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ZFTO«(KF)=IBTGR»LtDFLDT ] (5)

The pressure drop for a particular flow path or flow
defined ry DFlO»ii(WI) is calculated in DELPF. This is
clone by suanirq the static and frictional pressure drops
for all of the pipe segments composing a flow path and
adding the head produced by a puap, if present, in the
flow path. The su mat ion is dene by.

= SUH:DP.HPl1(I,WIf
+ SOM:PPJWP1 (I,WI,TPIN,KITMX,LOOP> , (6)

where DPHFH and HPUMP"! ^ c functions calculatinq the
pressure drop in a pipe segment and the head generated in
a pump, I indicates the 7th Fipe or pump, HI is the flow
rate, and TAV ard TPIN are the average and inlet
temperatures respectively. For details on the calculation
of pressure drops ai>ct pressure heads, see the sections on
HFTPE1 ard HPUMP1.

Upon first »rtry to HFLOW1, the irertance of all the
hydraulic pipe segments are calculated by calling DPHPI1
and then the flow inertances are evaluated by Eg. (1). If
a hydraulic flow jurcticn is present in the sinulation,
the equivalent -junction inertance ZINJUfl will be
evaluated.

Upon enteiinq the FLINT"1 subroutine, the iteration counter
K?IT is reset and the pressure drop in the flow path is
evaluated ty the function DELPF. The static iterations are
continued using Fqs. (2) to (4) until EPS is less than
ZZZEP or uttil KFIT is qreater than KFITMX. If convergence
is not achieved, a message to this effect is printed.
Durinq the dyramic calculations where JTIM is greater than
zero, the iteration part is skipped and Eq. (5) is
calculated. The number of statements in the DBLPF1
function is dependent upon the nueber of flow definitions
(see below). Three statements are generate? by the
precompiler tacrcs for each flow definition. First, the
defined flow VI is assigned the flow value from the flow
vector ZF1CH (ii). Then a statement equivalent to Eg. (6)
is produced ard a GOTO 99 statement returns control to the
calling subroutine. A computed GOTO statement uses the KF
parameter to determine which set of statements will be
executed.
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(B) APPLICABILITY iJJD BfST£ICTIONS.

The FTOV01 wodule is used to solve the hydraulic flow
equations for single passage loops. In cases where
multiple flow exists forcing a flow junction, a JJTWii
entry is qenerated to cope with the particular for» of tbe
junction. This subroutine is produced when a flow path is
defined hy.

J1, J2,. . .)) ;

where ii is a two digit nunfcer assigned sequentially to
the flow definitions, WO is the £Ul£Eical value of the
initial flew estiaate, PI and PX are the inlet and outlet
pressures cf the defined flow path, and KFITHX is the
maximui number of static iterations used to calculate tbe
ir flew rate. The runters 11,12,... after PIPES indicate
the pipe nath through which the flow passes and the
numbers J1,J2,... indicate the pump(s) presert in the
defined flew path. There is no limit on the nu»ber of
pipes or pumps that can be present in a flow path.

Tbe initial flew estiaate WC should be as close to the
steady sta+e flow rate as possible or otherwise nary
static iterations will be required. Ic larqe systems, this
ccrverqence process may be verv slow. To use a flow path
calculation ir the simulation, the followinq statement
should be included.

• FLOWii;

If a flow Dath starts or terminates at a junction {see
.1DHC01), the above statement is rot reeded since the
iorction statement will +ake care of including the flow
cath calculations into the siaulation.
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* FUNCT1 * (»,v,rK,FX,Fyr»,ri.ST)

(1)

This nodule .generates ar> arbitrary function usinq a KKth
degree Taaranoian interpolating polynomial.

FX(I1 ft vector of abscissas of the arbitrary function. It
rust be qiven in increasinq order and must have at
least KK + 1 corsecutive numbers.

FY(T) A vector containinq the values of the arbitrary
furcticr correspor^irq to the abscissas qiver in FX.

fflf Orc'fr cf the interpolat ior requested in this
(0<KKO0)

KIST Iocatior of the lowest function value used in the
last irterpoiation or the search will start froi
FXIKLST}. Upon exit from the function, this variable
is set. to It.

N Hunter cf function values supplied in vectors FX and
FY.

Indererdert variable for which the value of the
function is souqht.

In+erpolated value of the arbitrary function for the
arbitrary variable X. This i s the output value of
this module.

<3> CCMSCN VftFTjEIES.

None.

I'M i££AI; VRFli^lIS.

ct (I) K + 1 coefficietts of the interpolating polynomial car
be either supplied to or calculated by the
intercolatinq subroutine.

IX First location of the K+1 elements fro* the FX and
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FY vectors used in the generation of the
in+erpolatinq polynomial. (0<TX<N)

Degree of interpolation actually used in calling the
Lagrarqe interpolating subroutine.

last location for which a function is available.
Usually N»=Nr except when the function is not fully
loaded.

(51 CTHFF SOEPCjniJJES £ £ MODULES BEfiOIFFD.

S u b r o u t i n e s ; I&GPN1.
B l o c k s : CONST?.

JSJJTiJjSMAIJCJI J2DJl£I0NS AND ilGOBITHtf.

This furcticr oererator uses the Taqranqe interpolating
polynomial tc compute the value of the furction ¥ at x.
The detailed algorithm used is described in module I.AGRN1.

£F MCCULE.

The arbitrary function qsnerator first perforns a test to
check whether the requested level of interpolation is
within the tredefined limits cf zero less than K less than
ten. If K i? less than one, the value is set to one. If K
is qreater +han nine, the value is set to nine. The range
cf the irdeperdent variable X is then tested. If X is less
than FXCn, a uarninq is issued. The interpolating level
K is set to two ard a first deqree extrapolation usinq
PX(1) and Fy<2) will fce calculated. If X is greater than
FXfJ), a varnina is issued. Sotetimes the function is not
fully leaded ?s when the last locations are enpty. Then a
search will be perforated, if necessary, to find the last
meaningful value cf F (X). The interpolating level K is
se+ to twe ard a first deqree extrapolation using X(N-1)
and X(») will be calculated.

The location T of the first value where FX(I) is greater
than X is ther found. The search will start at the KLST
value of x ard after IX is found, KLST is reset to the
last IX valu«=. The location of the first IX value used by
the interpolating subroutine is calculated from,

IX = I-K/2-1 . (1)

Equaticr (1) places the interpolation values of FX(I)
symmetrically around X. If IX i s l e s s than one, the
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interpolatior level is reduced to K olus IX and IX is set
to one. If IX plus K is greater than N, then the
interpolation level is reduced to K equal to N-IX.
Finally, the value cf the arbitrary function Y at X is
calculated by the Iaqrangian interpolation usinq the
subroutine IAGFN1.

<8> iPILICAPTLITY AND RESTRICTIONS.

is an arbitrary function generator. It will
value of any function Y at X if appropriate
and ordirates FY are supplied for any number
areater thsn one. Any spacing between the
acceptable but the values must be stored in
increasing order. To use this moiule in the

following statement should be included.

<X,YfKK,FX,F*,N,KLST)

The function value Y at X is evaluated by using a KKth
order lagraraiar interpolatina polynomial symmetrically
spaced around X. The degree of the polynomial is limited
to KK less than ten. For additior.al details on arbitrary
functior generation in D.SNP, see paragraph 2.4.2 in the
DSNP users aarual, ANL-CT-77-20.

This nodule
calculate a
abscissas FX
of points N
abscissas is
vector FX in
simulation,

Cfll
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• GHH&E1 * (LCOP)
* * * * * * * * * *

PUPPOSF.

This subroutine calculates
radioactive decav.

the power generated by

TCOP Indicator to the looc from which this subroutine is

O) CĈ iON v»£IiEIES

BGM(I)

Gfti(I)

JTIfl

PNJ

NGN

HGP

HGPO

HGT

WGTO

GAMAR

GAUAJ?

GAKAB

TIMER

GAMAR

NFHTP

GAMAR

GA!UK

GAMA5

GAHAR

Fraction of the fission product
produced by the 2th group.

Disintegration constant of the Ith
fission product.

Number of radioactive FP decay groups
assumed in the model.

Time step coun+er.

Fraction of the decay heat produced
by the Ith FP qroup.

Normalized reutronic power at the Jth
time step.

Total normalized radiation power
produced by the fission products.

Power produced by the decay of
fission products, in w.

Initial WGP, in H.

Power produced by the decay of
fission products, in K.

GAMAB I n i t i a l BGT, i r K.
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Ncr.e.

CTHBR £OERCI1 TINES CP WCDOiES JH

Common Blocks; CONS75, DERIV5, GAWAP5, NEOTR5, TIREF5,
TP0WF5.

If) M»THEMATT£Mi EQUATIONS AND ALGORITHM.

It is assumed that the heat produced by the fission
products <FP) is due to the decay and qamaa radiation of
up to five *P elements. The rate by which the FP are
produced in the core is directly proportional to the
reactor potter level. A lumped parameter model is assumed
and the exponential decay equations qiven below are used.

fI)=INTG!(Lf EGH (I)*PNvJ-PGMAfin*GA«(H ) . CM

The total flocay radiation level is aiven by,

. (2)

To obtain the actual power produced by the FP decay, the
fcllcwina e*cressiors are used.

WGP=RGN*WGPO (3)

ViGT=SGF*WGTO («)

(7) QFG*SI5£lI£li £1 ££5211.

This subroutine calculates the normalized power level WGN
which i s se+ to one upon f i r s t entry to the subroutine.
During the TC calculat ions , the i n i t i a l power VJGPO in MW
i s provided as input from which WGTO i s then obtained.
HGTO ard BGPO are subsequently used to transform the
normalized decay heat WGN to the appropriate power in
watts by usina Eqs. (3) and (U) .

This module i s a simple lumped parameter model to
calculate the power contributed by the radioactive decay
of FP accumulated in the reactor fue l . The steady s tate
contribution BGPO should be determined by the degree of
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burn-up cf the particular core ana supplied by the user as
input. The default value is WGPO equal to zero or zero
fcurc-up.

Tc use this module in the simulation, the followinq
statement shculd be included.
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**********
• GMJSS1 *
**********

(1) PORPOSE.

This subroutine solves a system of N coupled algebraic
equations usirq the the Gauss-Jordan elimination method.
Oi:tionaly the transverse matrix and the determinant of the
coefficient matrix can be conputed.

h The coeficient matrix (N,M1 . The solution is always
in M T , F + 1 ) , 1=1.. .N.

D The determinant of the coefficient matrix.

M For ordinary solution, set W equal to R+1. To get
the transverse matrix, set M equal to 2N+1.

N The number of equations to be solved.

(3) CCHMOK VflBIjFIBS.

Nore.

(tt> LOCAL

I Bov index.

J Column index.

K Pivot elenent index.

[5) CTHEB SDEB00TI8FS CB MCDDIES BE2t1IB|D.

None.

(6) Ui

The Gauss-Jordan elimination alaorithm is given by.
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K0FBA1T2RTI0N: ft(I,R) « M K , J)/ft<K ,K) ; J « B , i - 1 f . . . K (1)

FFDOCTICN: A ( I , J ) = A ( T , Jj - A ( I , K ) * A ( K , J ) ;
f o r 1 = 1 . . . » , J=M,M-1 K (2 )

arc! K ir Fqs. (1) ana (2) goes from 1....N.

(7) CJGAJNIZSTTCN £1 J!£PJL£*

°rior tc calculating the above algorithm, the pivot
element is tested. If it is less than ZZZEF, an error
messaqe is orinted. Next, the Kth row is normalized by Eq.
C ) . Firally, the the row element above and below the
pivot is eliainated by Eq. (2).

(fi) APPLICABT11TY AND BESTJRTCTION S.

The efficiency and accuracy of the method can be
maintained tc about fifty equations. The subroutine will
net solve the eguations if any of the Divot elements
becoroes less than 5?ZZER. If necessary, the coefficient
matrix should be rearranged so that there will not be ?ero
€3emertS3 or the diaqoDal part.

It is possitle to obtain the inverse matrix by this
subroutine. If desired, set « equal to 2N+1 rather than M
equal to N + 1 and set. the new matrix A» = (A|U|I) where I is
the unit matrix and U the free constant in any of the
equations. Upon terrainatinq the solution, I will be
replaced by the inverse of A. To use this module in the
simulation, the following statement should be included.

CAII G8DSS1 (»,»,»)

£ 1 ] B. Carrbarc, H. A. L u t h e r , J . 0 . Wi lKes , "Appl ied
Numer ica l Methods", John W i l e y , ( 1 9 6 9 ) .
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**********
• HPIEE1 * (KPH,7W,ZTa,V, PRAV,X,?UV)
* * * *

<U SUPPOSE.

This nodule contains nacros and DSNP statements producing
a function that calculates the pressure drop in a
hydraulic pire segnent defined by DEFHPIPii.

(2) PJPAMETEPS.

KFH The pipe path as defined by «ii» in the DEFHPIPEii
definition, ii must be two digits.

PFAV The average or entry pressure for the pipe segment,
in Pa.

VftLV The nipe resistance expressed in equivalent length,
in m.

X The steam guality for two phase flow. Set X less
than cr egual tc zero for sirale phase flow.

ZTfiV The average temperature of the fluid in the pipe, in
C.

ZH The flcv rate through the pipe, in kg/s.

(3) CCMJJON VAPI8EIBS.

«BMJS COWBLK DESCRIPTION

ZDPH(I) HPIPE Frictional and static pressure drop
across a pipe, in Pa.

ZFftLF(I) HPIPE A constant in the pipe friction
factor calculation. Use 1 for sodiua,
2 for water, or 3 for steaa.

ZFEK(I) HPIPE A constant ir the pipe friction
factor calculation. Use 1 for sodiun,
2 for water, or 3 for steaa.

ZIBEPT (I) HPIPE Pipe dnertance, in 1/«.

ZCHPIP(I) HPIPE aass of fluid in the pipe, in kg.
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DPHPI1

KPIP

KHAT(I)

ZRFL(I)

ZHIXG(I)

SHPRES(I)

ZMAT(K)

ZHOHP(I)

ZBHP(I)

ZTHMI)

ZSSIRN

ZXD£(I)

Z7HI (I)

7XHX(I)

Z3UE (I)

?.TLP(i)

The pressure drop across the pipe, in Pa.

The total number of hydraulic pipe sequent
defined in the simulation.

The initial DPHPI1 function entry indicator.

A material indicator for the fluid flowing in
the pipe. SO, WA, or ST are used for sodium,
water, or steam respectively.

"he Tth pipe flow cross sectional area, in m2.

The Ith pipe elevation difference multiplied by
the oravity constant, in (u/s)8

The friction factor constant for the Ith pipe,
ir

Same as KM&T but stored in a double precision
word.

The Tth pipe fluid dynamic viscosity, in Pa-s.

^he Ith pipe fluid averaqe density, in kg/m3.

T\>e Ith pipe fluid averaqe temperature, in C.

The sign of ZW multiplied by one.

The Ith pipe hydraulic diameter, in n.

The Jth pipe inlet elevation, in m.

The ith pipe exit elevation, in m.

Pipe equivalent lenqth, in m.

The Ith pipe lenqth, in m.

(5) OTHJB SOPBODTINES OE MODniES

Subroutines: DEKST1, VISCO1.
Common BlocVs: CCNST5, HPIPE5, TIMEF5.

(6) J» ALGCBITHM.

This funct i cr created by DSNP w i l l c a l c u l a t e , in add i t i on
to the s t a t i c and fr ic t ion pressure drop across the p ipe .
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the pipe inertance ZINKPT and the weight of the fluid
ZCHPIP in the pipe. The first is then used in the momentum
balance equations to calculate the flow through a path.
The second is used to calculate the changes in the fluid
level in a cavity to which the appropriate pipe is
connected. Upon first, entry to the pipe function, all of
the pipe inertar.ce and elevation constants are computed

ZINF,FT(!<)=ZXtP(K)/'ZAFL(K) , (1)

ZHIXG(K)=9.81* (ZXHI (k)-ZXHX(K)) . (2)

Then the friction coefficient for a particular pipe and
material is calculated from,

ZHPF5S (K) =2*7FBK (KWAT (K)) *7XLE (K )/<ZAFL (K)
• •^-ZFAl? (KMAT(K))) *ZXDF (K) **<1+ZFALF (KMAT {*)))) . (3)

Next, the material properties of the fluid in the pipe are
evaluated but only if a chanqe in thextemperature or
pressure are detected. The DENST1 subroutine and VTSCO1
subroutines are used to obtain the fluid density and
dynamic viscosity. The fluid weight in the pipe is then
calculated from,

ZQHPIP(KPH)=ZPHF(KPH)*ZXLP(KPH)*ZAFL(KPH) . (<i)

The pressure drop across the pipe is obtained from,

ZDPH (KPH) =?HIX6 (KPH) *ZRHP (KPH) -ZHPFES (KPH) +ZMUHP (KPF) /
ZBHF(KFH)*ZHSIGN*DABS(7W)**(1-ZF»IF(KHAT(KPH) )) . (5)

(7) ORGANIZATION OF HjODOIE.

Upon first entry to the function, the pipe constants for
all of the svsten pipes are calculated using Egs. (1) to
(3). For each rubseguent entry, this part is skipped and
comparison between the orevious and lost recent fluid
average teeceratures is made. If the difference is
qreater than 1 C , the fluid densitv aad dynamic viscosity
are revaluated usinq the appropriate material property
functions. Finally, Eqs. (4) and (5) ara evaluated
producing the pressure drop (or gain) in the pipe segment.

(8) il£ll£*12illl *££ EESTBICTIONS.

A hydraulic pipe sequent is defined by the following DSNP
statement.

• DEFHPIPii(7V,TIlJ,TEX,ZXHT,ZXHX,ZXI.P,ZXLE,ZXDE,7AFL,
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7*AT,PBAV,C0MBL);

ii is a two diqit number assiar.ed to pipe seqaent
definitions ir a sequential order starting with 01. TIN
and TEX are the pipe section inlet and outlet
temperatures. P*AV is either the inlet or averaqe pressure
of the pipe eeqment and COBBI is the appropriate COHON
data block in which TIN, TEX and PPAV are located. If
several hydraulic pipe segments are used in a model, then
a particular COMBI should be used only once in all of the
pipe and pump definitions. An •'*'• should be placed in
those definitions were no COMEL is desired. If more COMMON
blocks are required than pipe definitions used, a dummy
definiticr has to fce made. All of the other variables in
the definition are given above. Numerical values for ZXHI,
ZXBX, ZXLP, ZXLE, ZXDE and ZEFL must be provided. This
pipe module will not at the present tine compute two-phase
pressure
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* HP0WP1 * <K7,?FLCfZPPIS,ZTPIN,KITMXf LOOP)
**********

O\ PtFPOSE.

This module contains macros and DSNP stateaents producinq
a functior that, calculates the pressure head produced by a
PU»F defined ly DFFUHPii.

(2> E AM WET EPS .

KllflX The ffaxiaiuBi number of s t a t i c i t e r a t i o n s al lowed
while e v a l u a t i n g t h e pump speerl,

K? The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n number of t h e pump under
evaluation•

ICOP The indication number to the loop from which th i s
p i s ca l led .

7FI0 Tbe flov throuqh the puup, in kq/s.

7EPIN The puirr inlet pressure, in Pa.

7TPIN The fluid inlet temperature, in C.

(3) COMMCK VRBI

J1E5S

JTIM

ZFLOP (I)

ZHPPO(I)

ZfiPZF(I)

ZIPnMP(I)

ZFUSATfl)

8FT ES.

CO«BIK

TIMEfl

HPatJF

HPOHF

HPOWF

HPOME

HPOMF

ZPD1 ( I ) HPOME

DESCBIPTIOK

Time step counter.

Fated flew through the po»p, in kq/s .

Fated head generated by the pump at
rated flow, i t a.

Fated head produced by the puup at
zero flow and rated speed, in m.

Fump i n e r t i a , in kq/s.

Material indicator of the fluid
flowing through the pump.

Constant in the pump efficiency
calculat ion.
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I) HPtlMP Constant in the pu«p efficiency
calculat ion.

2PFV<l) HPUBP Speed of the pump, in radians/s.

7FEVR(I) HPUMF Fated speed of the punp, in
?|adians/s.

ZBOPU(I) HPUMP Fluid inlet density to the puap, in

kq/m3.

ZTEPTN(I) HPUKP Pump fluid i n l e t tenoerature , ir. c .

ZTOFP(I) HFOBP Pump torque, i r S-n.

2TOBPF (I) HFUMF Eat^d puiip torque, N-a>.

EPS Tlit srror in coinputinq the oump speed durinq s t a t i c
i terat ions.

ETft The puitr efficiency.

KITE Static iteration counter.

?AEPS The absolute value of EPS.

ZF1CN The ratio of flows 7FL0/7FL0P.

?FP Th«= r a t i o of flows ZFLON/ZFEVN.

'P^VN The r a t i o of pump speeds 7FEV/7BEVR.

7TOPD The torque del ivered to the punp by the motor, in B-

CTH3F SDPFOU ÎNES CF HOPPLES JJfiUIEFD*

Sohrou t i res : WOTCF1, SCI5FN1, WSDEN1.
E3ccks: CONST5, DEEIV5, HPHHP5, TTMFB5 and other

connon blocks containing data requi red by
t h i s function.

16) W2JJ.EJ3*3I£»! I2JSATIONS ABD iLGCFITHM.

The contrihution of a pump to the hydraulic loop i s a
posit ive head generated by the revolving ro to r . The
acproxinate re la t ion fcr the generated head for the KZth
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puap i s a iver by,

flPnMP1=ZHFZF (K7) *ZP IVN**2+ (7.HRPU (KZ) -3HBZF (K?,) )

*ZM.0H**1.a . (1)

The head HPDWP1 i s ca l cu la ted in meters an3 i s l a t e r
converted to Pasca ls by,

BPnwP1=HPHMP1*9.81*ZPOPU(KZ) . (2)

The punp efficiency under the prevailing flow conditions
is qiven approximately by.

(KZ) *ZFR-ZP02*ZFP**2 . (3)

The pu»p Jerque i s Given by,

ZTCFP(K7)=HPUWP1*9.81*Z?LO/(ZREV(KZ)*BTH) . (U)

The relativp error tern usea during the static iterations
is qiven by the difference between the torque delivered hv
the motor and the required pump torque.

EPS=(ZTCBD-ZTORP(KZ>)/ZTOP.D (5)

For the dyrairic in teqrat ion process , the pu»o speed i s
obtained by.

7BFV(K?) =JNTFGBA1( {7TCBD-ZTOPP <KZ) )/ZIPUMP (KZ))

Upon enterinq the furction, the normalized flow rate and
punp speed are coaputed as,

, (7)

The ratio of the normalized variables is qiven by,

. (9)

These normalized variables are then used in Egs. (1) to
(6). The torque delivered to the pu»p ZTORD is computed
by the WOTCF1 subroutine.

Equations p ) to <<») are solved during each entry. During
the static calculations, the puap speed can be changed so
as to reduce IPS below ZZZKP (0.0001). It, however, the
•otor algorithm delivers a torgue egual to the denanded
puap torque, no iterations will be perforaed and the pump
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speed will reirain constant as defined by the user.

This i s a generalized pump function and can be defined by,

• DPPOHPii <7HIPU,ZHF?F,ZFFVE, 7FPIN, ZTORPR, ZFLO,ZFI.OB,

ZIPT1MP,7P01,2Pn2,ZPEV,ZTEPTN,ZPUMAT,KITMXrCOMBLOCK);

Ihe c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the i i t h pu»p are defined by the
macro para ie te r s i t the above def in i t ion . The COBBLOCK i s
the rase of the data block containinq the f luid
temperature and should be inserted into the def ini t ion
only if net previously inserted in a DFPUflP or DFHPIP
de f in i t i on . Otherwise a 3uiroiv parameter •••" should be
inser ted ,

Tf the desioned pump head ZHEPH for the reference
operat i rq conditions does not match the reguired head in
in the hydraulic loop, many i t e r a t i o n s wil l be necessary
to achieve ccrverqerce. The user should match the def iniro
parameters to the manufacturers data. Once a pump i s
defined, i t can be used in the def ini t ion of any flow path
to which i t belongs.
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**********
* IHX*S1 * (T.crF)

This »acrc produces a subroutine SIHX#1 to solve the
theraodyrawic equations of the intermediate heat exchanger
(IHX) with »ny mmber of axial rodes and three radial
nodes.

(2) J?»BAJS

IHX

NAME

NXW

Puirr-er of THX axial seqments to be sinulated.

A sir.q]<= character that will be inserted into the
subroutine name SIHX#1 to replace # so as *o produce
a unique rame for the mcdule.

Number cf parallel channels in the IHX.

Ei+ch +o aianeter ratio in the IHX.

AF#P

CCKBIK

IHYM#

IHXH#

E#PSHA

E#PSHR

F«HI

F#PI

ITI#«JX

IHXMi

IHXH«

IHXN#

IHXH#

IFXM#

DfiSCPIPTION

Total IHX primary cross sectional
flow area (shell side), in m.

Thermal conductivity of the IHX tube,
in w/m-c.

Specific heat of the IHX tube metal,
ir J/kq-C.

Maxinum absolute error allowed in the
IHX temperature calculation.

Maximum relative error allowed in the
temperature calculation of IHX.

Secondary IHX flow, in kg/s.

Primary IHX flow, in kg/s.

Waxinum number of inner iterations in
the IHX initial tenperature
calculation.
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TTOtMX

JUS

TE#am

TJ?*HI

TIMFH

IHX«#

IHXM#

IKXM*

TEtHX

T F # P { I )

TE#°J

?,FP#»

Z5OHX#

Maximun number of external iterations
in the IHX initial temperature
calculat ion.

Ti«e step counter.

IHX tube metal density, in ka/n3.

IHX secondary side tenperature
distribution, in C.

IHX secondary coolant inlet
temperature, in C.

IHYMi

IHX»#

IHX.It

IHX secondary coolant
temperatore, lr C.

exit

t^iPX

T E * W ( I )

X«BH

X«FP

X«WL

Z E G I I t

ZEGIX*

lflXM#

IHXM#

I H X ^

IHXM#

IHX«#

IHT M #

IHXM#

IHXM*

Z#PDT

IHXM#

IHX»I#

IHHX*

Primary IHX coolant temperature, in
c.

IHX primary sodium inlet temperature,
in C.

IHX primary exit temperature, in C.

IHX tube wall temperature
distribution, in c.

IHX tube inner radius, in n.

IHX tube exterral radius, in m.

IHX tube lenqtb, in D.

Power transmitted into the heat
exchanger primary, in W.

Power leaving the heat exchanqer
secondary side, in W.

Heat exchanger secondary side average
pressure, in Pa.

Primary side average pressure, in Pa.
Important only when water is the
working fluid.

Heat exchanger secondary exit
density, in kg/m3.

Heat exchanger primary side fluid
exit density, in kg/m3.

Not used.
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ARIH Secordary node heat t r a n s f e r a r e a , in a 2 .

ABIP Primary node heat t r a n s f e r a r e a , in «.

BB Secordary node coolart conductivity, in w/a-C.

BP Primary node coolant conductivity, in W/m-C.

CF Secordary coolant specific heat, in J/kg-C.

CF Priicery coolant specif ic heat , in J/kg-C.

DTEH(I) Time der ivat ive of TEH(I).

D1EPH Noflal temperature increment for i n i t i a l
d i s t r i b u t i o n e s t i m a t e .

DTEP (I) Tia\e d e r i v a t i v e of T E P ( I ) .

CTES ( I ) Time d e r i v a t i v e of TEW(T).

15PSH Suw of the absolute and relative error ratios
chanrel average or exit temperature.

EPSP Sum cf t h e a b s o l u t e and r e l a t i v e e r r o r r a t i o s in

the primary channe l .

FH .Average flow per secondary c h a n n e l , in k g / s .

FBfl Secordary flow in channe l d iv ided by secondary

rtc3e mass , in 1/s .

FF average flow per primary c h a n n e l , in k g / s .

FPK Pr imary flow in channe l d i v i d e d by pr imary node

mass, in 1/s.

I l l Internal iterations counter.

ITO External iteration counter.

ON Height of tube in one node, in kg.

PB Secordary coolant average d e n s i t y , in ka/a3.

PP#X secondary side exit density, in kg/a3.

SH Secondary coolant average dynamic viscosity, in
kg/s-M.

SP Prinary coolant average dyraaic viscosity, in
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TFHft

TEHA1

TEHH

TEP41

Ufi?

UP

UF1

UP2

OWH

DWP

DH1

0»2

VB

v

XDH

XDP

Secondary coolant average temperature, or average
ncde temperature, in C.

Last TFHA at which the Material properties were
evaluated, in C.

Secordary coolant node inlet temperature, in C.

Primary coolant, average temperature or average
temperature, in C.

Last TEPA at which material properties were
evaluated, in C.

Primary coolant node inlet temperature, in C.

Secordary heat transfer coefficient, in W/ma-C.
Mso to ta l heat transfer per node, in W/C.

Seccrdary node heat transfer divided by node heat
capacity, ip 1/s.

Coefficient <FH*CH-ttH/2l /(FH*CH + 0H/2) .

Coefficient nH/(FH*CIi+UH/2) .

Priirary heat transfer coefficient, in J/C-m2-s.
also total heat transfer per node, in J/C-s.

Primary node heat transfer divided by node heat
capqeitv, in 1/s.

coefficient (FP*CP-UP)/2.

Coefficiert UP/(FP*CP+UP/2).

Secordary node heat transfer divided by node tube
he=at capacity, in 1/s.

Primary node heat transfer divided by node tube
heat capacity, in 1/s.

Coefficient 0.5*UP/(OP+UH) .

Coefficient 0.5*UH/(UP+OH).

Voluire of secondary channel rode, in in3.

volun>e of primary channel node, in m3.

Secondary channel (inside tube) hydraulic
diameter, in ra.

Primary channel (outside tube) hydraulic
diameter, in n.
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ZHATP Indicates the material of the primary workinq
fluid.

ZHHTH indicates the material of the secondary workinq
fluid.

7PEH Peclet number in IHX secondary channel.

ZPEP Peclet number in THX primary channel.

2PBH Prandtl number in IHX secondary channel.

ZFFP Prandtl number in IHX primary channel.

?PEH Reynolds number in IHX secondary channel.

ZPEP Reynolds number in I fix primary channel.

(5) C1HBK SUPRCmTIJJES OP

Subroutines: C0NDU1, CPSPS1,
UIHXS1, VISCO1.

Common Blocks;: C0NST5, DEPIV5,

DENST1, RENUP1, UIHXP1,

TIMEP5.

(6 ) MATHEMATICftl. AND

The mathematical model describes a counterflow heat
exchanger with a variable number of axial nodes. There are
three radial nodes, namely, the primary side or the shell
side, the secondary side or the tube side, and the tube
wall material. The primary and secondary sides are
intercharqeable.

A schematic description and the location of the nodes for
a heat excharaer with three radial nodes, or where IHX is
equal to three, is shown below.
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TF#PI > >TB#HX

I I
****************** gjji **
* * * *
* * «tf1 * *
* * * *
** PN1 *********** SN2 **
* * * *
* * MV2 * *
* * * *
** PN2 *********** SN3 **
* * * *
* * «fJ3 * *
* * * *
** PN3 ******************

I I
< TE#HIThe heat balance equations solved for each of the above

nodes are,

CP*FP*VPfT)*DTEP(I)=FP*CP* <TFP(.I-1) -TRP(I))

-11F*(TEPA-TEW(J)) , (1)

CW»QW*DTFV(I)=UP*(TEP*-TEW (I))-UH* (TEW(I)-TEHA) , (2)

CH*Rfl*Vfl fI)*DTEH(I)=FH*CH* (TEH(1+1) -TEH(T) )

-tJH*(TEHA-TEK(I)) . (3)

The heat trarsfei correlations are given in the
appropriate niHXSPI and (JIHKS1 modules. The average
orimary ard Sfcondary coolant temperature is given by,

TEP*= (TEF (I-1UTEP (I) ) /2 and TEHA= (TEH (T)+TEH (If 1))/2 .(4)

Tc calculate the i n i t i a l temperature d i s t r ibu t ion , the
derivat ives ir Fqs. (1) to (3) are set to zero and an
implicit i t e r a t i v e technigue is used.

f ) OJGAHIZ^TION CF MCDOLE.

Upon first <?rtrv to the subroutine, several constants
required by the model are computed.

The ueiqht of the tube material in each node is given by,

0W=3.14*fHFP**2-X#BH**2)*X#WL*F#W/IHX . (5)

The primary channel hydraulic diameter J.S given by,

XDF=(H*a*#F/NXH)/(2*3.1U*X#RP) . (6)
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The secondary channel hydraulic diameter i s given by,

XD»=2*X#FH . (7)

The pr imary node volume i s qiver> by,

VP=AF#P*X«WL/(NXW*IHX) . (8)

The secondary node volume i s qiven by,

VH = 3.'"4*XAPH**2*XftfcL/IH)C . (9)

The pr imary node heat t r a n s f e r a rea i s given by,

&RIP = 2>M. '"U*X#RP*X#WL/IHX . (10)

The secondary node heat t r a n s f e r a rea i s given by,

APIH=2*3. m*X«RH*X#HL/IHX . (11)

The rodal teirperature increment for the f i r s t i n i t i a l
distribu+icn auess i s qiven by,

DTEPH= (1S*FI-TF«HI-1OO) /IHX . (12)

The temperatures for each of the nodes are then estimated

TE#P(I) =TF*P(T-1) -DTFPH , (13)

TE#H(I)=TE#H (1-1)-DTSPH , (1tt)

and

TE#H(I) =(TF#p(I)+TE#H(T))/2 . (15)

For each entry, the average thermodynamic properties are
calculated for the primary side using the primary average
teaperature,

TEPA=CTE*PJ+TE*PX)/2 , (16)

and for the secordary side, using the secondary average
temperature,

2 , (17)

by c a l l i n g the appropr ia te mater ia l property subrou t ines .

The average flow r a t e in the primary and secondary
channels i s obtained from,

FP=FP#1/NXW, and FH=FH#I/NXW . (18)

The heat t r ans fe r coeff icient UP for the primary s ide and
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Oh for the secondary side are ther evaluated usirg the
special subroutines UIHXP1 ard 0IHXP1 respectively.

For the s t a t i c calculat ions, the coefficients of the
s t a t i c equations are then evaluated and the s t a t i c
distr ibution is calculated from a modified forii of Eg.
(1). The convergence c r i t e r i a requires that in two
consecutive i tera t ions the combined relat ive and absolute
errors in the primary and secondary exit temperatures Bust
te less than one. This can be called the inner i t e ra t ion .
In addition, an external i terat ion is performed that
requires the convergence of primary and secondary average
temperatures. The thermodynamic properties are
devaluated for external i te ra t ions only.

If s t a t i c convergence is achieved, the coolant exit
density cf the primary and secondary sides i s calculated.
If convergence in the i n i t i a l s t a t i c distribution i s not
achieved, a warninq message i s printed.

Duiinq the dyranic calculations when JTIM i s qreater than
z<=>ro, the s t a t i c part of the module is skipped. The
coefficients of the dvnamic equations are f i r s t computed
and •••hen Eqs. (1) to (3) are solved.

Mil
sufrroutine is produced by the system for each

heat excfcanqer in the simulation defined by, -

• IHXM#1 (IPX,UXW,ZPD1,MAT1,IUT2) ;

where MST1 ard MAT2 are the primary and secondary fluids
used ir the heat exchanger and car be either SO for sodium
or WA for water. The * symbol in the above definition can
be any character or number identifying the particular heat
exchanger, 'therefore up to 36 different heat exchangers
can be defined in the system. This nodule can produce only
ccunterflow, tube ard shell, heat exchangers in which
sodium, water, or steam can flow and no change of phase
takes place. To use this module once it is defined, the
following statement is included.

• IHX(i#1;
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* * * * * * * * * *
* JUNC01 * fZFJ"V,2P1,ZP2,....ZPn,ZPJX,KFITMX,LOOP>
**********

m
This module contains macros and DSMP statements producing
an entry tc subroutine HFLO»1 for each hydraulic junction
defined hy DFOUKCii(PJ). The statements produced ty th i s
module calculate the flow rate of paths enterinq or
leaving the i i t h junction ard the pressure at thp
junction.

KFITMX

LOOP

?PJUN

7FJX

laximun rninher of static iterations in
cor>putinq the flows.

Indicator of tie laop to which ths particular
function belonas.

Pressure at the lunction, in Pa.

Pressure at the exit flow section connected to
the junction, in P=».

7P1,ZP2r«. Pressures at the entrance to the flow path
corrected to the junctior, in Pa.

("?) COMMON VARiaEI.ES.

None.

VflFIjPLFS.

EPS ^rror in conputino junction exit flow.

KFIT Iterations counter .

ZFLOK2 value of the flew leaving the junction as
computed ir. the previous iteration, in kg/s.

ZINJUS(I) Equivalent inertar.ee used for computing the
pressure at the junction, in 1/m
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(5) CTHEfi SUPKCrmNES OP MODULES IjEQHIEED,

S u b r o u t i n e s : TLOW01.
^ : Fame as in FI.OW01.

(f) NiTHEJ5ATJC.ai FjJ NATIONS ii!J? ilGOPITHM.

The cressurp at th» j th iunction of the hydraulic network
is qiven by.

2FJ'JN=?TNJUN (J)*((7EJX-ZDPFL (ITEX) ) /ZINEPF (IEX)
• snw:(ZPin+ZDPFL (lin))/ZINF.EF(Iin) : , (1)

where lex ar?d Tin arp for the exit and inle t flows, and
ip aivfn by.

ZINJllN (J)=1/(1/ZT^EPJ (Tex) +STIM: ( VZINERF(Iin) ) : , (2)

and i s computed upon the f i r s t , en t ry i n t o t h e module. The
suroraaticre i r Eqs. (1) and (2) a r s t h e over a l l incominq
f lows. «i th t h e p r e s su re at t h e Iunc t ion known, or
estimated flurinq s t a t i c i t e r a t i o n s , the flow ir the
ircomirq hrarches i s computed by cal l ing FLINT1 as in
HFIOW1. Tfcp fxit flow is obtained by summinq a l l of the
ircominu flews by,

iex) -SUM:?PT.OW(Tin) : . (3)

CF

ODon enterinq JjnK, a check is made for f i r s t entry and,
if raquireri, the equivalent inertance ZINJON of a l l of the
junctions in the system are calculated using Eg. (2). The
pressure drop or gain in each of the flow paths i s then
calculated by DELPf. One statement per flow path i s
produced bv +he precompiler. Next, Fq.(1) i s solved and
the flows, both s t a t i c and dynamic, are calculated in
FLINT1. For the s t a t i c ca lcula t ions , the convergence
c r i t e r i a requires that the re la t ive difference between two
consecutive i t e ra t ions of the pxit flow be less than
0.0001. KTTYMX s t a t i c i t e ra t ions are allowed before
control i s returned to the main prooraa.

(8) iPFLICflBILJTy A.ND RESTRICTIONS.

An entry to the HFLOWl module i s produced for each
iunction of the system hydraulic network defined by,

= (ISFLO (11,12, . . .) ,SXFLO(Iex)
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TNPB (ZP1,ZP2,.,.) ,EXPR(7PJX),KFITHX)

11, 12- ... and lex are the appropriate flow numbers as
defined in DFIOW. The number of paths entering a junction
is unlimited but only one path can leave the junction. In
all of the hydraulic calculations, the flow is assumed to
be incompressible. The number of junctions in the
simulation has to be defined prior to the definition of a
-junction by.

• DFNJ (N);

To use this nodule in the simulation,
statement should be included.

• JONCii;

the following
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* LSGBN1 * (X,¥,yF,YF,CL,K)
**********

(1) PURPOSE.

This module calculates the Lagrange interpolation
polynomial.

(2) P9RAMETEPS.

CL(I) Lagranqe coefficients.

K Degree of the polynomial to be evaluated. K ranges
from one to nine. If K is negative, the lagrange
coefficients evaluated at the previous step or
supplied as parameters should be used.

v Independent variable for which the value of the
intercalated function is sought.

XF (II Abscissas of K + 1 points of the function to be
interpolated. The values must be given in increasing
order.

Y Value of the interpolated polynomial function at X.
This is the output value of this nodule.

YF(I) Ordinates of the function to be interpolated given
at K + 1 points of ?.*(!) .

(3) COMBOS VftBI£P2J3S.

None .

(4) ICCJIL VAEIIBIFS.

C Intermediate product of the Lagrange coefficient
derominator XF (I)-KF (J) .

XL (I) Intermediate differences of the independent variable
X or, X-XF(I) .

XIC Product of the K+1 differences XL(I).
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(5) OTHEB SOPBOOTINES OF MODULES REQUIRED.

None.

(6) JiTHIMAlICftI FfiURTIONS AND ALGORITHM.

The va lue of t h e i n t e r p o l a t i n g polynomial of degree K at
the independent v a r i a b l e X i s c a l c u l a t e d from tfce w e l l
known Laaranaian i n t e r p o l a t i n g polynomial [ 1 ] g iven by ,

I=K+1
Y = SUM XIC*CL(I)/XL(I) , • (1)

1=1

where XI(1^ are the differences of the independent
variable giver by,

XI (I) = X-XL(I) , (2)

and XLC is the product of differences given by,

XIC = PFOD XL(I) . (3)

1=1

The Lagrange coefficients CL(I) are given by,

J=K+1
CI (I) = YF(I) / PBOPfXF (I)-XF(J) ) . (4)

J=1
if'I

(7) OBGOIZSTICH OF MODULE.

Opon entering the subroutine, differences are calculated
by using Eg. (2). If the relative difference is less than
10E-6,, or the independent variable X is "al»ost'« egual to
one of the aiven abscissas, the interpolating polynomial
is not evaluated and the output value Y is set to the
value of the function YF (I) at this point.

Next, the sign of K is tested. If it is positive, the
Lagrange coefficients CL(I) are calculated from Eg. (4).
If K is negative, previously calculated or supplied values
are used. Finally, the value of the interpolated function
Y at X is calculated fron the Kth degree Lagrange
polynomial using Eg. (1).
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(8) APPLICABILITY AND J3IST£ICTI0NS.

The use of the Laqrangian interpolation scheme is limited
to one less than or equal to K and less than ten. To use
this module in the sinulaticn, the following statement
should be included.

CAIL T,SGRN1(X,Y,XF,YF,CI,X)

EEFEPJNCES.

[1] F. Henrici, "Elements of Numerical Analysis", John Wiley,
(1963)
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**********
• L0RZZ1 * fX,Y,XX,YY,H,H1)

(1) POBPCSE.

This subroutine loads the variables X and Y into vectors
XX and YY . The loading location is determined by the
numerical value of X so that the vector XX has the numbers
stored in an increasing seguence.

N Number of storage locations in XX or YY.

N1 Pointer to the next empty location in XX. If the
vector is fully loaded, then N1=N.

X Variable to be loaded in XX.

XX Storage vector of N locations.

Y Variable to be loaded in YY.

YY Storage vector of N locations.

(3) COMMON VAPIAEI.ES.

Ncne.

K counter of the shifting operations performed when
loading a number X into the previously loaded
vector.

(5) CTHEP SUEFOOTTNES OE MODULES BI22I1U>«

None.
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(6) HA2HEMATTC.SI FflOATIONS AND A£GOBITHK-

Loading a new X,Y pair into the vectors XX and YT
respectively, can be either into the next enpty location
V\ if the new X is greater than the previously inserted
values, or aironq the previously inserted values, if the
new X is I.PPF than XX(N1-1). In the second case, X is
compared to the XX (I) value and inserted in place of the
first value f=or which XX (I) is greater than X. A shifting
operation of all of the values between I and N1 then takes
Flace. If N1 equals N, the last value of the vectors XX
and YY will be lost.

C) OBS&NIZATTCN CF MODULE.

Upon entering the nodule for the first time for a
particular function storage, the contents will be tested
and, if empty or partially empty, the first free location
pointer K1 will be set up. If any two consecutive XX(I)
are egual, the locations between I and N are considered
empty and N1 will egual I.

The value cf X is then compared to the values in XX. X
will replace the first value greater than or egual to X.
If X replaces a larger value, all of the vector values
XX (I) and YY(I) will he shifted one location or to XX(1+1)
and yy(I+1) respectively. If N1 is less than N, the next
free location pointer N1 is increased by one.

(8) APPLICABILITY AND BESTFICTIONS.

When a function is defined, the nuaber of locations
designated is fixed. If it is desired to load or chancre a
function during the simulation, the values overflowing the
function storage capacity will be lost. The nunbers lost
will always be those with the largest independent variable
XX (I). To use this nodule in the simulation, the
follovina statement should be included.

CAIL TCAZZ1 (X,Y,XX,YY,N,»1)
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**********
* LPLEN1 * (LCOP)
**********

(1) P0£POSE.

This nodule simulates the thermo8ynamics of the core irlet

lower pleruw.

(2) F»B.ft MET EBS.

LOOP Indicator to the loop from which this subroutine is
called.

(3) CCMHCN VAJIAI1ES.

NAMES COHBI* DESCRIPTION

CC

CM

OIPF

FOCM

TEMA

TEMFA

1EMI

TEHX

UNA

VWC

COETP Primary coolant specific heat,
J/kg-C.

in

IPIEN Specific heat of the metal in the
lower plenum, in J/kq-C.

LPLEN Weight of metal in the lower pleru»f
in ka.

LPLEN Coolant average density in the lower
plenum, in kg/a3.

LPLEN Average coolant temperature in the
lower plenum, in C.

LPLEN Average metal tenperature
lower plenum, in C.

in the

LPLEN Lower plenum irlet temperature, in C.

LPLEH Lower plenum exit temperature, in C.

LFI..EN Total heat transfer from metal to
coolant in the lower plenut, in W/C.

LPIEN Volume of coolant in
plenum, in m3.

the lower
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(") ICCAL VAPIABLFS. \

CMC Total lower plenum heat capacity given by Eg. (4),
in J/C.

CHF Total lower plenum metal node beat capacity given by
Eg. (?), in J/C.

(5) CTHEB SOFPOOTINES C£ MODULES lS22I£l!fi«

Subroutines: FODEN1.
Common ElocVs: COFT.P5, DERIV5, IPIEF5, TIMEP5.

I2U.ATICBS AMD k

This is a simplified lumped parameter model of the core
inlet or Icwer plenum. It is assumed to have a metal node
that includes all of the metal parts in the lower plenum
and a coolar+ node that includes the total volume of the
lewer plenum coolant.

The metal and coolant node temperatures are calculated
from the appropriate heat balance equations. The coolant
average tenperature ^EHA is given by,

TE«A = Tf>7EGFAIf CC*GC* (TENI-TEMA) +OHA* (TEMFi-TEMA) /
CWC] , (1)

and the iretal node average temperature is given by,

TEHFA=TNTEGEA1TOBA*(TEMA-TEMFA)/CMF1 . (2)

It is assumed that ideal mixing prevails in the lower
plenum and tbat the exit temperature is egual to the
coolant averaoe temperature.

(7) CEGANIZATICN OF WODDLE.

Dpon the first entry to the module (JTIM=0), the initial
conditions are calculated. Since there is no heat source
in the lower plenui, all of the temperatures are initially
assumed to be egual to the module inlet temperature TEHI.
This value should be supplied either as input data or by a
communicatiors ccmnand connecting TEMI to another module
where this temperature is calculated. The metal heat
capacity CMF is also calculated in the initial condition
section hy,

, (3)
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since it is assumed to be constant.

The coolant density POCM is the first value calculated
during a dvnaedc entry bv calling SCDEN1. It is usea in
calcuiatincr the the total coolant heat capacity by,

CHC=V1C*CC*FOCK . (U)

Next, the metal node and coolant node average temperatures
are calculated by inteqratinq Eqs. (1) and (2). k
centralized inteqration method is used as defined by the
user. Finally, the module exit temperature TSMJC is Bade
equal to the coolant averaqe temperature.

(8) AJPLICSEILI1Y AND B£S2£I£TIONS.

The lower plenum inlet temperature must be provided either
as input data, if the primary coolart loop is not a closed
loop, or hy a communications module connectinq TFHT to
another module where this temperature is calculated. It is
also suqaested that this module be connected to the core
therraodynaiic module by a pipe delay to account for the
error introduced by the ideal mixing assumption. To use
this module in the simulation, the following statement
should be included.

• 1PIEN1;
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**********
* MACF01 *
**********

(1) PGBPOSE.

This nodule contains all of the basic system macros.

(2) LIST OF WACFOS.

AFPEND#TO# Appends a module of statements in situ.

C H I * ; Detects a subroutine CAIL.

CSCT#(#) Defines a conectior of 2 variables.

CNTB11 Inserts the CNTFL1 module.

CCMISAII Inserts all of the COWON blocks.

COMIN#; Inserts a COMON blocks.

COWON/#/#; DSNP COMMON definition.

CCNVEFG*(#,#,#,#,#)

Defines convergence criteria on a variable.

C0ETP1 Inserts the COFTP1 nodule.

DATA(#)=#: Data statement.

DEFILE (#) Gets a data set.

DEBUG;#;_*; Debuqs the following DSNP block.
DEBUG ALL;#; *;

Debuqs the DSNP block and all the
subroutines referenced from the block.

DEFHPIP#(#,*,#,#,#,#,#,#,#,#,#)
Defines a hydraulic pipe.

DESTPOY Destroy the last vulnerable macro used.

D?BOIL#1 (#,* ,#,#,#,#,#,#,#,#,#,#,#,#,#,#)
Defines a boiler.

DFC*VT#(#,*,#f#,TNFIO(#) ,EXFL0(#) , PIPES <#),#,#)
Defines a cavity.

DFDROM#(#,#,#,#,*,#,#,#)
Defines a steam drum.
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DFJUNC#(#) = (IFFIC(#) ,EXFLO(#) ,INPB(*> , EXPR (#),#)
Defines a hydraulic junction.

DF1OW# (#) = (#,#,#,#,PIPES (#)fP0MPS(#))
Defines a flow path.

DFWXPLEN#f#,#,#,#,#,INFLO(#} , EXFLO(#) ,#,#)
Defines a nixing plenum.

DFNJ(#) Defines number of junctions.

DFPIPE#(#,#,#,#,#,#,#,#)
Defines a thermal pipe. (Delay l ine )

DFPU«iP#(#,#, # , # , # , # , * , # , # , # , # , # , # , # , * )
Defines a putnp.

DtTST#TC# Copies a data s e t during simulation
execution.

DliMP#TC# Dumps a l l of the COMON blocks i n t o a data

set.

DYMOD Initializes a dynamic module.

DYNAMIC Defines the dynamic section of a module.

ENTRY*; Records the presence of an ENTRY to function
or subroutine.

FDBEK1 Inserts the FDEF.K1 nodule.

F»CT#(#,#,#) Defines a single variable function.

FUBCTICKi; Records the presence of a function.

GAMAF1 Inserts the G&MSF1 module.

IFE(#) #FLSF.#;_«;
Extended logical IF.

INCLUDE*; Includes a module into the simulation.

INTGBL (#)=<#,#)
Integrates a single variable.

IBTGFL (#) = (#,#,EE = #r#>
Integrates a s ingle variable with d
error cr i ter ia .

IN1 (# ,# , (*)) ftuxilliary to integration.

I»2(# ,# , (#) ) ftuxilliary to integration.

XV3(«,•,(#),#)
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Subintegrat ion function.

Defines a heat exchancrer.

LAG(#)=(#r#) F i r s t order l a g .

L9G# (*)<=(*,#) Nth craer l ag .

1.1 HI (#,#) #IYYYY<#) #;*;
Limits an integration.

OTGFL («) = («,*, #,#=#)
Integrates a single variable from a vector
of variables.

LCSD FUNC#f#) Loads a function.

LELEN1 Inserts the LPLEN1 module.

NEUTP1 Inserts the NE0TP1

NE0TE1 Inserts the NEUTF1

NEUTS1 Inserts the NEUTS1 module.

NOTI(#)#IYYYY(#) *;%',

Threshold excluding integration.

FITST#TO# Copies a data set after compilation.

S&FTY1 Inserts the SAMY1 module.

SCEAMF {#,*,*) Defines a SCFAH initiating parameter.

SOLG (#) = (#,#,#)
Second order lag.

SCBTf.*,*,*,*) and SOBT(#,#,f)
Sor ts and copies s ta tements .

STATIC Defines s t a t i c part in nodule.

SCBRCUTIBE#; Records the presence of sub rou t ine .

TERMINAL Defines the terninal section of a nodule.

TFOWR1 I n s e r t s t h e TPOWE1 m o d u l e .

DFIEK1 Inserts the aPLE»1 nodule.

VECTORED**,#,#) and VECTOREQ (#,#»
Egualizes vectors.

VNTGPL (#) = (*,#,#,#=#)
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Integrates vectors.

VNTGBl (*)=(•,«,«,*,=*EF=#,#)
Integrates vectors with qiven error
criteria.

ZO1ZZZ(#(#-#)=#<#-#)) and ZO1ZZZ (#(#-#)=# and zaiZZZ{#)
Auxilliary functions to VECTOKEQ ard other
macros.
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**********
* n&iHPi *
**********

<1) POPPOSE.

This module is used by the precompiler to generate the
BSNP mair proqram.

None.

All of the simulation common blocks are inserted into the
main prccrarc.

all of the variables defined by the user as local
variables in the static part of the simulation will be
local variables in the main program.

CTHEE SOEECHIINES CP jlODUIFS JE^WIEFD.

All of the ncduleE that require initial conditions to be
calculated will be referenced from the main program.

(6) ,3AT2I!!!lJ£ja IQOA1ICSIJS AND ALGORITHM.

All of the iritial conditions that are calculated for the
simulation are controlled by the main program. The dynamic
part of the simulation is executed by the TI8EB control
subroutine and the DEPIV subroutine. The statements
contained in the main program are those translated from
the DSKP static segment.
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(7) CEGANIMATION OF MOCOLF.

The nodule, as in the rest of the library, includes
prefixed statements that will be sorted out later and
inserted irtc different parts of the main program. The
presimulatior statements that can be found in the OSMP
declaration program segaert will be executed first. The
DEFIV routine is then called to clear all the vectors
associated vith the integration process. Next, the
contents of all of the simulation data blocks are
transfered to the output printer (106). The static
segment follows next and, if necessary, an appropriate
iteration scheme is devised based upon the user COKVEEG
definitions.

Upon finishing the initial condition calculations, the
subroutine TIWEP is then called to control the dynamic
part of the simulation. After each waster time step TIKEM,
control is returned to the main program. The TPBIN1
routine is then called ana, if so requested by the user,
results at this particular time will be printed. An
indicator is tested for simulation termination. Every ?5th
time step the remaining CPO time is checked and, if less
than five seconds remain,, the simulation is orderly
terminated. Prior to returning control to TIMEB1 for the
next time step, all of the delay pipe functions are
updated.

(8) &f.]?I;IC ABILITY JL2J2 UlliiCTIONS.

Kct applicable.
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**********
+ HTLNE1 * (LCOP)
**********

(1) POPPOSE.

This ncflule performs fifth order integration using the
Milne predictor-corrector method.

(2) Pi£i3ITEFS.

LOOP Indicator of the loop on which this integration
method is used.

(3) COMMON VAPIiEl.ES.

SA2IS ££WIIH DESCRIPTION

DELX TIME? Current integration time step, in s.

DYDT(I) DEPIV vector of the derivatives to be
integrated, integrator input.

DYDT1(I) DEEIV Intermediate or past derivative
vector.

DYDT2(I) DEFIV Intermediate or past derivative
vector.

T)YDT3(I) DEP.IV Intermediate or past derivative
vector.

D¥DT«(I) DEBIV Internediate or past derivative
vector.

DYDT5(I) DEPIV Intermediate or past derivative

vector.

DYDTM1(I) D5PIV Vector storing past derivatives.

DYDTP2 (I) DEEIV Vector storing past derivatives.

D7DTH3(I) DEBIV Vector storing past derivatives.

EFEMES(I) TIMEB A vector of words to store simulation
error nessages.

EYYYY1(I) DEPIV Maximum relative integration error
allowed, 1=1 to SODER.
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EYYYY2<I)

EYYYY3(I)

TCDB

IEIV

ITERM

IYYYY(I)

NCDEB

YYYY (I)

YYYY1 (I)

YYYY2(I)

YYYY3 (I)

YYYYH(I)

YYYY5(I)

YYYYM1 (I)

YYYYM2(I)

YYYYM3 (I)

DEPIV

DEBIV

TIMER

TIHEP

TTMEF

DEBIV

DEE IV

DEPIV

DEPIV

DEBIV

DEBIV

DEBIV

DEEIV

DEPIV

DEBIV

DEEIV

Maxiaun absolute integration error
allowed, 1=1 to HODEB.

Evaluated integration error for tbe
Ith integrated variable, 1=1 to
NODEE.

If set to one, indicates that tbe
integrat ion requests doubling of the
time step.

If set to one, indicates one or »ore
tine step halving by an integration
routine.

If less than one, indicates that a
simulation execution tine error has
been encountered.

Integration indicator. If not equal
to LOOP, no integration will be
performed.

Number of integrations to
performed in the simulation.

be

Vector of the integrated variables,
integrator output.

Intermediate
results.

Intermediate
results.

Intermediate
results.

Intermediate
results.

intermediate
results.

or past

or past

or past

or past

or past

integration

integration

integration

integration

integration

A vector storing past values of the
Ith integrated variable.

A vector storing past values of the
Ith integrated variable.

A vector storing past values of the
Ith integrated variable.
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DT3

DT192

DT36U

EB

EBHESL

TDB

ISTBP

TIMES

YCOF

The value of DELT/3.

The value of DEIT/192.

Tb«= value of DELT*3/6U.

The integration error.

The text "IK BILNE".

The rumber of local time steps in one simulation
time step (DEIT/DELTS).

The internal time step counter.

The internal time set to TIHE upon entering the
subroutine, in s.

The corrector value cf the integration step.

(5) OTHER SUPPOnTINFS OB MODJHES BJ&UIFED.

Subroutines: DEFTV1,
Ccmmon Elocks: CONST5, DEEIV11;, TIMERS.

(6) MftTSEMftTICSI FfiUBTIONS ALGOEITBH.

The Milne fifth order predictor-corrector integration
algorithm fcr variable or fixed time steps is given by,

T(t + Dt)=C.96116*YC(t+Dt) +0.388U*YP (t+Dt) , (1)

where the predictor YP is given by,

YE (t + Dtl =Y (+-Dt) +Dt*f 8*dY (t) /dt-5*dY(t-Dt) /it
+ u*ay(t-2Dt) /dt-dy(t-3Dt)/dt]/3 , (2)

and the corrector YC i s qiven by,

YC(t + Dt)=rY(t) +7*Y(t-Dt) ]+Dt*r65*dYP(t+Dt)/dt + 2U3

*aY(+)/dt + 51*dY(t-Dt)/dt+dY(t-2Dt)/dt ]/192 . (3)

The integraticn error i s given by,

EP=1YC-7PJ/(1EBB*YC|+ERR) , {«)
where EPB is the maximum relative allowed integratioc
error and and EF& i s the maximum absolute allowed error.
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The magnitude of the next integration tine step Dt' is
determined by the following algorithms.

If 0.C5<EF<1.0 , Dt(new)=Dt

If EP<C.r1i , Dt(new)=2*Dt

If EP>1.O , Dt(new)=Dt/2

If EH is areater than one in any integration step, the
integration step is repeated and time is not advanced
until BP is less than one. The simulation is terminated
if the Dt (new) falls below DTMIN.

(7) CBGANTIMISJS £F MODULE.

The interral time TIMES and the internal integration steps
counter ISTFP are set upon entering the subroutine. The
execution process is dependent on whether the new
integration time step is egual to the previous time step
and whether irore than four integration steps took place
already. Sirce the MILNE 1 method reguires the values of
the integrated variables and their derivatives at four
previous time steps, the integration is initialized by
first performing four Euler integraton steps with DELT/4.
During each of the four initial steps, the "past" value
vectors YYY1 to YYYY5, DYDT1 to DYDT5, YYYYM1 to YYYYM3,
and DYDTM1 to DYDTM3 are updated. The vectors with the
suffix five have the most recent values. The vectors with
the suffixes W1 to B3 store the values at TIME-5*DEI,T to
TIME-7*DEIT that are used in case the integration time
step is doubled.

If the time step size does not change from one integration
step to another, the above eguations are solved and the
"past" vectors are updated following each successfull
integration step.

If the integration step is doubled, the same equations are
still solved. The "past" vectors 4, 2, M3 and S1 are used
instead of U, 3, 2 and 1. If the tine step is halved
internally because the integration error criteria was not
wet, the "past" vectors are recalculated using specific
interpolation schemes to fill in the half step gaps.

The "JCLNF1 integration algorithm is fast and precise for
rapidly varyiacr transients. it only requires two
evaluations of the derivatives while the PONQE1 method
reguires four evaluations for each time step. it is
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necessary, however, to have 18 additional storage
locations for each variable inteqrated, which nay becone
prohibitive vith large simulations.
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• M0T0E1 * <KP1,7T0BD,L00Pl
**********

(1) PUBPOSE.

This subroutine simulates a simple motor driving a punp in
the siiulaticr.

KF1 The pump number which the motor is driving.

LCOP Indicator of the loop from which this subroutine is
called.

ZTORD The torque delivered to the pump, in R-ai.

(3) CCBaOM V»BTAJXES.

«2BJS COBBIK DESCRIPTION

JTIM TIHEB Time step counter.

ZPTBIP HPDBP A motor torque multiplier, that if
becomes smaller than one during the
simulation, causes the pump to trip.

ZBEV (I) HPUMP Speed of the pump, in radians/s.

ZBEVP (I) HPUMP Bated speed of the pump, in
radians/s.

ZTOFPB(T) HPUBP Bated pump torgue, N-m.

(») I2CAL VftEIBBlES.

EPS The relative error in pump speed.

(5) OTHEB SfiEBOnTTSES CF MODULES

Ccmion Blocks: CONST5, HPUMP5, TIMEB5.
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(6) MATHEMATICS! EQUATIONS 3.ND ALGORIT.HM.

This simple model maintains the torque to keep a constant
pump speed. The difference between the pump rated speed
and the puip speed is calculated by,

EPS= (ZFFV(KP1)-ZFFVB{KP1))/ZBEVR (KP1) , (1)

from which the torgue to be delivered to the pump is
calculated from,

ZTOFE=ZIOBPF (KP1)*(12*EPS) . (2)

The maximum torgue delivered can be three times the
required rated torque for the KP1th pump, ZTOBPR(KPI).

(7) CJG&HIZA2ION OF MODULE.

flben the subroutine is first entered, the pump trip
coefficient is set to one. and the deliverd torgue is set
to the pumc requested torgue. During any tine step for
which the trip function EPTRIP(KPi) is egual to one, Egs.
(1) and (21 are solved. If a pump trip was requested for
the KP1th punp, that is ZPTFIP<KP1) was set to less than
one, the delivered torgue ZTORD is set to
ZPTRIP (KP1)*ZTOEPP (KP1) and stays at that value for the
rest of the simulation.

JLHiS USTRICTIOKS.

This simplified mcdel of the pump motor provides the
simulated pomp with the necessary driving torgue. This
module is automatically included whenever a pump is
included in the simulation. It will maintain a constant
pump speed by supplying a torgue of up to three times the
rated pump tcrgue. This model will be replaced in the
future by an improved model considering motor inertia and
motor speed control mechanisms.
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* MXPIE1 * (ICCF,F1in,T1in,..,,F1ex,Tiex,...ZVOLPL))
**********

<1) FUBPOSE.

This module contains macros and DSNP statements producing
a subroutine that will simulate the thermodynamics of a
mixing pie rum. The plenum has a metal wall node and a
fluid node. There can be any number of inlets and exits to
the plenum.

Flex, F2ex, ... Exit flows from the plenum, in kg/s.

F1inr F2in, ... Inlet flows to the plenum, in kg/s.

LOOP Indicator to the loop from which this

subroutine is called.

Tlex, T2ex, ... Temperatures of outlet flows, in C.

T1in, T2ir, ... Temperatures of inlet flows, in C.
ZVOLPL Mixing plenum volume, in m3.

This subroutine will have a variable number of parameters
accordinq tc the definition used.

(3) CCMWCK

ZPPLE#

ZBPLE*

ZTM#*

ZTPF#

ZTPM*

TTBEP Time step counter.

MXPLt Pressure in a mixing plenum, in Pa.

MXPL# Mixing plenum fluid density, in

average inlet

fluid average

metal average

HXPI# Mixing plenum
temperature, in C.

MXPL# Mixing plenum
temperature, in C.

!1XPL# Mixing plenum
temperature, in C.
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1SV averaae fluia inlet temperature, in C.

7CPP Sveraae fluid specific heat, in J/kg-C.

ZCPM average metal node heat capacity, in J/Jrg-C.

ZEXPIO Total exit flow, iv kg/s.

Z7WFLO Total inlet flow, in kg/s.

7P0P Average fluid density, in kg/m3.

20MET Heat transfer coefficient from metal to coolant
node, in J/C.

(5) CTHEE StJBECOTJNES OB MODOLES

Subroutines: FODEN1, or STDEN1, or WADES1, SODCP1, or
STDCP1, or WADCP1, SSDCP1.

Flocks: CONST'?, MXPL#5, TIMEP5.

(6) MBTHEMSTICflL F20ATIONS MM ALGORITHM.

This is a simple lumped parameter tbermodynamic model of a
mixing plerum. All of the metalic material in the plenun
is lumpef) into a single node and the coolant is lumped in
a single fluid node. An arbitrary number of inlet and
outlet flows car be defined. The subroutine solves the
fcllowinq heat balance eguaticn.

<ZTPF#-ZTPM#) *ZUMET/(Qniet*ZCPM) ] , (1)

where Qinet is the nass of the metal node in kg, and

ZTPF#=IUTEGBftLr (ZINPLO*ZCPF*ZTH#A-ZEXPLO*ZCPF*ZTPF#
-7.DHET* (ZTPF#-ZTPS#))/(ZVOIPL*ZBPLE#*ZCPF) ] . (2)

(7) OPGANIZATICJS £.1

Opon entering the subroutine, the total inlet and exit
flow is computed by summing up the individual flows.

ZISFIC=SUM:FIin and ZEXFLO=SDM:FIex (3)

Knowing the total flow, the averaae inlet temperature is
computed by.
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TAV=SUM:[FIiD*TIinl/ZINFLO . (4)

For the static calculations, ZTPW# and ZTPF are set to TftV
and control is returned to the calling program.

For the dynamic solution, the average inlet temperature is
first calculated and compared to the previous value TAV1.
If the difference is greater than 1 C , the material
properties are reevaluated. Finally, the heat balance F.qs.
(1) and (2) are solved.

Y ASD JISTBICTIONS.

This nixing plenum model can be used instead of 0PI.EN1 and
LPLEN1 when more than one flow entry or exit is present.
It can be used to simulate mixing plena at the entrances
and exits c* all the power plant components. A subroutine
is produced by the system for each mixing plenum defined
bv,

• DFMXELENa(Mfl,MmerZVOLPL,0met,ZUMET,JNFLO(F1inrTiir)r...)
FXFI.0 (Fiex,T1ex. ...) ,ZTMET,ZTEFLft) ; ,

where a is any recogrizable character or number
identifying the particular plenum. Hfl and Mme are
material indicators for the fluid (SO, HA, or ST) ard for
the metal (SF). Qmet is the weight of the metal in the
cavity. The heat transfer coefficient ZUMET can be a
number, a variable or an expression to be evaluated in the
subroutine. To use this module in the simulation, the
following statement should be included.

• HXPLENa;
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* NE0TP1 * (ICC?)
4*********

This module solves the prompt lump approximation to the
neutron kinetic equations.

I.COP Indicator to the loop from which this subroutine is
called.

(3) COMMON

NAMES

BFTA(I)

CLJ(I)

DCL (I)

El

EIA1DB,(I)

PNO

F8J

COMBLK

NEUTP

NEUTK

JJEUTF

NFOTB

NEUTP

NEUTB

NEHTR

PEAK

PKCN

RKFB

BKSF

SODFCE

NEOTR

CKTEI

FDBEK

SftFTY

NEDTP

DESCRIPTION

Delayed neutron fraction, 1=1...6.

Delayed precursor concentration at
the Jth time step, 1=1..,6.

Derivative of the delayed neutron
precursors, I=i...6.

Prompt neutron life-time, in s.

Delayed precursor decay constants,
1=1...6.

Normalized initial neutronic power
level.

Normalized neutronic power at the Jth
time step.

Total core excess reactivity.

Reactivity aenerated by the control
system.

Total feedback reactivity.

Reactivity generated by the safety
system.

Value of neutron source in core
startup simulations.
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SflWC NEUTB Sum o f C 1 J ( I ) * S I A H D A ( I ) f o r 1 = 1 . . . 6 .

"*> IOCAL

BETAT Total delayed neutron fraction.

DFNJ Derivative of the normalized neutronic power.

(5) CTHER SOPPODTINES OE SODOLES EIP.OIFED.

Common Blocks: CONST5, CNTEL5, DEFIV5, FDBEK5, NE0TF5,
SAFTY5, TIMERS.

(6) MATHEMATICAL FO.UATIONS AND ALGOBITHH.

The same poirt kinetic equations as giveD in NEHTE1 are
solved here. Instead of computing the time derivative of
the normalised neutronic power PNJ, the proirpt -jump
approxication is used where the DPNJ derivative is assuoed
to be zero. PNJ is then calculated directly from,

FKJ=SOMC*FI./(BETA-PEAK) . (1)

The delayed reutror eguations are solved as in NFUTF1.

(7) OJGANIZATIOP OF HODDLF.

The module i s organized exac t ly as in NT5UTB1.

TY A»D IISTBICTIONS.

For short neutron lifetimes, below approximately 10E-6,
and reactivi+y values of less than one dollar, the prompt
lump approximation gives the same results as a complete
solution. A significant reduction in the number of time
steps reguired to achive a solution is usually
experienced. To use this module in the simulation, the
following statement should be included.

• NEtJTPt;
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**********
* NE0TF1 * (LCOP)
**********

This module selves the neutron point kinetic eguations

LCCP Indicator to the loop from which this subroutine is
called .

(3) £OM«ON VAFJftEIJS.

NftMES COMBLK

EET^(I) NEOTP

CIJ(I) NFUTF

DC! (I)

FI. NEUTE

EIAIDA(I) KFOTF

PNO

PMJ

BEBK

BKCN

EKFB

PKSF

NEOTE

CNTBL

FDBEK

SAFTY

SOUFCE

DESCPIPTION

Delayed neutror fraction, 1=1...6.

Delayed precursor concentration at
the Jth time step, 1=1...6.

NFUTR Derivative of the delayed neutron
precursors, I=1...6.

Prompt neutron life-time, in s.

Delayed precursor decay constants,
1=1...6.

NEDTP Normalized initial neutronic power
level.

NEUTF Normalized neutronic power at the Jth
time step.

Total core excess reactivity.

Eeactivity generated by the control
system.

Total feedback reactivity.

Peactivity generated by the safety
system.

HEOTE Value of neutron source in core
startup simulations.
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SOWC NFOTB SUB o f C I J ( I ) *FLAMDA ( I ) f o r 1 = 1 . . . 6 .

<«) LfiCAL V A £ I A B I E S .

BETAT T o t a l d e l a y e d neutron f r a c t i o n .

DFUJ D e r i v a t i v e of t h e n o r m a l i z e d n e u t r o n i c power.

C5) CTPEE SOBPCnTINES CF MODULES BEO.UIBED.

Ccnimon B l o c k s : CONST5, CNTKL5, PEFIV5, FEBEK5, NEUTF5,
SAFTY5, TTWER5.

(6) MAJHEHATICAI IfiUATIONS Â D ALi

The point. Vinetic equations with s ix groups of delayed
neutrons are solved in t h i s module. The module ca l cu la t e s
the time der iva t ive DPNJ of the normalized neutronic power

1 = 6
DPNJ = (PPlK-BETA^PNJ/EL + SnM CLJ (7) *ELAMDA (I) , (1)

and the time derivative of the delayed neutron precursors
tv,

CCL (I) = EETA(TJ*PNJ/EL-BLAMDA(I)*CIJ(I) . (2)

Pi centralized integration method defined by the user
solves Eqs. (1) and (2) simultaneously with the other
system equations.

(7) OBGANIMATION CF MODULE.

Upon first entry to the module, the initial conditions for
PNJ and CIJ(I) are computed by,

PNJ = VVQ , <3)

and,

CLJ(I) = BETA(I)*PNJ/(EL*ELAMDA(I)) . (4)

Subseguent entries will skip the initial condition
calculations.
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The input tbat drives this nodule is the total reactivity
RE&K obtained by sunning up the reactivities frc« the
different sources as,

FEBK = BKCN+SKSF+FKFB . (5)

Finally, the derivatives are computed by using Egs. (1)
and (2), and submitted to the appropriate integration
routine.

(8) iPPLICBEIIJH &KE PESTPICTIOJHS.

This nodule should be used with caution. The kinetic
equation have one very small tine constant EL=10E-5 to
1GE-7 ard several time costants of 1/ELHMDA=0.1. Together
with the other system equations, they fore a set of stiff
differential equations. Integrators with constant
increments reguire very snail tine steps to achieve a
stable solution. Irteqrators with variable tine steps and
error control will keep the tine step autonatically very
snail. Thus long solution tines can be expected for the
lcop in which the SEDTF1 nodule is inserted.

Two stiff integration methods can be used. The STIFF1
method adapted froit CS«P-TII [11, and the GE&B02 nethod
developed by Gear [21. Both methods significantly improve
the solution time for stiff eguations.

Alternatively, the prompt-iunp approximation nodule NE0TP1
can be used. Tn particular, if system transients are to be
sinulated for lor.g periods of tine, and no prompt critical
condition occurs, the pronpt-iunp approximation is well
iustified.

In addition, a self integratinq module NEUTS1 is also
available. This nodule uses an efficient integration
method developed by Kaganove [31. If this nodule is used,
it should be placed in a nonintegrated loop (see section
on integration methods). To use this module in the
simulation, tie following statement should be included.

• NEOTF1;

I IFF, FEJCES.

[1] IBM, "Continuous System Modeling Program III (CSMP-
III).", SIP9-7001-2, (1972)

[2] C. W. Gear, "Hunerical Initial Value Probleas in Ordinary
Differential Eguations", Prentice Hall, (1971).
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f3] J. J. Kaqanove, "Numerical Solution of the One-Group
Space-Icdeperdeiit Peactor Kinetics Equations for Neutron
Density Giver the Excess Reactivity", irgonne National
laboratory, BNL-6132, (i960) .
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**********
* NEUTS1 •
**********

<1) POPPOSE.

This nodule solves the lumped parameter neutron kinetic
equations using the integration scheme developed by
Raqanove [1 ]•

(2)

flcne.

<3) CCMWCN VAFIftEIES.

^ifJS CCMB1K

BETft(I) NEUTB

NEOTP

NEUTRDCI(I)

El NEOTP

ELA»1DA(I) NEUTB

EPSN

EESN1

EFSN2

EFPWES(I)

RDTNIN

ITEBM

NEOTB

NEUTF

NEUTfl

TIMER

TI3EB

TIMEF

DESCRIPTION

Delayed neutror fraction, 1=1...6.

Delayed precursor concentration at
the Jth time step, 1=1...6.

Derivative of the delayed neutron
precursors, 1=1...6.

Prompt neutron life-time, in s.

Delayed precursor decay constants,
1=1...6.

Integration step error in NEOTS1.

lower integration error limit in
NE0TS1. Double time step if EPSN is
less than EPSN1.

Upper integration error limit in
NEDTS1. Halve time step if EPSN is
larger than EPSN2.

A vector of words to store simulation
error messages.

Half of the minimum time step size.

If less thar one, indicates that a
simulation execution time error has
been encountered.
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JTIM

FHO

PNJ

TIMEP

NEOTF.

NEBTfi

KFAK

BKCN

PKFB

RKSF

SOURCE

SUMC

TEPSN

NEOTE

CNTBL

FDBEK

SftFTY

NFUTB

NFUTB

TTMEB

Tine step counter.

normalized initial neutronic power
level.

Normalized neutronic power at the Jth
tine step.

Total core excess reactivity.

Peactivity generated by the control

system.

Total feedback reactivity.

Peactivity generated by the safety
system.
Value of neutron source in core
startup simulations.

Sum of CLJ(I)*FLAMDA(I) for 1=1...6.

EPSN/EPSN1.

(U) LOCAL VAFIARLFS.

DELTF

DPN

DPN1

DPN2

DPNH

DFEftK

DDK

ENTO(I)

ENT1 (I)

EFBESI

The internal neutronic time step, in s.

The integration increment of the normalized
ceutroric power.

The integration increment of the full step of the
normalized neutronic power.

The integration increment of two half steps of
the Formalized r>eutrcnic power.

The integration increment of the first half step
of the normalized neutronic power.

The reactivity increment
DEIT.

in the time interval

The linearly interpolated reactivity increment in
the tine interval TAD.

(1-DEXP (-ELAMDA (I) *TAO)) /ELAHDA

HAO-ENTO (I) ) / (ELAMD A (I) *TAfl)

The text "IN NEOTS".
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ITER

K

ENP

PKA

RKB

SOMB

53DMC

TBD

TEP3N

TIMEN

The number of iterations in the internal
intearaticn process.

A counter of integration steps.

The sane as PNJ, roraalized neutronic power,

(F*K+DEK/2)*TAU.

(FAK/2+DRK/3)*TAU.

Tb<? sum o f BETA (I)*EUT1 (I ) .

The sum of DCI(I) *ENT (I\ .

The integration time step, in s. The same as
DETTK except when halved in the iteration
process.

The value of EPSN/EPSN1.

The internal ti»e in this
TTWE<TI1EN<TIME + DELT .

module or

(5) OTHER SDEfiOOTTNFS OB MODULES Bfcs

Common ElccVs: CONST5, CNTTJ15, FDBEK5, NEOTR5, SAFTY5,
TTBEB5.

(6) HATHJMATICAI IfiUATIOjgS AND 1LGOBITHM.

The alqorithir ard method of solution used
are giver in reference f1 ].

in this module

(7) OJGANTZATICN CF MODULE.

Dpon first entry to the subroutine, initialization takes
place. The steady state delayed neutron fraction is
computed, either based upon the normalized neutronic
initial power PKO, or the neutron source SOURCE, if a
startup is simulated. During each entry while the dynamic
siaulation is in progress, the change in reactivity for
the present time step DPSAK is cosputed first. The
integration process of the kinetic eguation is then
perfoned for the tipe step DELTN which may be egual to or
less thar the simulation time step DELT. In the latter
case, more than cne integration step will take place in
this subroutine before control is returned to the calling
program. Following the DELTK integration step, the DELTN
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time step is halved and two similar integration steps are
perforated. Then, the difference between the single and
double integration steps is computed by,

EPSN = T)RFS((DE»1-DPN2)/PNJ) . (1)

If EPSN is greater than EPSK1 and less than EPSN2, the
integration is successfull and terminated for the present
time step. If EPSN is less than EPSN1, that is single and
double steps aive the "same results", ths next integration
step will be doubled, if other parts of the simulation do
not object ard IDDB is set to one. If EPSN is greater than
EPSN2, the time step is halved and the last integration
step is repeated using the previous half step result as a
full time step estimate. This process is continued until
the error criteria are met. The integration process in
this subroutine is continued until TIMEN is equal to
TIBE+DEIT when the internal and external times match
within HDTMItf.

TY M£ US!FICTIONS.

This module is a self contained unit. Because it does not
use the centralized integration scheme, it should fce used
with care. Mostly it should be used in situations where
the kinetic n>cdule is used independently, as in startup
accident simulation for example. The module should be
placed in a NOINT loop. To use this module in the
simulation, the following statement should be included.

• NEOTS1:

PEFEBJNCJS.

[1] J. J. Kaganove, "Numerical Solution of the One-Group
Space-Independent Eeactor Kinetics Eguations for Neutron
Density Giver the Excess Reactivity", Argonne National
laboratory, flNL-6132, (1960) .
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* * * * * * * * * *
* N0INT1 *
**********

(ICCF)

<1) POEPCSE.

This module is a dummy integration subroutine to be used
with ncrinteorating loop (s) that have modules with
internal integration.

(2) P

LOOP Indicator of the loop in which integration is not
requested.

(3) COMMON VAEIJIP1.ES.

IDDB

TIME

COMBLK DESCPIPTIOK

TIMEE If set to one, indicates or,e or more
time step halving by an integration
routine.

TIMFE If set to one, indicates that the
integration requests doubling of the
time step.

TIMEB Current simulation time, in s.

LCC.&L VftEI»SIIS .

None .

(5) CTHEE S OE MODTTIES |Efini£ED.

Subroutines: DEPIV1.
CciniDon B l o c k s : TIHEF1?.

(6) «BTflEHATI£»I FfiUATICNf Î JB i i

None.

NOINT1



(1) OBGAWI^iTTCN CF MODDIE.

The subroutine is usea in those simulation loops which do
net require inteqratiou cr have self integrating
subroutines. It will set IDIV and IDDB to zero, increment
the intermediate integration tine and call DEEIV1 to
advance the particular loop by one time step.

<p> IHLicjjjjiirr* AKE BESTFICTIONS.

This nodule is used in the SIMULATE DSNP control
statements that have ar integration method as a parameter.
Each Bcdule inserted in the NOIKT loop must have a self
irteqratirq alqorithir compatible with the overall time
control scheme.
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* PIPB01 * (IP,?IN,FEX,VPID,EF,ET.)

(1) PDEPOSE.

This module simulates a general pipe segment with pure
time delay and has three different entries: PIPE01 for
initialization; PIPEL1 for updating; ana PIPEE1 for
obtaining the exit value at any time.

EF The mirinuB change in a pipe inlet variable
initiating a storaoe operation.

ET The iririruo time increase since the last evert
initiating a storage operation, in s.

FEX A pipe exit value at any chosen time.

FIN ft pipe inlet variable.

G The flc« rate through the pipe, ir. m3/s.

IF A pipe identification number assigned by the
precompiler.

KK The dearee of interpolation used to evaluate the
pipe exit variable FEX if requested at times falling
between two tabulated values.

VPLO The volume of the pipe sectior, in m3.

(3) COMMON VPPIBFI.ES.

NJMES COHBLK DESCBIPTION

EFP«ES(I) TIMER A vector of words to store simulation
error messages.

ITEFN TI»ER If less than one, indicates that a
simulation execution tine error has
been encountered.

TIME TIMEF Current simulation time, in s.
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EFI(I) EF for each pipe segment. 1=1 to TPN.

ETI(I) IT for each pipe segment. 1=1 to IPK.

PINT (I,J) A pipe storage vector. 1=1 to MPST, J=1,2, and
where J=1 is for the pipe inlet variable FIHT
ard J=2 is for the tine at which the
corresponding variable is stored.

GVP

IGO

IPN

KLAST(I)

KE«

^FS(I)

MFST

MF2

TftO

TIM

VFL<I)

ZCDT

7FINI

The volumetric flowrate through the pipe, in

fln indicator to the subroutine entry.

The nuitber of pipe segments in the simulation.

The location of the lowest function value used
in the last interpolation for the Ith pipe.

The number of pipe storage locations for the
present entry.

WF2-1

The number of storage locations for each pipe.
1=1 to IPN.

The number of storage locations for all of the
pipe segments.

The first storage locatior for the present pipe
entry.

The last storage location for the present pipe
entry.

The pipe transit time, in s.

The time at which the function is to be stored
or evaluated according to the entry used, in s.

VPLD for each pipe segment. 1=1 to IPN.

The previous tine interval divided by the last
two time intervals.

The linearly interpolated value for the last FIN
at the last time from the present FIN. The
difference between ZFIN1 and the actual value
stored will determine whether a storage
operation is performed.
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(5) OTHER SUEFOUTINES CP KCDOLES

Subroutines: FUNCT1
Common Elocks: TIMEP5

(6) «iTJJJMA7TCai FfiOATIONS AND ALGORITHM.

This pipe function is a pure delay. A vector FINT(I,J) is
used to store entry values whenever the change in the
input variable FIN will cause a linear interpolation error
greater thai) EF. The interpolated function ZFINI is
calculated by,

7FINI=(FIS-FIKT(MPM,1) ) *ZDDT + FINT(MPM,1) , (1)

where 7DDT is given by,

ZDDT=(FItJT<MP2,?)-FINT (MPM,2) ) / (TIME-FINT (MPH,2) ) . (2)

7FINI is compared to the actual stored value FI1»T(MP2,1)

| (FI»ir(PP2,1)-?r.FINI)/FI»TfMP2f1) | > ET . (3)

If the relative error caused by inserting the last value
is less thar ET, only the last value is replaced by the
new value cf T I N and TIW, and the other pipe values are
not updated.

If the time increment since the last storage occurred is
greater than FT or,

TIWE - FINT(8P2,2) > ST . (4)

Then regardless of the error, the pipe is updated by,

FINT(I,J) = FINT(I+1,J), I=MP1 to MP2, J=1,2 (5)

ard the last value in the vector is set to,

FJNT (HP2, 1>=FIN, FINT (ME2,2) =TIME . (6)

when the pipe exit values are requested, an KKth order
interpolating polynomial is used by calling F0NCT1 which
uses the Laarange interpolation method. See modules FUNCT1
and IAGEN1 for details.

(7) OEGJNIZSTION OF MODUIE.

This module has three separate entries according to the
function to fce performed. The various vectors used in this
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subroutine are inserted by the DSNP preconpiler according
tc the pipe segments used in this sinitiation.

SUBROUTINE PTPEO1(IP,FIN,FEX,VPLD,EF,ET)

This is the main entry of the subroutine and causes the
initializatior. of the piDe segment. It will store ETr EF,
VELD, ana WPS into the appropriate vectors. It will set
all of the pipe storage locations to FIH. It will set the
last time storage location FINT(MP2,2) to the initial tiee
and decrease TIME by FT for each previous location and
will set the first lookup location KLAST(IP) to two.

FIPTfT,?) = FINT(I+1,1) - ET, I=MP2-1 to MP1 (7)

FNTRY PIPEI1 (IP,FIN)

This is the update entry. The pipe storage will be updated
as shown in Fas. (5) and (6), if the conditions of the
interpolation error and storage interval are met.
Otherwise control is returned to the calling program.

EHTRY PIPEF1 (IP,FEX,G,KK)

This is the retrieval entry for the pipe exit variable.
First, the ertry time is tested. If it is equal to the
TIAST(IP), which is the previous time at which evaluation
was performed, control is returned to the calling program
without reevaluating FEX. The parameters of the IPth pipe
segment are calculated rext. Using the volumetric flow G,
the pipe transit tin>e TAU is calculated by,

TAC = VFL(IP) / GVP . (8)

The lockup time TIM is oivec fcy,

TIK = TIME - TAU . (9)

If TIH is less thai) the first entry time FINT (t?P1,2) in
the pipe storage, a warning message is issued and ITFHK is
set to fout. Finally, the pipe exit value is calculated
by calling FUtfCTi, which performs the proper interpolation
and control is then returned to the calling program.

iPPLICABILITY AND BJSSTFICTION S.

Each simulated pipe segment must he defined in the DSNP
declarations progra* segment as,

• DEFPIPEii(FIN,FEX,VPLD,EF,ET,G,KK,MP);

The size cf the vectors used by PIPE01 are determined
dynamically by the precompiler. Once the above definitions
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have beer made, PIPF01 or any of its entries can te used
either bv a DSNP statement or by a F08TRAH CALL statement.
There is no limit to the number of space allocations for a
pipe segment and the number of pipes that can be simulated
is 100. The interpolation level parameter KK used with
FUSCT1 must be in the range of one to nine. Note that the
library contains only a part of the actual pipe
subroutine. The appropriate dimensions and data
statements, as well as the calling sequences, are produced
by the precompiler. Usually G is given as F/RO. To use a
pipe segment in the simulation, the following statement
should be included.

• PIPEii;
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* FENUP1 • <D,F,rP,CK,DH,2FE,ZPB,ZPE)
**********

(1) EDFPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the dimensionless flow
parameters, namely the Reynolds, the Prandtl and the
Peclet numbers.

(2)

CK Fluid conductivity, in S/m-C.

CF The fluid heat capacity, in J/kq-C.

D The hydraulic diameter of the flow channel, in m.

DM The dynamic viscosity, in kg/sec-m.

F The flew, in kg/s.

ZPE The Eeclet number (Dimensionless).

ZEF The Prardtl number (Dimensionless).

7BE The Peyrolds number (Dimensionless).

(3) CCHHCS

None.

<«) LOC&L

Ncre.

(5) CTHEF 5OEEQ2TINES OE

None.
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(6) «i2iiSfi*2I£*I I22211Q1S .ANJ) ALGORITHM.

The Reynolds m e t e r is aiven fcy tbe following equation.

ZPF = J/(D*DM) (1)

Tbe Prandtl number is given by the following equation.

ZFF=CP*DM/CK (2)

The Peclet number is qiven by the following equation.

ZFE=ZFF*ZPB (3)

All of the subroutine input parameters used to evaluate
the diEettsicrless flow paraneters must be giver in SI
urits.

iPPIICaPIlTTy AND BFfTElCTIONS.

The dinensiorless paraoeters calculated bv this subroutine
are used by the heat transfer and flow subroutines. Note
that D is the hydraulic diameter defined as D eguals
Ufl/WP, where A is the cross sectional flow area and WP is
the wetted perimeter of the flow channel. To use this
module ir the simulation, the following statement should
be included.

CBLI PFPUP1 (D,F,CKrDM,ZEE,ZPB,ZPE)
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* * * * * * * * * *
* RT1NGC1 * (LCCP)
* * * * * * * * * *

<1) FDEPOSE.

This nodule performs fourth order Punge-Kutta integration
for a variable time step usirg the double step checking
•ethod to control the intearation error and to adjust the
ti»e step.

(2) JAMMETEPS.

LCCP An indicator of the locp on which this integration
method is used.

(3) COMMON VAFIAEI.ES.

UMJES COMBLK DESCRIPTION

DYDT(I)

IDIV

I DOB

IYYYY(I)

DEPIV Vector of the derivatives to
integrated, integrator input.

DELT

EFFSES(I)

EYYYY1 (I)

EYYYY2(I)

EYYYY3(I)

TIMEK

TIMEF

DEBIV

DEPIV

DERIV

be

TIMER Current integration time step, in s.

£ vector of words to store simulation
error messages.

Haximum relative integration error
allowed, 1=1 to KODEB.

Maximum absolute integration error
allowed, 1=1 to NODEE.

Evaluated integration error for the
Ith integrated variable, 1=1 to
NCDER.

TIMER If set tc one, indicates one or more
time step halving by an integration
routine.

TIWER If set to one, indicates that the
integration requests doublirg of the
time step.

DERIV Integration icdicator. If not equal
to IOOP, no integration will be
performed.
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NCDEB

TIME

YYYY (I)

YYYY2(I)

DERIV Number of integrations to be
performed in the simulation.

TIMER Current simulation tine, in s.

DERIV Vector of the integrated variables,
integrator output.

DEPIV Intermediate
results.

or past integration

DELT1

FP

EFMESI

TIME1

The local time step, in s.

The calculated error in an integration step

The text "IN FUNGC".

The local time, in s.

(5) CTHEE SQEECTlTTfilS ££ MODULES REQUIFJD.

Subroutines: DEBIV1,
Common Elocks: C0NST5, DERIV5, TIMEP5.

(6) «ATJEBATICai

The saics fourth order Runore-Kutta algorithm as used in
P0NGE1 is used to perform the integration for a tine step.
This subroutine, however, has a an error control algorithm
that allows control of the integration time step. First,
an integration step from TIME to TIME+DELT is executed by
callina FDN6E1. The tinie step is then halved and the
integral is evaluated twice. First from TIME to
TIME+DELT/2 and then from TIME+DELT/2 to TIME+DELT. The
result of the last step YYYY is then substracted from the
full step result YYYY2.

EYYYY3=DRBS(YYYY2-YYYY)

The relative error is obtained by,

EP = EYYYY3/(DABS (EYYYY1*YYYY)+EYYYY2)

(1)

(2)

If SB is less than one half, then IDUB is set egual to one
and control is returned to timer. If ER is greater than
one, the ti»e step is halved and the integration is
repeated from the second step or for two half step
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integrations. The previous half step integration serves as
a full sten estimate on the second iteration and so on
until corveraence is achieved.

(7) CBGANIZATTOtf OF MODULE.

The integration is performed only on those YYYY vector
elements fcr which IYYYY (I) is egual to LOOP. After an
unsuccessfull time step, IDIV is set to one indicating to
the time step controller that the time step was reduced in
this proqian sequent. When IDUP is egual to one,
indicates a request for the doublira of the tiaie step.
After each halving of the time step, the maqnitude is
tested. If the new time step is less than DTMIN, an error
message is printed and the simulation is terminated.

(8) iiELlCSJESHlTY y,£ PEST FICTIONS.

This integration method was found to be very accurate and
stable. It will allow larger tiire steps than other
integration methods. It requires 12 evaluations of the
derivative for each time step, however, and is therefore
more expensive than other methods. It should be used in
cases where qreat precision is required and as a test case
fcr other integration methods.
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* FUHGE1 *

(1) POPPOSE.

This module performs fourth order Funge-Kutta integration.

(2)

LCOP fin indicator of the loop on which this integration
methcfl is used.

(3) COMMON

DYDT(I)

DYDT1(I)

DYDT2(I)

DVDT3(I)

NODEE

CCHBLK

TIHEE

DEBIV

DEFIV

DEFIV

DEFIV

DEEIV

DESCEIPTION

Current integration time step, in s.

Vector cf the derivatives to be
integrated, integrator input.

Intermediate or past
vector.

Intermediate or past
vector.

Intermediate or past
vector.

derivative

derivative

derivative

be

TIMS

YYYY(I)

YYYY1(I)

TIWEF

DEEIV

DEFIV

Number of integrations to
performed in the simulation.

Current simulation time, in s.

Vector of the integrated variables,
integrator output.

Intermediate or past integration
results.

I£CAI VftFI«BIIS.

DELT1 Stores DELT at the entry to the subroutine.

DT6 DEI1/6.
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K An index of the Punqe Kutta step being calculated.

TIW31 A storage for the tiae at the entrance to the
subroutine.

(5) CTHEF SOEPOU1TNES OF MODULES BEO.UIBED.

Subroutines: DEPIV1.
Common Blocks: CONST?, DERIV5, TIHEP5.

(6) MRTHEMATICRi FO.U.ATIpNS JIHD RLGOPITHM.

The classical fourth order Funge-Kutta [1] algorithm, as
shown below, is used in this integration scheme.

YYYY=YYYY1+DT6*(DYDT1+2*DYDT2+2*T>YDT3+DYDT) (1)

Tbe indexing cf the variables was omitted for clarity. The
various tipe derivatives in Eg. (1) are evaluated at,

DYDT1 at TIME and with YYYY1 ,

DYDT2 at TIME+DELT/2 and with YYYY1+DYDT1*DELT/2 ,

DYDT3 at TIME+DELT/2 and with YYYY1+DYDT2*DEIT/2 ,

and DYDT at TIHE+DEI.T and with YYYY1+DYDT3*DELT

P) 0PGAN12.ft.2iCJ CF MODULE.

Only those variables in the YYYY vector are integrated for
which IYYYY(I) are egual tc LOOP. The fourth order
algorithm calls for four derivative evaluations that are
performed ii> a four step loop by calling DEEIV1 to compute
tbe derivatives. Prior to this call, TIME and YYYY are
properly updated. The last DEFIV1 call is used to compute
the first derivative for the next time step. This is a
fixed tine step integration method. The tine step can be
changed, however, externally with no effect on the
integration process if the proper error control is used.
This is actually dene by PONGC1 which then allows the use
of this integration method with a variable tine step.

EEPEFENCES.

[1] P. Henrici, "Elements of Numerical Analysis", John
Wiley, (196ft).
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4*********
• SAFTY1 •
4*********

(1) FUFPCSE.

This module calculates the reactivity generated by the
safety systeir and initiates the SCEAM action.

FN The function name used in computing SCEAM
reactivity.

(3) COMMON VABIAFIES.

IHWES CCMBIK DESCEIPTION

iMIM TIMBP Time step counter.

SKSF SAFTY Feactivity qenerated by the safety

system.

TIME TIMEF Current simulation time, in s.

TSCFAH SBFTY Time at which reactor SCEAM is
activated, in s.

* Any other COMMON variable from other data
blccks upon which SCPflK can be activated.

(4) LCCftL

LSCRAM A loaical variable indicating whether the SCPAl*
has beer already activated.

S3RI8 SURPCOTINES CJ HODOIES JJ&UIBFD.

Ccmmon Elocks: COKST5, S5FTY5, TIHEF5 and any other COMMON
block in which a variable activating the
SCEAH can be found.
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(6) MiTSEMATICJI EQUATIONS AND it£OBITH«.

Each plant parameter F that has a value Fmax upon which
the plant safety system will shut down the reactor by a
SCRAM action will he tested by,

F>Fmax

If the variable F is greater than Froax, the SCRAM will be
activated.

(7) OBGANIMATION OF WOCULF.

The user has to define by SCRAMF the plant parameters that
car activate the safety system SCPAM action and the
Etaximun value of the parameters that will activate the
SCPAM. The user should also define a function FNCTii that
qives the SCPAM reactivity as a function of time including
the initial delays.

Upon first entry, TSCBAM is set to a larqe value.
Statements testinq for SCPAM action are inserted by the
system for every parameter defined fcy SCRAMF. Testing is
not performer) once the SCPAM has been activated. If a
SCEAM takes place, the negative reactivity FKSF is
evaluated for the appropriate time after TSCBAM.

3IlilCABILITY AND RESTRICTIONS.

To use this module in the simulation, the following
statement should be included.

• SAFTY1 (ii) ;

The parameter ii is a two character name of the SCRAM
reactivity furction defined previously in the declarations
segment by,

• FNCTii(K,N,TISE,.... BO,.... ) ;

The system variables that can activate the SCRAM have to
be defined by,

• SCBAMF (F,F«P3X,C0MBL) ; ,

where F and Fmax are the appropriate variable and the
maximum value activating the SCPAM, and COMBL is the name
of the CCHCN block in which they car be found. Fnax can be
a variable, a number, or an algebraic expression. Any
number of SCBAMFs can be defined in the simulation. If a
CCMBL has been included in a previous SCRAMF definition.
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if- «ust not be included again. In s t ead , an a s t e r i s k ••*••
should be placed for the t h i r d parameter.
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**********
* SIBES1 * (ICCF)
**********

(1) SUPPOSE.

This module performs third order Simpson inteoration.

LOOP Indicator of the loop
method is used.

on which this integration

(3) COMMON VRPIfi

DEIT

DYDT(I)

DYDT1 (I)

DYDT2 {I)

EYYYY1(I)

EY¥YY2(I)

EYYYY3(I)

IDIV

IDDB

ITEEM

COMBIK

TIMES

DEPIV

DFPIV

DEPIV

DEPIV

DERIV

DEPIV

TIMEP

TIMEP

TIMFR

DESCRIPTION

Current integration time step, in £3.

Vector cf the derivatives to be
integrated, integrator input.

Intermediate or past derivative
vector.

Intermediate or past derivative
vector.

Maximum relative integration error
allowed, 1=1 to NODEP.

Maximum absolute integration error
allowed, 1=1 to NODER.

Evaluated integration error for the
Ith integrated variable, 1=1 to
NODEP.

If set to one, indicates one or more
time step halving by an integration
routine.

If set to one, indicates that the
integration requests doublirq of the
tine step.

If less than one, indicates that a
simulation execution tine error has
been encountered.
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IYYYY(I) " DEPIV Integration indicator. If not equal
to LOOP, no integration will be
performed.

LETM TIMFF If one, use fixed time step. If two,
use variable time step,

NODEB DEPIV Number of integrations to be
performed in the simulation.

YYYY(I) DEPIV Vector of the integrated variables,
integrator output.

YYYYi(I) DEPIV Intermediate or past integration
results.

DELTH Palf time step, DELT/2.

EPWESL The text "IN STflPS".

EFB Integration error.

(5) CTHEE SUPPCUTINES OP MODULES JJ£UIBED.

Subroutines: DEFIV1.
Common Blocks: COHST5, DEPTV5, TIMEP5.

(6) MATHEMATICAL EfiOATIONS AND ALGORITHM.

The thirfl order Simpson predictor corrector algorithm is
used in th is module. The predictor is computed by,

yyyyn) =YYYY1(I)+DELTH*DYDT1 (I) , (1)

where the vectors with the suffix 1 are values obtained at
the las t time step or las t i t e ra t ion . This predictor leads
to a derivative DYDT2 and then the corrector i s computed
from,

YYYY (T)=YYYY (I)+DELTH* ( DYDT ( I ) *U-DYDT 1*3) . (2)

Finally, the value of the integrated variable vector is
computed frctp,

YYYY(I)=yyYY'» <I)+DELT/6*(DY.DT1(I)+4DYDT2(I)+DYDT<I)) . (3)
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(7) OjjGOIjJATICK OF MOCULE.

Open enterinq the subroutine, the vectors YYYY1 and DYDT1
are set to tfce last computed value of the variables and
their derivatives. The half step Euler integration (11 is
performed, time is advanced hy half a time step, and the
derivatives DYDT2 a+ mid interval are evaluated.

Next, the corrector, Eq. (2), is computed ty advancing the
time by another half step and the new derivative DYDT is
recalculated. Usirg Eq. (3), the integral is then
evaluated. Tie integration error EYYYY3 is computed froa
the absolute value of the difference between the second
and third inteqration steps. The relative integration
error is then obtained from the ratio of the integration
error to the absolute allowed integration error,

EBP=FYYyY3/|YYYY(I)*EYYYYi(I)+EYYYY2(I)| . (4)

If EPE is greater than one, then the time step is halved
and the integration step is repeated. If ERR is less than
0.005, a request for doubling the next integration
interval is made by settinq IDOE to one. The size of the
next time step is not changed if EPE is less than one and
greater than C.005.

(8) !££L.I£ftBTLITY AND BESTPICTTON S.

This algorithm can be used with both fixed and variable
time steps. The algorithm requires three evaluations of
the derivative vector.

REFERENCES.

[1] P. Henrici, "Elements of Numerical analysis", John Wiley,
(1964) .
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**********
• S0CCN1 * (TJC,COS)
**********

(1) EOPPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the thermal conductivity of
liquid scdiuir.

(2) IJUB12JEJS .

CCS Sodium conductivity, in W/m-C.

TEC SodiuB temperature, in C.

(3) COMMON

Ncne.

<**) i££AL VAFISBJFS.

Mcne.

(5) OTHFP SDPPCDTTNES CE MODULES B E g n i P l D .

N o n e .

(6) HATH EM A TIC AT FQOATIONS AND ALGOEITIJM.

The thermal conductivity for liquid sodium is given in f 1 ]
bv the equation,

COF=90.f86-0.0U86*TEC . (1)

(7) CFGANIZATION CF MODOLE.

None.
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The corductivity equation is applicable over the
temperature ranqe between 100 and 550 deqrees Celsius. To
use this module in the simulation, the followinq statenert
should be included.

CAIL SCCON1 (TEC,COS)

EEFEEFKCES.

[1] G. H. Golder and J. V. Tokar, "Theraodynamic Properties
cf Sodium", BNL 7323, (1967) .
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* * * * * * * * * *
* S0DCP1 * (TJC,CPS)
**********

(1) PtJRPCSE.

This sut-rcutire calculates the specific heat of sodiuai

CPS Sodium s p e c i f i c h e a t , i n J/Jcq-C.

TEC Sodiun t e m p e r a t u r e , in C.

(3) COMMON VftPIftFifS.

Here .

1£CAL

Ncre.

(5) CTHEP SJJFECT1TIHES CE KCDOLPS BEfiDIRJD.

None.

(6) «ATHEMATIC«T. £Q2ATIQVS AND ALGORITHM.

The sodium s c e c i f i c heat i s qiven in [ 1 ] by t h e e g u a t i o n .

(7) QEGOIZ^TICN CF WODUIE.

done.
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*III3£*PII312 M £ III STRICT IONS.

The specific heat equation is applicable over the range
between 100 and 680 degrees Celsius and represents the
best fit for the liquid sodiun viscosity between the
•elting pcirt and 1370 degrees Celsius. To use this
nodule in the simulation, the following statenent should
be included.

CAII SCDCP1 (TFC,COS)

( 1 ] G. H. Golder and J. V. Tokar , "Thermodynatnic P r o p e r t i e s
of Sodium", PNL 7 3 2 3 , (1967) .
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* S0DEN1 * (TfC,POC)
**********

(1) PDEPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the density of sodium given the
temperature.

(2) PAPAME1IIS.

FCC Sodium density, in kq/m3.

75C Sodium temperature, in C.

(3) CCMSCN V ftlilJJ;JJBS.

None.

Hone.

(5) CTHSF SUEFCUTINFS CF MODULES BEQUIEED.

Ncne.

(f) 5ATHEHATTCPI FfiOATIONS AND ALGORITHM.

The sodium d e n s i t y for a wide range of t empera tu re s i s
qiven in £1 ] ry the e q u a t i o n ,

EOC=927.0-0.238*TEC . (1)

(7) OBGANIZSTICK CF MODULE.

None.
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(81 iPPLI£ABILITY AND EESTBICTIONS.

The density equation is applicable over the range between
100 and 1450 deqrees Celsius. To use this nodule in the
simulation, the follovinq statement should be included.

CAIL SCDEN1<TEC,EOC)

PFFERENCJS.

[1] G. H. Golder ard J. V. Tokar, "Thermodynamic Properties
of Sodiun", ANL 7323, C967) .
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4*4*******

* S0DM01 * (TECr?MU)
444*******

11) PUBPOSE.

This subroutine calculates tbe dynamic viscosity of sodium
given the temperature.

(2) FjiEJlMETEPS .

SMO Sodium dynamic viscosity, in kq/sec-m.

TEC Sodium temperature, in C.

(3) CCHMCN ViEIJiElES.

None.

SSBO ICG10 of SWU.

T Temperature it deqrees Kelvin

(5) OTHEP SUBROUTINES OP fODHLES E

Ncne.

JJ5THEMATICA1 FfiUflTIONS AND ALGOPITHM.

The sodium dynamic v i s c o s i t y for a wide range of
temperatures ds qiven in [ 11 a s .

.6 5/T-0.l»925*DIOG10<T) (1)

and,

SBU=0.001*10**ASHU , (2)

where T i s equal t o TEC+273.
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<7) ORGANIZATION CF 15QDUtE.

H o n e .

<8) ^ i ILI£*II i I l l AND BESJIJRI CTION s.

The above equations were obtained by Golden and Tokar as a
best fit to several experimental and theoretical data and
is the best representation for the liguid sodium viscosity
between the Belting pcint and 1370 degrees Celsius. To
use this module in the simulation, the following statenent
should fce included.

CALI SCPM01<TEC,SHn)

BEFGPFNCES.

(1] G. H. Gclder and J, V. Tokar, "Thermodynamic Properties
of Sodium", AM. 7323, (1967) .
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**********
* S0HXP1 * (n,ZrF,ZPF,BI,RX,D,CK,P,PD)
**********

(1) POPPOSE.

This subrcutire calculates the tube to shell side heat
transfer coefficient in a sodium heat exchanger.

CK Tube conductivity, in W/n-C

D Hydraulic diameter of the equivalent channel on IHX
shell side, in m.

PC E/f pi+ch to diameter ratio.

PI IHX tube internal radius, in m.

RX IHX tuhe external diameter, ir m.

U Tube to primary (or external) coolant neat transfer
coefficient, ir W/<ne-C.

ZFF Prandtl number (Dimensionless).

ZEE Feynclds number (Dimensionless).

(3) COMMON VAPIAE1ES.

Hone.

(U) ICCflL V APIARIES.

ZKU1 Same a s ZNO c a l c u l a t e d when 60<ZPE<500.

(5) OTHEP SOEEOOTINES

F u n c t i o n s : UFIEX1.
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(6) «»T2IJ!ATIC»I EQUATIONS .AND ALGORITHM.

The heat transfer correlation for the IHX is in [ 1] and
[2]. For Peclet numbers where 7PE<60, the following
equation is used.

Z*itl=3.31+4.29*PD+O.888*FD**2 (1)

For Peclet rnirbers where ZPE>500, the following equation
is used.

ZNU=6.ff+3.126+PD+1.18U*PD**2+

0.0155*(PS*ZPE*7;PP)**0.86 (2)

PS is given hy,

FS=10.E-10 if EPS<0 or

PS=1-1.82/(ZPB*EPS**1.«) if FPS>0 . (3)

If PS<C, PS=1.C-1O ,

and EPS is qiven by.

1.3*DLOG(1.38/PD)) . (U)

Fcr Peclet nuirbers where 60<ZPE<500, the maximum of either
Eq. (2) or (5) is taken and Eg. (5) is given by,

ZNU=-2.79+3.97*PD+1.025*PD**2+

(3.12-C.265*DLOG(ZFE))*DLOG(ZRE) . (5)

The heat transfer coefficient 0 is obtained by using
either of the computed ZNU in,

0=1.0/ (D/(ZN0*CK)+PX/CK*DLOG( (2*PX) / (BI + P?))) . (6)

<7> SIGANIZftTISN OF HO

Three different heat transfer correlations can be computed
according to the value of Peclet number. The ZPE value is
therefore tested and the evaluation of the appropriate
equation is made.
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<8) IIP-IICABILITY AND EESTPICTIONS.

These heat transfer correlations are widely used in the
literature ard provide good results when the IHX priiary
side is heated with liguid metal. If the user wishes to
use a different heat transfer correlation, he can produce
his own subroutine by using the sane naae and locating it
in the F program segment. To use this module in the
simulation, the following statement should be included.

CAIL SOHXP1(U,ZPE,ZPF,RI,FK,D,CK,P,PD)

RJFEJJNCES.

P ] H. W. Maresca ana 0. E. DWYEF, "Heat Transfer to Mercury
Flowing in line Through a Bundle of Circular Tubes", J.
Heat Trarsfer, 86, pp 180, (1969).

f2] W. M. Kays ard A. L. London, "Compact Heat Exchangers",
BcGraw Bill, (196U).
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4*********
* S0HXS1 * <U,7FE,2;PB,FI,BX,D,CK ,P,PD)
**********

(1) I OPPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the sodium IHX tube to
secondary coolant for in tube flow) heat transfer
coefficiert.

(2) PARAMETERS.

CK Tube conductivity, ir W/m-C.

D Hydraulic diameter of the equivalent channel on IHX
shell side, in m.

PD P/E pitch to diameter ratio.

PI IHX tube internal radius, in m.

EX IHX tube external radius, ir m.

0 IHK tube to irner charnel heat transfer coefficient,
in

ZFP Prandtl number (Dimensicnless).

ZEE Feyrolds number (Pimensionless)

(3) CCMSOK

None.

CO I££RL VAPI1BLJS.

None.

(5) CT.HEI! SUP ROD TINES CE MODUJ.ES

None.
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(6) iJBTHEMATICAL FfiUATIONS .AND AI GOPIT H*.

The qap coe f f i c i en t for a c i r c u l a r channel i s cfiven by,

.025*ZPF**0.B) *CK/(2*FI) . (1)

The heat transfer coefficient for a circular channel is
given by,

D = 1.C/(VP+*I/CK*DL0G((BX+FI)/(2*FI)) . (2)

<7) £I£ftNI2*TI0N CF MODULE.

Upon enterina the subroutine, Egs. (1) and (2) are solved.

<8) ftPPLICABILITY AND PES2£KVrH)NS.

To use t h i s module in the simulation, the followino
statement should be included.

CSII SCPXS1(U,ZPF,ZPP,RI,EX,D,CF,P,PD)

BFFFPENCES.

(1] K. K. Haresca and 0. I. DWYEB, "Beat Transfer to Mercury
Flowing ir. line Through a Bundle of Circular Tubes", J.
Feat Transfer, 86, pp 180, (1969).

[2] W. M. Kays ard A. I. London, "Compact Heat Exchangers",
!"lcSra* Hill, (196(4) .
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4*********
* SSCCN1 * (TIN,CON)
**********

(1) PDEPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the thermal conductivity of
stainless steel.

CON Stainless steel corductivity, is W/m-C.

TEM Stainless steel temperature, in C.

(3) CCJ5J3CN V.ABI

None.

) I£ VAEIBELJS.

None.

<5) CTHEB SUEECDTINES CE BODDLES MP.2IIJL0*

None.

S|| AIGOEITHH.

The therioal conductivity of stainless steel is given by,

. (1)

O) OfGANIZATIOK OF MODULE.

Dpon enterinq the subroutine, Eq. CJ is solved.
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SEPLICAEILITy AMD EESTBICTIONS.

To use this jnodule in the simulation, the following
statement shculd be included.

CAII SSCCN1 (TEHfCON)
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* * * * * * * * * *
* SSDCP1 * (TFN,CP)
**********

O) IMPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the specif ic heat of s t a in less
s t e e l .

12)

CP Stainless steel specific heat, in J/kg-C

TEM Stairless steel temperature, in C.

(3) CCfMON VARIAPIFS.

None.

(5) CTHEF SJJEFCHTIKES CP ttCRHLll $205.1112 •

(6 ) W»THEMATICjBL EflOATIONS AND AJLGOPITHM.

The specific heat of s ta ir less steel i s given by,

CP=(*60 . (1)

<7> OJSiHIJATICS CF MOEU1E.

Opon en t e r i rq the subroutine, Eg. (1) i s solved.
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(8) APPLICABILITY AND RESTPICTIONS.

The specific heat eauation is assumed to be a constant
over the ranqe of present applications. To use this
module in the simulation, the following statement should
he included.

CAIL S?DCP1(TEMrCP)
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4*********

* SSDEN1 * (TEC,POC)
* * * * * * * * * *

( I I PCEPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the specific density of
stainless steel.

(2)

FOC Stairless steel specific density, in kg/»3

TFC Stainless steel temperature, ir C.

<3) CCMJCN

Ncne.

CO

None.

§2S£QHllf CE MODULES EEOUIEED.

Mere.

( 6 | MATHEMftTTCBL FfiOATIOKS

The specific density of stainless steel is given by,

BOC=7<n2.0 . (1)

(7) O|G&NIJ2iICN CF MODOLE.

Upon entering the subroutine, Eg. C) is solved.
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The specific dersity eguatior is assuned to be a constant
over the range of present applications. To use this
module in the simulation, the following stateaent should
be included.

Call S5PEN1(TEC,FOC)
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**********
* STCCN1 * (TFHF,CC,BC)
4 * 1 ) 1 * * * * * * *

(1) FHPPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the thermal conductivity of
steam.

(2) PftR

CO Steam conductivity, in W/m-C.

BC Stean density, in kcr/nt3 .

TEMP Steam t e m p e r a t u r e , i n C.

(3) CCMMON

N o n e .

CM

S e e WAC0K1.

(5) 01HEE SUEFCJTINES OP MODULES

Subrout ires : 7ACCN1.

(6) MftlHEMAJICflL FfiUATICNS AJJD

See WACOK1.

<7> SIGANIZATICN CF MODULE.

This nodule, when c a l l e d , causes the i n c l u s s i o n of the
f»SCON1 module. STC0N1 i s an entry t o PACON1. See WACON1.
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(6) ftEFLICABIilTy ARD BESTEICTIONS.

This subroutire is valid for temperatures between 0 and
700 C.r and pressures between C and 5E7 Pa. To use this
module ir the simulation, the following stateneut should
be included.

CAIT STCON1(TEHP,CO,RO)
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**********
* STDCP1 * (TFC,CPS,P)
**********

<1) EOPPOSE.

This s u b r o u t i n e c a l c u l a t e s t h e s p e c i f i c heat of s team.

CFS Specific heat of the water, in J/ka-C

P Pressure, in Pa.

TEC Temperature of the wa te r , in C.

(3) COMMON V.RPIAE1ES.

None.

F Helmhol+z Function.

F1 First aerivative of Helmholtz Function w/r to
temperature (constant specific volume).

F2 First derivative of Helmholtz ^unction w/r to
specific volume (constant temperature).

F11 Second derivative of Helmboltz Function w/r to
temperature (constant specific volume).

F12 Secona derivative of Helroholtz Function w/r to
temperature and specific volume.

F22 Second derivative of Helmholtz Function w/r to
specific volume (constant temperature).

X A constant indicating steam (100) or water (200) or
first call to WASPT1.

K« An indicator to the first entry to the subroutine
and initially set to .FilSE. .

TOOT Egual tc TEC.
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Spec i f i c volume, in m 3 /kg.

(5) CTHBR SOPBOHTTNES CF MODOIES BECjUIRED.

S u b r o u t i n e s : VASPT1.
Common Blocks : CONST5.

(6) WATHEHATTCiL FflCATIOKS .AND ALGORITHM.

The s p e c i f i c beat of steam i s computed from t h e a b s o l u t e
temperature arc! the appropriate Helmboltz derivatives by,

CPS = (TCUT + 273)*(F12*F12-711)/F22 . (1)

CF MCEOLE.

The first entry to the subroutine will set K to 100 and V
to -1.0 indicatir.q the first calculation of the steam
properties by WBSPT1. Subsequent entries will use the
previous values of V as their initial guess. Fach entry
will the use WASPT1 to compute the Helmholtz derivatives
and to sclve Fq. (1).

iHHCh.£11111 kM IIfi£I£TiONs.

The specific heat equation is applicable over the range of
temperatures between 0.01 and 37U.15 degrees Celsius. To
use this module in the simulation, the following statement
should be included.

CSTI STCCF1<TEC,CPS,P)
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**********
* STDEN1 • <TFCrFOC,P)

<1) IDEPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the density of steam.

(2) PSPAMETEBS .

P Pressure, in P? .

RCC Density of the steam, in kq/m3.

T F C Temperature .of the steam, in C.

(3) COMMON VAPTAPIES.

Ncre.

<a) iCCil VABIAJBIFS.

F Helmholtz Function.

F1 First derivative of Helmholtz Function w/r to
temperature (constant specific volume).

F2 First derivative of Helmholtz Function w/r to
specific volume (constant temperature).

F11 Second derivative of Helmholtz Function w/r to
temperature (constant specific volume).

F12 Second derivative of Helmholtz Function w/r to
temperature and specific volume.

F22 Second derivative of Helmholtz Function w/r to
specific volume (constant temperature).

K A constant indicating steam COO) or water (200) on
first call to WASPT1.

TOUT Egual to TEC.

v Specific volume, in m3/kg.
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CTHEF SUEKOOTINES OP MODOIES

Subroutines: WASPT1.

(f) MAIHEMATTCSt JfiORTIONS AND ALGOglTHW.

The density of steam is calculated from the specific
volume obtained from the water steam property function
W&SPT1 by

CFGAKIZSTICW CF HCDOIE.

Ibis module, when called, will cause the inclusion of the
BADEN1 module, see details in WADEN1.

(P> iPPtlCABItlTY AND BEST;BICT10NS.

The specific density evaluation is applicable over the
temperature range of 0.01 to 374.15 deqees Celsius. To use
this module in the simulation, the following statement
should he included.

CBII STDEN1(TEC,B0C,P)
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* ST0K01 * (VS,TEMF,EC)
**********

(1) IOPPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the dynamic viscosity of steam
given the temperature ard density.

(2)

F.C Dersity of the steam, in kq/m3.

TEMP Temperature cf the stean, in C.

VS Dynamic viscosity of the steam, in kg/sec-m.

<3) CCM^ON VARIAjrIES.

See WADHU1

<a) I£CAL VAPIAPtES.

See WADMU1 .

(5) OTHEB SDEPCUTINfS OP MODULES FEJ22III£«

See HADMO1.

AND ALGORITHM.

The dynamic viscosity of steam for a wide range of
temperatures is qiven by the equations shown in WADMIJ1.

(7) OJS&NIZATION OF MODULE.

A call to this subroutine or an attempt to include this
module will cause the WADMU1 nodule to be included in the
sinulaticn .
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illilCABILITY &KD RES1BICTI0NS.

This subroutine is valid for temperatures between 0 ana
7C0 C. and pressures between 0 and 8E7 Pa. To use this
module it the simulation, the following statement should
te included.

Cftll STDMO1 (VSrTEHP,PO>
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* * * * * * * * * *
* STEPE1 * (ZZ,ZZP1
**********

(1) PJjRPOSE.

This nodule produces f ive funct ions , namely,

STEP(ZZ) ft s tep funct ion,

ESTEP(ZZ) An inverse s t e p funct ion,

FflMP(ZZ) ft ramp funct ion,

POISE(ZZ,ZZF) S pulse of wiath ZZP,

and

BPULSE (75?,ZZP) An inverse pulse of width 7ZP.

(2) P5FA METEFS.

Z? Time at which the function is activated, in s.

Z7P Width jf the pulse, in s.

(3) COMMON VAEIftJEIE_S.

SBBES COMBLK DESCRIPTION

TIME TT8EP Current simulation time, in s.

(U) LCCSL

PtiLSE Velue cf the pulse funct ion.

RftMP Value of the ramp function.

BPULSE Value of the inverse pulse funct ion.

ESTEP Value of the inverse s tep funct ion.

STEP Value of the s tep function.
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(5) CTHEF SOPPCnTINFS OE .HOJHJLES £E£tJIEED.

Common Blocks: CCNST5, TIMFB5.

<6) ^ATHEMATICBI FO.O&TTCNS AND AIGCBITHM.

The step function is qenerated
statements.

TIHE<Z7.

TTME>7Z

The RSTFP
statements.

STFP=C

?TFP=1

furictior i s

FSTEP=1

PSTEP=C

The RAMP function
statements.

by the following

(1)

(2)

qenerated by the following

(3)

<<•)

is qenerated by the following

TIMF<ZZ

TIMF>72

The PU1FE
statements,

ZZ+ZZF>TTPF>ZZ

FAMF=TIME-ZZ

farctior is

PU1SE=O

PULSE=1

(5)

qenerated by the followinq

(7)

(8)

The BPOISF
statemerts.

functior is generated by the following

ZZ + 7ZP<TTWF<7,Z FPDI,SE=1

FPOLSF=0

(9)

(10)

p) ORGANIZATION CF MODULE.

ATI IF statemert is used to check relations (1) and (2) for
each function.
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The STEPB1 functions are always present in the simulation.
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• STHXP1 * <U,ZFF,ZFB,EI,EX,D,CK,P,PD)
**********

II) EOPPOSE.

This subrcuMre calculates the tube to shell side heat
transfer coefficiert in 9 scdiun heated steam generator
superheater section.

(2) FABAKETEjjS.

CK Conductivity of the tube, in w/m-C

D Hydraulic diameter of the equivalent channel on IHT

shel l s ide , in n.

F The s+eam pressure, in Fa.

FD P/L Fitch to diameter ra t io .

PI IHX tube internal radius, in m.

PX IHX totf external diameter, iii m.

D Tube tc primary (or external) coolant heat transfer

coefficiert , in »/B>2-C.

ZFF Pranrftl number (Dimensionless) .

ZBF Feynclds number {Ditnens ionless) .

( 3 ) CCMMCN

Ncne.

Saire as ZRU, calculated when 60<ZPE<500

(5) CTHEP SOFPCOTINES OP MODULES BEOJJIBED.

Functions: DPIEX1.
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AND A

The heat transfer correlation for the IHX is in [1] and
[?]. For Peclet numbers where ZPE<60, the following
equation is used.

ZNO=3.31+a.29*PD+0.R88*PD**2 . (1)

For Peclet numbers where ZPE>500, the following equation
is used.

ZNO=6.66+3.126*PD+1.1BU*PD**2+

O.ri55*(PS*ZPF*ZPF)**O.8f (2)

FS i s qiven l~yr

FS=1C.r-10 i f EPS<C or

PS=1-1.82/<ZPB*EPS**1.4) if EPS>0 . (3)

If PS<0, PS=1.D-10,

EPS is oiver by,

EPS=FXP(-6.U612+0.94182*DLOG(ZFE)+

1.3*DI0G {1.3S/PD) ) . («)

Fcr Peclet numbers where 60<ZPE<500, the maximum of Eq.
(2) or (5) is taken and Fq. (5) is given by,

ZNT1 = -?.79+3.97*PD+1 .025*PD**2 +

(3. 12-O.26?*D1CG(ZRE) )*DLCG(ZHE) . (5)

The heat transfer coefficient U is obtained by usino
either of the computed ZNU as,

0=1.0/ <D/(ZNU*CF)+BX/CK*DLO<5( (2*RX) / (RI+BX))) . (6)

(7) OBGRNIZRTICN CF MC

Three different heat transfer correlations can be computed
according to the value of the Peclet number. The ZPE
value is therefore tested and the evaluation of the
appropriate equation is made.
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ITI A2>I) BESTRICTIONS.

These beat transfer correlations are widely used in the
literature for the simulation of sodiui heat exchangers.
If the user wishes to use a different heat transfer
correlation; he can write his own subroutine, use the sane
nane and paraneters, and store it in the F prograu
segment. Tc use this module ir the simulation, the
following statement should be included.

CAIL STBXP1(TJ,ZFE,ZPB,FI,RX,CF,D,P,PD)

FFFEFJNCJS.

M ] H. H. Maresca and 0. E. DWJfEP, "Heat Transfer to Mercury
Flowing in line Through a Bundle of circular rubes", J.
Heat Transfer, 86, pp 180, (1969).

[2] H. M. Kays and A. I. London, "Compact Heat Exchangers",
PcGraw Hill, (196U) .
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4***4*****
* STHXS1 • (U,?PF,ZPF,RTrFX,D,CK,P,PD)
**********

O) PURPOSE.

This subroutire calculates the tube to stean (or if tube
flow), heat transfer coefficient in the superheater part
of a sodium cooled heat exchanger.

(2) PftBAWETEFS.

CK Tube conductivity, in W/m-C.

D Hydraulic diameter, in m.

E The steam pressure, in Pa,

PD Duirmy parameter.

PI IHX tube internal radius, in tn.

RX IHX tube external radius, in m.

D Tube to inner channel heat transfer coefficient, in
H/W2-C.

ZEF Prandtl number (Dimensionless).

ZEE Reynolds number (Dimensionless).

(3) COMMON V»EI»ErES.

None.

(U) LCCAL VBPIBE1FS.

None.

(5) CTHEB SSPEOC1INES OE KCDULES

Functions: 0PIIN1.
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(6) ^

The Nusselt number for pressures below 10E7 Pa is qiven
bv,

ZNU=0.0133*ZKE**C.8«*ZPB**0.333 . (1)

Fcr pressures above 10E7 Paf the eguation is,

ZNC=0.CC73*ZEF**0.866*ZPB**0.61 . (2)

<7) filG^NIZATICN CF MODULE.

Upon erterira the subroutine, a check is performed on the
magnitude cf the steam pressure P to decide whether Eg.
C ) or (2) should he used. The heat transfer coefficient
U is then computed by the function UPIIN1.

(81 AFFLICAEIITT? AND PESTBICTIOBS.

These heat transfer correlations are widely used in the
literature -for the simulation of sodium heat exchangers,
If the user wishes to use a different heat transfer
correlation, he can write his own subroutine, use the same
name and parameters, and store it in the F program
segment. Tc use this module in the simulation, the
foilowinq s+atement should be included.

CALT STFXS1(U,ZFE,ZPB,FI,RX,CK,D,P,PD)

[1] M. w. Waresca and 0. E. DWYEB, "Heat Transfer to Mercury
Flowing in Tine Throuqh a Bundle of Circular Tubes", J.
fieat Transfer, 66, pp 180, (1969).

[2] ». M. Kays ard A. L. London, "Compact Heat Exchanaers",
"cGrav Hill, (1964).
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* * * * * * * * * *
• STTFF1 * (tCCF)
**********

(1) SUPPOSE.

This ncdule a ives a method to i n t e g r a t e d i f f e r e n t i a l
equations with widely spread Eigenvalues, tha t i s , STIFF
equat ions .

(2) PJJPAMETEPS .

LOOP Indicator of the loop or which this integration
inethcd is used.

(3) CCMMON V ARI.AHJS.

JiiiUi CO HP IK DESCPIPTTON

DEtT TIMER current integration time step, in s.

DTMAX TI«EP Maximum time step allowed, in s.

D1MIN TIMEE Minimum time step allowed, in s.

DYDT(I) DEPIV Vector of the derivatives to be
integrated, integrator input.

D7DT1(T) DEPIV Intermediate or past derivative
vector.

DYDT2(I) DEPIV Intermediate or past derivative
vector.

DVDT3(I) DEFIV Intermediate or past derivative
vector.

DYDTU(I) DEEIV Intermediate or past derivative
vector.

D ? D T 5 ( I ) DEB IV Intermediate or past derivative
vector.

EYYYYI(I) DEBIV Maximum relative integration error
allowed, 1=1 to NODER.

EV.YYY2<I) DEPIV Kaximum absolute integration error
allowed, 1=1 to NODER.
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EYYYY3 (I)

IDIV

ICtlB

TTEBB

IYYYY(I)

NCOEP

YYYY (I)

YYYY?(I)

VYYY3(T)

YYYYD(T)

YYYY5(I)

DEPIV

TIWFP

TIMEP

TTHFE

DFP.IV

DFPIV

DEPIV

DEPIV

DEPIV

DEPIV

DEPIV

Evaluated integration error for the
Ith integrated variable, 1=1 to
NODEP.

If set to ore, indicates one or nore
tiae step halving by an integration
routine.

If set to one, indicates that the
intearation reguests doublinq of the
tiice step.

If less that: one, indicates that a
simulation execution time error has
been encountered.

Integration indicator. If not equal
tc LOOP, no integration will be
performed.

Number of integrations
performed in the simulation.

to be

Vector of the integrated
integrator output.

Intermediate
results.

Intermed iate
results.

Intermed iate
results.

Intermed iate
results.

or

or

or

or

past

past

past

past

variables.

integration

integration

integration

integration

ICCAI VAPI ARIES.

BHH Th€ value of RH/2+1.

DELT1 A temporary storage for DELT at entry time.

ETU The value of DELTI/H.

DY1 The value of DYDT-DYDT1.

DYt The value of DYDTU (I) *SDEL

OUT The Euler integration time step, initially is set
to DE1T/0, and upon each ertry readjusted to the
smaller of DELT/4 or the previous D4t.
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EPMESL The text "IK STIFF".

EFB Pelative integration error.

EWJ The value of KH+1.

JENTPY Indicates the first cr subsequent entries to the
subroutine and initially is set to zero.

JE Indicator to the inteqration step perfomed. Set
tc zero upon first entry. Set to two after an
Fuler integration step. Set to three after a time
step is halved. Set to one upon successfull
completion of a time step.

JP1 Courter of the integration tin>e steps.

JF2 Indicator set to one if all of the errors in the
Fuler intearation step were less than 0.005.

JP3 Indicator that, if positive, allows the next Euler
irteqration time step to be increased. Initially
is set to -6, and is reset to -6 whenever a tine
step is chanqed. Incremented by one after each
successfull inteqration stec.

JFt Pill he set to one if at least one value of the
integration error is less than 0.00?.

JF5 Same as JP3 but ^or the main inteqration step.

JP6 Courts the number of times during which the Euler
integration error was less than 0.005.

PDE1 Temporary storage for DttT.

PDELT Temporary storaqe for DELT1.

PCEL2 The value of 2*DUT.

SDDEL Temporary storage for D4T.

SEEL Tenpcrary storaqe for SDDEL.

TIME1 Temporary storaqe for TIME.

WH The value cf W1*PDELT.

wi The value of Y¥YY3(I).
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CTHEE SnEFCOTTNFS CF KCDUIES EggOIEED.

Subrout ines : TEBIV1.
Common ElccVs: CONST*, DFPIV5, TIWEPF.

(6) NATHJESATICJJI Z2HATIONS AND ALGOPITHH.

Tfce a laor i thm used for so lv inq STIFF equa t ions in DSNP i s
the same as tha t used in CSKP I I I [ 1J. I t i s reconmended
tha t t h i s alaoritfcm be used whenever a s t i f f equation
system i s suspected to exist, ic a simulation. The
notatior use* below i s h equals the integration time s tep ,
a equals an irtermediate Euler integration step i n i t i a l l y
set to h/H, <3 indicates a derivative with respect to t ine
and dd indicates a second derivative with respect to time.
The algorithm used i r STTFF1 is qiver by.

=y (t)+h*(dyA+a*ddyftt) , (1)

where,

dy»=ry m - y ( t - h ) ] , (2)

( t ) - ay <t.-h) , (3)

(t) ,
(Ruler irtecravion with q=h/U)

t)=rdy (t + q)-dY(t) ]/q , (5)

I = ddYB/fldYft if ddyiV<0 and L=0 if ddYA=O , (6)

a=(exp(T*l-)-i)/(L*h) if L<0 and a = 1+L*h/2 if L>0 ,(7)

b=exp(I*h) if L<0 and b=1+l*h if I<0 . (8)

The in teara t ic r error is aiven by,

EP=h*raY Jt+h)-aYA (t)-b*ddyft] , (9)

and for the Fuler iiiteraiediat c integrat ion step hy,

EFE=2*g*raYE(t+g)-dY(t) 1 .

The snaqritude of the next i n t e g r a t i o n s t ep i s con t ro l l ed
bv both inteqratioi) e r rors .

(7) CFGANIZATICN CF MODULE.

when the subroutine is first entered, all of the JP
indicators are set to zero ana the Euler integration step,
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q, is set to h/tt. The integration process on each
subsequent ertrv will start by performing an Fuler
integratior using the saaller of the new and previous q
step interval, that is Egs. (2), (3), and (4) are solved.
Then, the first call to DEEIV1 is aade to obtain the
vector of the derivatives at t+g. The integration error,
EBE, for this step is computed by Eg. (10) . If EBE is
qreater than 1 . 0 , the time step g is halved, the variables
and their derivatives are reset to their value at the
begining of the interval, and the Euler integration step
is repeated. If all of the EPE are less than 0.005, the
next integratior step is doubled, or when q is equal to
2q, if more than five integration steps were made since
the last change in time step size. In addition, to allcw
time step doublinq, Hq mnst be less than DTHAX and the
number of executed time steps must be even.

Following the Euler cr "perturbation" step, the
"asytnptotjc" integratior. step is performed. First, the
various coefficients, a, b, and L, are evaluated. fts
shown in Eqs. (5), (6), (7), and (8), the coefficients are
related ard depend strctiglv on the value of the derivative
of each variable. The variables are then integrated
according tc Eq. (1) to obtain the integrated variables at
tine t + h arid the DEFIV1 subroutine is called for the
second tiire tc obtain the derivatives at t+h.

Next, the full step integration error, EE, is computed
usinq Eg. (9) . The same convergence criteria as above are
used to determine the size of the next time step except
that h can not be doubled in the subroutine. Father a
request for doubling, or when IDUB is equal to one, is
made indicating to the master time step controller that
the time step can now be doubled if other crieria do not
prevent such an operation. If at any time the time step h
becomes less than DTMIN, the simulation will be terminated
and an error message will be printed.

(8) APPLICABILITY &NJ) BESiHCTION S.

This is the most efficient method presently available in
DSN" for the integration of stiff eauations.

BE.FJ!BJNCES .

[1] H. E. Fowler and E. H. Warten in "A Numerical Integration
technique fcr Ordinary Differential Equations With Widely
Separated Eigenvalues", IBM Journal of Research and
Development, jn, 5, pp 537, (1967).
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* TFFHN1 *
**********

(1) POPPOSE.

This module prints error messages and optionally
terminates the simulation, i£ a simulation time error is
detected.

(2) £J!P AHETEI.S .

None.

EP6MF,S(I)

IC6

DESCRIPTION

TIHEF A vector of words to store simulation
error messaotes.

TIMEP Standard FOFTPflN output unit (usually

ITFBM

TTC5E

TIMEB If less than one, indicates that a
simulation execution time error has
been encountered.

TIHEP Current simulation time, in s.

TI«EP Tiire at which the simulation is
terminated, in s.

LCCftI

EBBKES.
va lue of TTME cr o t h e r i n t e q e r s passed by

(5) CTHEF SUEPOHTINJJ C£ fODULES JEOUIJLFD.

CcmtDon B l o c k s : TIH£E?.
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(6) K»

None.

(7) CFG^HIZATICN OF MODU1E.

Several of the DSNP modules generate termination or
warning code when ITEBM is not egual to zero. The
qenerated message is stored in the alphanumeric vector
EERHES(15l . The subroutine will be entered from the main
program if ITEBM is greater than zero.

If a simulation termination is requested by a particular
error, Tlfl̂ F is set to TIME and, upon returning to the
main program, the simulation will be terminated.

When ITEBfl=1, the CPD time is about to run out. In this
case, TItiEF is set to the nearest upper integer value of
TIME and an appropriate message is printed.

when ITEFM=2, the time step, DELT, was reduced below DTMIN
and the simulation is terminated.

When ITEPH=3, a timing error or a mismatch in time between
the master time and the timing in one of the irtegration
lcops is irdicated.

when ITEPM=i|, insufficient data is stored in a pipe
function. The reguested output value is not available.

ftllLICAEILITY ASD BESTBICTIONS.

This module produces simulation time messages to help the
user to determine the cause of ar abnormal simulation
termination. There are many other simulation time
messages that will be transformed into this module in the
future.
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**********
* TIMEB1 *
**********

This module controls the execution of the dynamic part of
the simulation program ar-d the magritude of the master
time step.

(2) PARAMETEFS.

Hone.

(3) CCPMON VPPIAE1ES.

NAMES COHBI£ DESCP1FTION

DELT TIMEF Current integration time step, in s.

DFLTK TIMEB Master simulation time s t ep , in s .
Integrat ion output must f i t t h i s
s t ep .

ERPMES(I) TI*EB A vector of words to s to re s inu la t ion
error messages.

IDIV TIBER If set t o one, ind ica tes one or more
time s tep halving by an in tegra t ion
rout ine .

TDliB TIMEF If set to one, indicates that the
integration reauests doubling of the
time step.

IISTEP(I) DEPIV Nurcber of subtimesteps in the Ith
loop to integrate from TIME to
TIMB+DELTM.

IISTPS(I) DEEIV Number of t i n e s t e p s dur ing which
DEIT=DELTM.

I1EEM TIMEF if less than one, indicates tt^t a
simulation execution tiae error has
been encountered.

JSIH TIMEB Tine step counter.

LCQPS DEFIV Vuaber of loops in the simulation.
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TCNTFL TIMER

TIHE

TIMEM

TFPIN

ZDELTL (I)

ZTIMELfl)

TIMFB

TIMES

TIMER

TIMER

TIMER

Tine at which the change in external
control reactivity is activated.

Current simulation tine, in s.

Master simulation time, in s.

Tine at which the next printing of
the requested variables should take
place, in s.

The tine step DELT of the Ith
inteqration loop, in s.

The recent time in the Tth
integration loop, in s.

10£iL VAFIABIES.

DZLT1

II

IIH

ILP

JI1

KC

KFIRST

KLUP

FMO

1IMENX

Value of DELI prior to entering an integration
subroutine.

Courts the number of substeps executed in an
inteqration loop to cover the range from TIMEH to
TIMFtf+DELTM.

Halving indicator of the number of times the time
step was halved in an inteqration subroutine or
DELT1/BEIT.

Number of DELT tine steps reguired to integrate
over the DELTM time interval.

Number of time steps left before the next output
interval.

The difference in DTBIN units between the master
time step, DELTM, ana ZDELTX or (ZPELTX-
DELTM)/atmin.

of the first entry to the

in the laster loop control

Logical indicator
subroutine.

Lcop indicator
algorithm.

DEITW/ZDELTX.

Next tine interval to be matched precisely by the
integration process. Set by the output or
perturbation requirements.

ZDELTX Contains the largest of the time steps used in
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the different LOOPs.

ZDTM TIHFKX-TIHEH.

(5) 02HER SDEPCOTIHES CE HODHlgS EE2IJIJ3ED.

Subroutines: DEPIV1, and the integration subroutines for
each loop.

Ccmmon Blocks: CCNST5, DERIV5, TIMERS.

(6) JATJEMJlICil Ji20ATI0NS AND ALGORITHM.

This is the mail? timing control subroutine. It supervises
the execution of the integration process. The algorithm to
ccntrol the master tine step is based on the following
reguirenents:

a) k naster time step, DELTM, must exactly meet the next
output or interrupt interval such that the number of
tiie steps reguired to cover any fixed interval, JI1,
»ust be an integer.

b) The tine step can not be qreater than DTMAX or less
than DTSJN.

c) An atteupt will be made to set DELTW to the largest
reguesteS time step in any of the integration loops,
ZDELTX, provided it does rot violate other
restrj cticrs.

(7) OFGAKIZATICS CF MOEOIF.

Upon first entry to the subroutine, when KFIEST=.FALSE.,
the various counters and indexing variables are reset.
The Baster time, TIMFH, and the master tine step, DELTM,
are initialized, and the initial derivative of all the
variables to he integrated are computed by calling DERIV1
once for each loop defined.

For the first ten time steps, the laster integration
interval is kept constant by setting ILSTPS=10.
Integration subintervals can, however, be decreased if so
reguested in the integration routine by the appropriate
error criteria. Starting from the eleventh tiie step,
each loop is tested and the largest of all the individual
loop tine steps, ZDELT(LOOP), is stored in ZDELTX. The
last variable is then compared to the current DELTM. If
DEITM is greater than ZDELTX, then DELTM is set equal to
ZDELTX and the nuaber of new tine steps retaining until
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the next output is appropriately increased. If DELTM is
less thai? ZDEITX, the ratio KMO equal to ZDELTX divided by
DELTM is first coiputed. Then, a check is nade to fina
out whether ZBELTX vill exactly natch the retaining tine
until the next output. If Matching is possible, DELTM is
set egual to ZDELTX. Increasing DELTM is, however,
limited to DEITBX. The number of new tine steps regaining
until the output is reset bj JI1 eguals JI1 divided by
KflO.

If TIMENX has beer net or JI1 is equal to zero, the next
tine interval to be Matched is sought. It can be either
the end of the simulation time, TTMEF, the next output,
TPFIN, or the next perturbation tine, TCKTBL, of sone
externally controlled event that has to take Dlace at a
crecise tiie. If necessary, a new Master tine step is
produced to exactly natch the next TIMENX.

after the naster tine step has been adjusted, a DO loop
having LOCPS repetitions is entered to control the
integration of each loop defined bv SIMULATE. The local
tine and tine step for the particular LOOP are now
determined. This time step can be either equal to or an
intsgrer fraction of DEITM . The internal time step
counters are reset and the appropriate integration scheme
is entered.

When control fron the integration subroutine is returned
to TIMEfi, a check is perforied to find out whether the
time step is decreased or whether an increase in the tine
step is required. If DELT is less than DELTM, an increase
in DELT will be allowed constrained by the reguireient of
Hatching TIWFf" plus DELTH at the end of the integration
loop. The error indicator, ITEFM, will also be tested
and, if so reguested, the simulation will be terminated.

<8) illilSABILITY i

This nodule is always present in the sinulation. The size
of the lcop control part depends upon the nunber of
dynanic simulation loops present in the sinulation.
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**********
• 1PHUI1 * (X,P,F)
**********

This module calculates the two phase friction Multiplier
usinq ths Iccbart-Martinelli correlation.

<2) PARA METEPS.

E Pressure, in Pa.

F Density, iv kq/n3.

X The steam quality or qas weiqht fraction of the two-
phase flew.

(3) COMMON VflBIAEIES.

Ncne.

<") l£CAl VAPIAELFS.

Al The value of X*VSS/VAV.

DPT Derivative of pressure w/r to temperature.

G» The value of (1-X)/( 1-AI) .

T Saturated temperature at pressure Pr in C.

TPflCTH Two phase friction multiplier.

VAV Average specific volume of the two phase fluid,
in

vss Specific volune of the saturated stean, in

VSH Specific volume of the saturated water, in »3/kg.

(5) OTFEE SUERC£TIMES 0£ 8022112

Subroutines: RASAT1, WASPT1.
Coinon Blocks: CGNST5.
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SJIONS JJJD ALGp|?ITHH.

The two phase friction factor Multiplier can be estimated
fron the following equation,

TPM0I1=(1+GA+G»*G»)/3 , (1)

where GA is given above.

<7) OFGANIMATION OF MODULE.

Upon enterincr the subroutine, the saturation temperature
for the pressure P is obtained by calling BAS1T1. Then,
the saturated steam and saturated water specific volunes
are computed using subroutine WASPT1 and are used to
compute the two phase friction multiplier using Eg. (1).

(8) ftPfLICAEILITTf AND EESTJJCTIONS.

This subroutine uses a simple relationship to obtain the
two phase friction multiplier used in computing the
frictional pressure drop in pipe segments where two phase
flew prevails. The Iochart-Martinelli correlation is used
in the present model. Several other correlations are now
available, however, and can be used to replace the present
equation. To use this module in the simulation, the
fcllowino statement should be included.

CfllL TPMUI 1 ( J , P , s )
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**********
* TP0SR1 *
**********

f1) PURPOSE.

This module simulates the core power distribution.

*2> FJPAMETEPS.

None.

(3) COMMON

NAMES

JTI*

FNJ

PNO

P«J

PWO

COWBLK DESCRIPTION

TIHFE Time step counter.

NFDTF Normalized neutronic power at the Jth
time step.

NFOTR Normalized initial neutronic power
level.

TPOKP Thermal power qenerated by the
reactor, in W.

TPOBP Initial PWJ, in V.

(tt) LOCAL V£PIABIFS

Conversion factor from normalized neutronic power
FKJ to thermal power PWJ, in 9.

(5) OTHER SDEFO(JUKES gj BODU1ES

Common Blocks: CONST5, HEUTB5, TIMEF5, TPOWR5.

(6) »*THEUaTICBI EfiUITIOfiS JJD UGOPITHW.

At present, only a lumped parameter approximation to the
cere power distribution is used. As a result, the only
operation performed by this module is the conversion of
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the normalized neutronic power PNJ into thermal power PWJ
by.

IV) OFGANIJgAjICN OF HODIJ1E.

Daring the ic calculations, the conversion factor froa
normalized rentronic power to thermal power is computed
froi the ratio of the two initial power values,

WQT=EW0/PN0

Upon each entry during the dynamic part of the simulation.
Eg. (1) is solved.

AJEPLICABTLITY AKD BE STRICT IONS.

This subroutine only multiplies the neutronic power by a
constant. To use this module in the sioulation, the
fcllowina statement should be included.

• TPOWFi;
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4*********
* TPFIH1 *
**********

(1) PjJEPOSJ.

This subroutine performs the user reguested output
operatiors. It will print a column of output variables
for every predetermined time interval.

(2) PABABETEJS

Nona.

(3) COM BOB ViEIiJUS.

All of the variables to be printed by the DSNP «'P»
statement, rust be in one of the system common blocks.

PYTO(J) Printing interval information as defined by
the DSNP BYTO statement. J is set to the
total number interval segments.

TVEC Total number of variables to be printed.

JE Total number of storage operations.

FNAMES(2*IVFC) Contains the names of the variables to be
printed.

VECT (IVEC, 10) Stores up to ten values of the variables to
be printed, and IVEC is the total number of
these variables.

(5) OTHEB SOBBOOTTNES OB MODOLES REO.UIBED.

Common Blocks: TIMEP5, and all of the other common blocks
which have variables that are to be
printed.
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<6) MSTHgtUTTCJIT; EQUATION^! AND ALGORITHM.

None.

(7) CBGANI2AT.JON £1 HQSSStl-

This subroutine is created by the precompiler as a result
of the user defined "PK statements. The library module
contains only a few qeneral statements. The subroutine
will first check whether TIMEM Batches TPPIK. If the tines
do not match, control is returned to the MAIN program. If
the times match, the reguested variables to be printed are
stored in the VECT vector and the JP counter is increased
by one. If ten storage operations were performed or TIME
equals TIMIF, the vector is printed, and a paqe of output
containing information for up to ten time intervals will
be produced.

The subroutine will also compute the next printinq
interval TFPIK. The first three variables printed in each
column of output are TIMEM, DELTM, and JTIM. These are
followed by the user requested output in the use*, defined
order.

(8) hRRHQb.211111 iSS EESTBICTIONS.

This subroutine produces an output table for ten time
steps. It will take a page or more of the output,
depending upon the number of variables for which tine
dependent cutput is reguested. The variable names will
all be printed on the left side of the page. single
variable vectors can also be printed and a standard title
can be printed on each page. For further details, see the
users manual.
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**********
• IPAPZI *
**********

M) PD

This subroutine perforns integration of a vector of first
order differential equations usinq the trapezoidal
integration nethod with variable tine steps limited by the
integration error.

(2)

LOOP Indicator of the loop
method is used.

on which this integration

(3) COMMCN VftJ

NAMES

DEIT

DYDT(I)

DYDT1 ( I )

EY.YYY1 ( I )

EYYYY2(I>

EYYYY3 ( I )

COMBIK

TIMT3B

DEBIV

DEFIV

DSBIV

DBBI7

JDESCBIPTION

Current

Vector
integrat

integration tiine s tep , in s.

cf the derivatives to be
:ed, integrator input.

Intermediate or past derivative
vector.

Maximum
allowed.

Maximum
allowed.

relative integration error
1=1 to NODEB.

absolute integration error
1=1 t o NODER.

Evaluated intearat ion error for the
Ith integrated variable, 1=1 to
NODEB.

IDUB TIMEB If set to one, indicates that the
integration reauests doubling of the
time step.

IDIV TIMEB If set to one, indicates one or nore
time step halving by an integration
routine.

IYYYY(I) DEBIV Integration indicator, If not equal
to LOOP, no integration will be
performed.
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JTI«i TI«EB Tine stef counter.

NCDEB DEBIV Number of integrations to be

performed in the simulation.

TIME TIMES Current simulation tiaer in s.

YYYY (I) DEEIV Vector of the integrated variables,
irtegrator output.

YYYY1(I) DEPIV Internediate or past integration
results.

EBWESL The text "III TBJtPZ".

EBB Batic of computed to allowed integration error.

(5) CTHEF SOPROOTTNES CE MODULES BEOJ7IFED.

Subroutines: EEPIV1.
CoBinon B l o c k s : COPST5, DEEIV5, TTMEB5.

(6) iftTUFMATICiT. FQ2 AT IONS AND RI6OPITHM.

h trapezoidal predictor corrector method is used. The
predictor is given hy,

YYYY(T)=YYYY1(I) +DELT*D YDT1 <I) , (1)

and the corrector is given by,

YYYY(I)=YYYY1 (I)+DELT/2 * (DYDT (I) +DYDT1 (I)) , (2)

where YYYY1 and DYDT1 are the values at. the beginning of
the integration interval, while YYYY and DYDT are the
values at the end of the integration interval.

(7) OBGiNIZ*lISN OF WODOLE.

The variables to be integrated and their last derivative
at TIHE are stored in YYYY and DYDT, respectively. Upon
entering the integration subroutine, these variables will
be stored in the YYYY1 and DYDT1 vectors, respectively. A
check of IYYYY(I) is performed for each vector iieaber to
see whether integration is required.
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I.

The predictor is calculated first using Eg. (1) and the
value is stcred in EYYTY3 . The integration ti»e is
advanced by DELT and the DEFIV1 subroutine is called to
obtain the derivatives at TIME+DELT. The corrector YYYT is
new calculated using Eg. (2). The absolute differences
between the predictor and the corrector are then conputed
by,

EYYYY3(I) = DABS(EYYYY3 (I)-YYYY (I)) , (3)

and the ratio between the integration error and the
maximum allowed relative and absolute errors is now
evaluated by,

EPB=EYYYY3 (I)/ (DABS(YYYY(I))*EYYYY1(I)+EYYYY2(I)) . (H)

If EBB is greater than one, the integration process is
repeated with half of the previous tine step, and the time
division indicator, IDIV, is set to one. If EPR is less
than one. The integration process is coapleted by
recallinq the DEBIV1 subroutine. If EBP is less than
0.005, the time doubling indicator, IDOB, is set to one.

(8) hZlhlQhilllll AND BESTFICTIONS.

This integration method can be used in loops where slow
transients are expected. With fast transients this method
will reduce the time step significantly. The integration
algorithm can be used with fixed tine steps. If LETH is
equal to ere, the error calculating section will be
skipped.
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**********

( * DC0BC1 • (2P1?,tD,CK,PI,FX,D,0)

11) PUBPCSE.

This sutrcutire calculates the heat transfer coefficient
between a fuel pip and the coolant in a fuel bundle.

(2)

CK Thermal conductivity of the cladding, in W/»-C.

D Hydraulic diameter of the equivalent coolant
channel, in i.

0 Computed heat transfer coefficient, in W/mz-C.

FD P/D-pitch to diameter ratio ir the fuel bundle.

BI Fuel cir cladding internal radius, in m.

BH Fuel par radius, in m.

ZFE Peclet number (Dimensionless).

(3) CCMHCH VftBTRBJES.

Scne.

iH) LOCAL VBPTJE1JS.

ZNU Kusselt number (Oimensicnless).

(5) CTHEE SUEPOTITTNES OB HCDOLES |EQDIP,jEg.

N o n e .

(6) M»TBEHATIC»I IfiDRTIONS AND ALGORITHM.

As reconiiended by Kaziai for the CPBFP [ 11r the West [2]
correlation is used for calculating the heat transfer
coefficients for fuel subassenblies where P/D varies
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between 1.1 and 1.4. The Schad and lodified Schad [3]
correlations were used for radial blanket subasseiblies
when P/r varies between 1.05 and 1.2. The Schad
correlation fcr 1.O5<P/D<1.2 and 150<ZPE<1000 is given byr

ZSO = (-16. 15+24.96*ED-8.55*PD**2)*ZPE**0.3 , (1)

and for ZPE<150, the lodified correlation [ 1] is used.

ZNO = «.«9f*(-16.15+24.96*PD-8.55*PD**2) (2)

The West correlation for 1.1<PD<1.4 ana 10<ZPE<5000 is
qiven by.

ZNO=«.0+C.?3*PD**3.8*(ZPE/'!00)**0.86 + 0.16*PD**5 . (3)

These correlations are then used to calculate the heat
transfer coefficient D from,

0=1/(D/(ZKD*CK) +BX/CK*DLOG( (2*flX) / (BI+BX) ) ) . (4)

(7) CFG%NIZ»TION OF KO£OL

Upcn enterina the subroutine, a check is Hade on the P/D
ratio. If the ratio is less than 1.15, then the Schad or
modified Schad correlation is used according to the value
of the Peclet nu»fcer ZPF or else the West correlation is
used. The heat transfer coefficient is computed from the
Nusselt number ?NU using Eq. (4).

AM
The specific purpose of the module is to conpute the heat
transfer coefficient 0 from the fuel pin cladding to the
coolant and is limited to 1.05<P/D<1.5. To use other heat
transfer correlations for the fuel bundle, this ntodule or
its content should be replaced. The saae calling
parameters must be used when the subroutine is replaced.
To use this module in the siaulation, the following
statenent should be included.

CALL UCCPC1 (ZPE,PDrCK,D,PT,BX,O)

|EFEB|NCES.

[1] H. S. Kazi, "Heat Transfer Correlation for Analysis of
CBBPP Jssepblies", WABD-D-0034, LB8-74-114, (1974).

[2] H. West, "Heat Transfer Correlation Becoaaendation for
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FFTF", SABD-FBT-60, (1969).

[3] H. C. Schad, "Heat Transfer Correlation for IWFBF
Design", «PE-TH-426r (1969).
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**********
* 0C0EL1 * (CKF,CKC,FI,BX,U)
**********

?OPPOSE.

Ibis subrcu+ire calculates the fuel pin to cladding heat
transfer ccefficiert.

(2)

CKC Fuel pin claddirq conductivity, in H/n-C.

CKF Fuel conductivity, in W/B-C.

PI Fuel pir cladding inner radius, in a.

Ri? Fuel pir outer radius, in m.

0 Calculated heat transfer coefficient, in W/»2-C.

(3) COMMON VAPI&E1JES.

N o n e .

H Fuel to cladding gap coefficient (8373.6), in
C.

(5) OTHER SOEFODTTNES OP MODULES gEQOIBED.

None .

(6) MMSSBATICil IfiDATIONS AND ALGO£ITHH.

The fuel to cladding heat transfer coefficient is aiven by
the following equation.

O=1/(PT/{8*CKF) + 1/H+RI/CKC* DLOG ( (BI+BX)/(2*BI) )) (1)

A proper expression to calculate the gap coefficient H
should be supplied.
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(7) OFGftNj^ATICN OF MODULE.

The variables H and U are coiputed in this subroutine and
are based upon the expression given above but can be
replaced by the user if he wishes to use a different
expression for the beat transfer coefficient.

<8> *2RklQhilLlll LM BESTjRICTIONS.

The gap heat transfer coefficient is given in this
subroutine as a constant H=8373.6 W/mz-C. The relationship
should be replaced by an appropriate expression when
available. To use this module in the sinulation, the
followinq stg+ement should be included.

CAII, HCCRL1 <CKC,CKF,RI,BX,(J)
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**********
* UPIEX1 * (EI,Py,rHrCK,ZNU)
**********

(1) PDFPOSE.

This module computes the heat transfer coefficients for a
internal and external pipe wall gap.

(2) PSBA METEPS.

C* Pipe wall conductivity, it H/m2-C.

DH Hydraulic diameter, in n.

T?x Pipe external radius, in n.

BI Pipe internal radius, in m.

ZNO Nusselt number (Ditnensionless).

(3) CCMJ1CN

None .

CO 1CCAI VAFISBTFS.

UPIEX1 The external tube wall
coeff icient , in

0PIIN1 The internal tube wall
coefficient, in w/m2-C.

gap heat

gap heat

transfer

transfer

(5) CTHEE SUEBCnTINES CB

None.

(6) MAYHEMATICjjI FQDATIONS AN£ A^GOBITHW.

Ihe outer tube wall to coolant heat transfer coefficient
i i bis given by,

1 = CK/(DH/ZBU+BX*DLOG(2*FX/(BI+HX))) (1)
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The inner tube wall to coolant heat t r ans fe r coe f f i c i en t
i s given by,

= CK/(DH/ZNU+FI*DLOG((RI + RX)/(2*BIM) • (2)

(7) OjUSANIZATirg CF MCEOLE.

This functior has two e n t r i e s . The main function entry
UFIEX1 ca l cu la t e s the tube ex te rna l gap coef f ic ien t using
Eq. (1) , and the second entry UPIIN1 ca lcu la tes the
i n t e r n a l tube gap coeff ic ient using Eg. (2) .

I1STPICTIONS.

The gap heat t r ans fe r coefficien+s ca lcula ted by t h i s
function are appl icable to tube and s h e l l heat exchangers
usinq sodium or water. Their prec is ion depends upon how
well the Nusselt number ZNU i s ca l cu la t ed . To use e i t h e r
of the atove functions in the s i n u l a t i o n , the following
statements should fee included .

H=UPIFX1(FTrFX,DH,CK,ZN0)

and

H=0PIIN1(BI,FXfDH,CKrZNO)
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* 0PLEK1 • fLCOP)
* * * * * * * * * *

f1 ) IOPPOSE.

This nodulp simulates the thermodynamics of the core
outlet upper plenum.

ICOP Indicator to the loop from which this subroutine is
caller!.

(3) COMMON VAPIABIES,

NAMES

cc

CN

OUPF

FCCN

1ENA

TFNFS

TENI

TENX

UNA

VNC

COMBLK DESCRIPTION

COPTP Primary coolant specific heat,
J/kq-C.

in

OPLEN Specific heat of the metal in the
upper plenum, in J/kq-C.

OPLEN Weiqht of metal in the upper plenui,
in kq.

OPLEN Coolant average density in the upper
plenum, in kq/tn3.

OPIEN Average coolant temperature in the
upper plenum, in C.

UPLEN Average metal temperature in the
upper plenum, in C.

UPLEN Upper plenum inlet temperature, in C.

OPLEN Opper plenum coolant exit
temperature, in C.

OPLEN Total heat transfer from metal to
coolant in the upper plenua, in W/C.

OPLEN Volume of coolant in the upper
plenum, in m3.
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CO lQ£hl 2*122*111! •
CKC Total upper plenum heat capacity given by Eg. (U),

in J/C.

CNF Total upper plenum metal rode heat capacity given by
Eq. (3), in J/C.

(5) CTHEB SUBBOOTINES CE MODOLES BEfiUIBFD.

Subroutires: SODEN1.
Common Blocks: CORTP5, DEBIV5, TIHEP5, UPLEN5.

(6) i3 S AND

This is a simplified lumped parameter model of the core
exit or upper plenum. It. is assumed to have a metal node
that includes all of the metal parts in the upper plenum
and a coolant node that includes the total voiume of the
upper plenum coclant.

The metal ana coolant node temperatures are calculated
from the appropriate heat balance equations. The coolant
average temperature TENA is given by,

TF.NA = INTEGBALf CC*GC*(TFNI-TENA)+UNA*(TENFA-TENA) /

CNC] , (1)

and the metal node average temperature i s given by,

TENFA=TPTEGEALrONA*(TENA-TEMFA)/CNF] . (2)
I t i s assumed tha t idea l mixing preva i l s in the upper
plenum and tha t the exi t temperature i s egual to the
coolant average tenpera ture .

(7) ORGANIZATION OF MODULE.

Upon the first entry to the nodule (JTIM=0), the initial
conditions are calculated. Since there is no heat source
in the upper plenum, all of the temperatures are initially
assuned to be egual to the module inlet temperature TE8I.
This value should be supplied either as input data or by a
communication command connecting TENI to another module
where this temperature is calculated. The metal heat
capacity CNF is also calculated in the initial section by.

CNF=CN*OIPF (3)
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since it is assumed to be constant.

The coolant density FOCtf is the first value calculated in
a dynamic entry fcy calling SODEN1 and is used in
calculating the total coolant heat capacity by,

CNC=VNC*CC*EOCN . (4)

Next, the metal node and coolant node average temperatures
are calculated by integrating Eqs. (1) and (2) • K
centralized integration method is used as defined by the
user. Finally, the nodule exit temperature TEST is nade
equal to the coolant average temperature.

<8> hSiLlQhilllll AND EESTEICTIOflS.

The upper plerum inlet temperature must be supplied either
as input or hy a communication module connecting TENI to
another module where this temperature is calculated. It is
also suqaested that the exit of this nodule be connected
tc another module by a pipe delay to account for the error
introduced by the ideal mixing assumption. To use this
module in +he simulation, the following statement should
be included.

• 0PLEN1
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**********
• VISC01 * {VS,ZMAT,TEMP,EO)
**********

M) POEPCSE.

This subroutine calculates the dynamic viscosity of
•aterial, ZMAT, by calling the appropriate material
property subroutine.

RC

VS

Material density, in kg/m3.

TEMP Temperature at
evaluated, in C.

which the viscosity is to be

Material viscosity, in Pa-s

ZKftT Alphanumeric indicator of the material for which the
viscosity is to be evaluated.

(3) COMMON

IC6

COWBLK DESCRIPTION

TIMEP Standard FOFTBAN output unit (usually

Z2ZSO

7ZZSS

ZZZST

ZZZWA

CONST "SO" indicating sodium properties.

CONST "SS" indicating stainless steel
properties.

CONST "ST" indicating steam properties.

CONST "Ufl" indicating water properties.

LOCAL VAFT ABIES.

V Specific volume at TEMP, in n3/kg.
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(5) OTHEJt SUEECUTINES 0£ MODULES BJ&OIBED.

Subroutines: SODMU1, STDM01, HADWO1.
Common Blocks: CONST5, TIMERS.

(6) MATHEMATICAL JfiDACTIONS ftgD ALGORITHM.

The viscosity of the requested material is evaluated by
calling the appropriate material property function.

(7) OPGAWIZATIOj CF JMODUIJ.

The content of 7MAT is tested for the indicator of the
material for which the viscosity is to be evaluated. If
7MAT=S0, the viscosity of sodium is computed by calling
SODiiOL If ?MAT=SS, an error message is printed. If
7MAT=Kft or ST, the viscosity of water or steam is computed
by callinq WAEMTJ1 or STDMU1. If ZMAT does not contain any
of the above names, an error message is printed.

AETIITy ANC RESTRICTIONS.

At present, the viscosity of only four materials, as shown
above, can he computed. The number can, however, be
easily expanded by adding additional material property
subroutines. The BO parameter is reguired only for water
or steam property calculations. To use this module in the
simulation, the following statement should be included.

CAIL VISCO1 (VS,ZHAT,TEMP,J?O)
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**********
• W&CCN1 • (TEME,CC,BO)

" • * * * * * * * * * *

(*i) P OPPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the thernal conductivity of
Mater.

<2) U S A MET EPS .

CO Water conductivity, in W/m-c.

PO Material density, in

TEMP Rater temperature, in C.

(3) COMMON VAFIftPIES.

Here.

<*) 12CAI VRFIAJIFS.

B(16) Vector of coefficients used in computing water or
steam conductivity.

EI1,BL2 Intermediate variables used by the conductivity. x

EI3,EL« equation.

B1 Formalized density equal to BO/1000.

B2

T1 Hcrnalized temperature equal to TEMP/100. If T1
is less than 0.01, then T1 is set egual to 0.01 .

12 T1*T1.

13 T1*T1*T1.
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(5) CTHEB SOBRODTINES OB HODnLES jjEOJIBED.

None.

|6) MATHEMATICAL FQOATIONS AND ALGORITHM.

A sinqle semicKpirical equation i s used to calculate the
water or stean conductivity.

CO=(EL1+m+EL3+EI4)/1000 (1)

And,

EL1=E<1) + E(2)*T1+B(3)*T2+E(4)*T3 , (2)

EL2=E(*)*F1+B(6) *E2 , (3)

EL 3= (F1* (1-F1)**3) *T3*(B(7)*EXP (-B(8)*T1)

ELU=-(E(11) *EXP(-P(12)*Ttt )+B(13)*EXP(-B(14) *T2)

(-P (16»*T1))*R1 . (5)

<7) OFGANIZATION OF MODULE.

The parameters of the conductivity equation are stored in
the vector P by an appropriate DATA statement. The
normalized temperatures T and densities D are computed
first, followed by the various powers of these variables.
The conductivity of either water or steam, or their
mixture is then computed. For loqical reasons, the
subroutine has two entries to the sane point. One entry
SACON1 is for water ard the other ore STCON1 for steam.

<8) hEZklC&MlJillX AND EESTBICTIONS.

The above equations are valid withir the temperature range
between 0 and 700 C , and the pressure ranqe fro» 0 to 5E7
Pa. To use this oodule in the simulation, the followinq
statement should be included.

CALL HACON1 (TEHP,CO,KO)
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* KADCP1 * fTECrCPSfP)
**********

(1) FDJRPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the specific heat of water.

(2) JEiEAMETEES.

CFS Hater specific heatr in J/kq-C.

P Eressure, in Pa.

TEC Water temperature, in C.

(3) COMSON

None.

LCCAL VRFIJEIFS.

F Helmholtz function.

F1 First derivative of the Helitholtz function w/r to
temperature (constant specific volume).

F2 First derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r to
specific volume (constant temperature) .

F11 Second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r to
temperature (constant specific volume).

F12 Second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r to
temperature and specific volume.

F22 Second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r to
specific volume (constant temperature).

K A constant indicating steam (100) or water (200) on
first call to W&SPT1.

KW An indicator to the first entry to the subroutine
and initially is set to .FALSE. .

100T Equal to TEC.
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I

Specific volume, in »3/kQ.

(5) CTHEB SOEFOriTINFS OE MODULES

Subroutines: WASPT1.
Common Blocks: CONST5.

(6) BMSIUMICBI

The specific heat of water is computed from the absolute
water temperature and the appropriate Heli»holtz
derivatives from,

5=<TCUT + 273)*(F12*F12-F11)/F22 . (1)

(7) OBGAHIZATICV CF MOCOIE.

Ihe first ertry to the subroutine will set K to 100 and V
to -1.0 indicating the first calculation of the steam
properties by WASPT1. Subsequent entries will use previous
values of V as their initial guess. Each entry will use
wflSPTI to compute the Helmholtz derivatives and to solve
Eq. (1).

<8) ifPLICABILITY AND BESTBICTIONS.

The specific heat equation is applicable over the range
between 0.01 and 374.15 C. To use this nodule in the
simulation, the followinq statenent should be included.

CALL WSECP1(TEC,CPS,P)
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* * * * * * * * * *
* SADEN1 • (TEC,FOC,P)
**********

(1) POP. POSE.

This subroutine calculates the density of water given the
temperature and pressure.

(2) P

P Pressure, in Pa.

FCC Pater density, in

THC Watpr temperature, in c.

(3) CCMMCK VjBIftEIES.

Ncne.

(<M ICCU. VAFISBIJS.

K1 Steals (100) or water (200) i n d i c a t o r .

TCUT Peturn temperature from WASPT1 and i s the same as
TEC, in C.

V S p e c i f i c volume, Kq/m3.

(5) CTHEE SUEECOTTIIES OE MODIJLES EEQOTRED.

S u b r o u t i n e s : WASPT1.

(6) f»THEM*TTCBl JfiOATIONS iND AIGOBITHM.

The d e n s i t y of water i s computed by us inq t h e s team-water
proper ty s u b r o u t i n e WASPT1 which p r o v i d e s t h e s p e c i f i c
volume. The dens i ty i s then ca lcu la ted f ro« ,

FCC=W • (1)
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<7) filGANIZATIOII OF M

This subroutine has two entri
and the entry thrcugh which
calculated, when the WADEH1
100, while if the STDE81 entr
If the density is in the ran
that is, the expected ran
densities, V is set to 1/EOC.
order to initialize the WASPT

es. The nain entry is HADEH1,
the steal density STDEN1 is
entry is used, K1 is set to
y is used, K1 is set to 200.
ge between 1 and 1000 kg/»',
ge for the water and steals
Otherwise V is set to -1 in

1 subroutine.

The density evaluation is applicable over the range
between 0.01 and 374.15 C. To use this module in the
simulation, the following statement should be included.

CA1L WRTEK1(TEC,EOC,P)
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**********
( * WAGM01 * (VS,TFMP,BO)

**********

<"!) PO

This subroutine calculates the dynamic viscosity of water
qiven the temperature and density.

(2)

BO Water density, in kq/ra3 .

VS Hater dynamic viscosity, in kg/sec-».

TFMP Water temperature, in C.

(3) COMMON Vj&FIftELJS.

None.

(U) LOCAL VAPI11IIS.

RC"») Semiempirical constants used in evaluat ing the
water and steam v i scos i t y .

EL1,EL2 Intermediate var iab les used in computinq VS.
EI3,EL<I

F1 The value of EO/100.

F2 the value of K1*R1.

F3 The value of S1*E1*F1.

T1 Tfce va lue of TEMP/100.

16 The value of T1*T1*T 1*T1*T1*T1.

(5) CTHEB SUBECDTINES CB MODULES EEQUIBjD.

None.
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(6) "iTHEMATTCJ! ifiUMIfiNS AND

The dynamic viscosity of water for a wide range of
temperatures f1 ] is qiven by.

1.D-7 , (1)

where,

EL1=A (1)+Af2)*T1 , (21

EL2=A(3)*F1 + A(a)*p2 , (3)

EL3=-B(?) *R1*(1-B1) **3*13EjrP(-A(6)*T6) , (U)

EL4=<A(7)*DEXP(-A<8)*T1) +A ( 9) *DEXP (- A (10) *T1) +A(11)*
DEXP(-A(12)*T1) +A(13)*(1~R) *DEXP (-A ( 14) *T 1) ) *R3 . (5)

(7) OPGANIZA1ICN OF

None.

<p) iHilCABILITY AND BESTBICTIONS.

The above equations are valid within the temperature range
between 0 and 700 C , and the pressure range between 0 and
8E7 Pa. To use this module in the simulation, the
followina statemert should be included.

CAII WADMU(VS,TEHP,FO)

FEFEBJNCES.

[1] 1968 IFC Formulation For Scientific and General Use.
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( * WA.HXP1 * ( U r Z F E , Z P F , F I , R X , D , C K , P , P D )
* * * * * * * * * *

(1) PDRPQSE.

This subroutine calculates the gap heat transfer
coefficient between the outside tube wall and the liquid.

(2) P AF.AMETEBS .

CK Tube conductivity, in K/m-C.

D Hydraulic diameter of the equivalent channel on IHX
shell side, in m.

P Pressure, in Pa. (not used)

PD P/D pitch to diameter ratio.

PI IHX tube internal radius, in m.

BX IHX tube external diameter, in m.

0 Tube to primary (or external) coolant heat transfer
coefficient, in W/mz-C.

7PR Prandtl number, (dimensionless).

ZEE Reynolds number, (dimensionless).

(3) £OM«ON VABJAEIES.

None.

<«) LOCAL VARIABIES.

N o n e .

(5) O^HEB SEIR.QJITINES 0£

Functions:
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(6) MATHEMATICAL FQDATIONS MfD ALGORITHM.

The Nusselt rumber is given b j ,

ZHU=0.023*ZBE**0.8*ZPF**0.<t . (1)

(7) OJGANI^ATICN OF MODULE.

Opon enterirq the subroutine. Eg. (1) is solved to obtain
the Nusselt number. Next, the furction CTPIEXI is used to
obtain the heat transfer coefficient 0.

<8> APPLICABILITY AND JESTFICTIONS.

The heat trarsfer coefficient car be used for straiqht
tube courterflow heat exchanqers. To use this nodule in
the simulation, the following statement should be
included.

CALL W^PXP1(U,2FE,ZPR,BI,BX,D,CK,P.PD)
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• WHHXS1 * (U,7PF,ZPR,RI,RX,D,CK,PfPD)

(1) PDFPOSE.

This subroutine calculates the gap heat transfer
coefficieut in a heat exchanger between the tube inner
wall and the fluid.

CK

D

E

pr

PI

PX

u

ZPP

ZRE

Tube conductivity, in W/m-C.

Hydraulic diameter of the equivalent channel on IHX
shell side, in m.

Pressure, in Pa. (not used)

P/D pitch to diameter ratio.

IHX tube internal radius, in m.

IHX tube external diameter, in m.

Tube tc secondary (or internal)
transfer coefficient, in W/mz-C.

Prandtl number (Dimensionless).

Peynolfls number (Dimensionless).

coolant heat

(3) COMHCN VSR2»IIJS.

None.

LOCAL ViPIiB

None.

(5) C1HEP SflEBOOTINES OP MODOLES JBEiQOIEED.

Functions: HPTIB1.
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I

(6) MATHEMATICAt FflUATIONS AND ALGORITHM.

The N u s s e l t rumber i s q iven b y ,

ZNn=C.023*ZFE**0.8*ZPR**0.tt . (1)

(7) ORGANIZATION CF MODULE.

Upon enterinq the subroutine, Eq. (1) is solved to obtain
the Nusselt number. Next, the function UPIIN1 is used to
obtain the heat transfer coefficient 0. The hydraulic
diameter is taken as 2*ET.

18) AIPLICAEIIITY .AJD JKESTEJCTIONS.

This heat transfer correlation can be used for straight
tube counterflow heat exchangers. To use this module in
the simulation, the followinq statement should be
included.

CAII WPHXS1(U,ZFE,ZPF,RI,RX,D,CK,P,PD)
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**********
* HASAP1 * (VAP1,VAR2,QUO)
**********

This subroutine calculates the water vapor pressure as a
function of temperature alona the saturation line.

(2) PAB AMETERS.

QDO Derivative of pressure with respect to temperature.

VAE1 Pressure, in Pa.

VAF2 Temperature, in C.

(3) COMMON VJEIAEIES.

None.

FUN Normalized p r e s s u r e e q u a l t o LOG (VAB1/2.212D7).

1HETA Normali7ea t e m p e r a t u r e equal t o (VAE2+273.15)/6U7.3.

(5) CJTHEE SUERCUTTHES CF MODULES EEfiUIBjED.

Ccmmon Blocks : CONST5.

(6) MATHEMATICAL IO.U.ATIPJS MI! ALGOBITHM.

Not available at the present time. The text will be
supplied in the next revision of this document.

(7) OBGANIZATICN CF MODULE.

Not available at the present time. The text will be
supplied in the next revision of t h i s document.
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JHILJCABILIT2 AND BESTFICTIONS.

Applicabil i ty i s limited to the range of t e ipe ra tu res
defining thp sa tura t ion l ine fro« 0.01 to 374.15 c. To
use t h i s module in the s imulat ion, the following statement
should be included,

CAIL WASAP1 (VAFi,VAE2,OnOl

BEFEJt JNCES.

f1] 1968 IFC Formulation For Sc ien t i f ic and General Use.
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( * 8AS8T1 * (V»F1,VAE2,QOO)
**********

(1) PCfiPOSE.

This suhrou+ine calculates the temperature along the
saturatior lire for a given water vapor pressure.

(2) FRBAMETEFS.

QUO Derivative of pressure with respect to tenperature.

VSF1 Pressure, in Pa.

VAB2 Temperature, in C.

<3> COMMON VAFIAE1JS.

Ncne.

<U) LCC.AL VAFIftBIFS.

FON Normalized pressure equal to TOG(VAP1/2.212D7).

TflETA Normalized tenperature equal to (VAB2+273.15)/6H1.3 .

{5) CIHEB SOEEOUTINES OB HOPPLES JEflOIBED.

Common Elocks: CONST5.

(6) MRTHEilAlICAI Efi2A2I£NS 1»D ALGORITHM.

Not available at the present time. The text will be
supplied in the next revision of this document.

(7) ORGANIZATION OF MODOLE.

Not available at the present time. The text will be
supplied in the next revision of this document.
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(8) APPLICABILITY *KD BESTJ3ICTIONS.

Applicability is linitea to the ranqe of temperatures
defining the saturation line from 0.01 to 37U.15 C. To
use this sscaule in the simulation, the following statement
should be included.

CA11 WftSATI(VAP1,VAE2,ODO)

fFFEEBNCES .

[1] 1968 IFC Formulation For Scientific and General Ose.
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**********
• W&SHP1 * (VI1,VI2,VO1,VO2,Z,Z1 ,Z2,Z11,Z12,Z22,L)

(1) POBPCSE.

This subroutine computes the Helnholtz function for
sirqle-phase water (liquid or vapor) as a function of
enthalpy aitfl pressure.

<2> JUJSASJUSI: •

I Number of iterations needed for solution.

vi1 Enthalpy, in J/ka.

VI2 Pressure, in Pa.

V01 Temperature, in C.

VC2 Specific volume, in m3/kq.

? The Pelrholtz function.

?1 The first derivative of the Felnholtz facetion w/r
to temperature (constant specific voluie).

Z17 The second derivative of the Heliholtz function w/r
tc tenrerature (constant specific volume).

Z12 The second derivative of the Helihoitz function w/r
to tearerature and specific vcluae.

Z2 The first derivative of the Relnholtz furction v/z
to specific voluae (constant tenperatare).

Z22 The second derivative of the Belaholtz function w/r
to specific voluae (constant teaperaturs).

COMBIK DESCPIPTION

F1 WASPB The difference between the estiiated
and qiveu state variable V H .

F11 W&SPF The derivative of F1 w/r to
te»perature with constant specific
volume.
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F12

P21

P22

IS2

T1?S1

TES2

TNEW

TCLO

VNEH

VCIO

WASPE

KASPR

WASPB

WASPP

WASPP

WHSPB

WASPP

WASPB

WASPF

WASPF

WASPE

The derivative of F1 w/r to specific
volune with constant teaperature.

The difference between tha estimated
and oiven state variable VT2.

The derivative
temperature with
volume.

of F2
constant

w/r to
specific

The derivative of F2 w/r specific
volume with constant temperature.

Numerical indicator to the
property routine being used.

HAS

Upper error l i» i t in
property evaluations and
to 10E-4.

stean-water
usually set

Upper error limit in steam-water
property evaluations and usually set
to 19E-I*.

Pecent value of the
computed in one of
routines, in C.

temperature
the "WAS"

Temperature value of tha previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in
C .

of the specific volume
one of the "WAS"

Pecent value
computed in
routines, in

Specific volume of the previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in

(3) COMMON VBP£SPLSS.

Ncne.

IBET An indicator that, if zero, indicates that
convergence was achieved or that the naxisua number
of allowed iterations was exceeded.

1 Absolu+e temperature equal to TOLD+273.15, in K.
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<5) C|HES SUBBOHTINES OP MODOLES

Subroutines: WASPB1.
CoBimon Blocks: CONST5, TIMEB5, WASPB5.

(6) flilHEMATTCiL IfiOATIONS AND ALGORITHM.

Newton's approximation method is used to solve the
implicit set of thermodynanic relations to obtain the
Heinholtz function and its derivatives. The following
relations are used in this subroutine.

F1=(Z-T*Z1-VOLD*Z2)-VI1 (D

F2=-7?-VI2 (2)

F11=<-T*Z11-VOLD*Z12) (3)

F12=(-T*Z12-VOID*Z22) <4)

F21=-Z12 <5)

F22=-Z22 (6)

<7) OfSANIZATICN OF MODULE.

Upon enterirq the subroutine, INEW and VNEW are set to the
last kDown value of V01 and V02 respectively. Next, the
convergence criteria TES1 and TES2 are set. These can he
reset by the user to any desired value. Then, the PASPB1
subroutine is called to obtain the first approximation to
the HeliDholtz function and the first and second
derivatives. These approximations are then used in Eqs.
(1) to (6) to calculate the differences between the given
and estimated values of the state variables, and the
derivatives w/r to temperature and specific volume. The
WSSPB1 subroutine is called again to obtain the new
estimates for the enthalpy and pressure using the
differences and derivatives obtained in Eqs. (1) to (6).
If convergence is not achieved or when IBET is not egual
to zero, new values of the Helmholtz function are computed
and Eqs. (1) to (6) are recalculated. The iterative
process is terminated when IBET is egual to zero.

<8> MHsICABIIITY AJD BESTBICTIONS.

Values cf VI1 and VI2 oust correspond to single-phase
water (liquid or vapor) at teaperatures less than 1300 C
and pressures less than 100 BPa. Approximate values of
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V01 and V02 must be provided when calling the program. The
steed of ccrverqetce will depend upon the closeness of
these values to the solution. Upon return, V01 ard VO2
will correspond to VI1 and 712. To use this nodule in the
simulation, the following statement should be included.

CPU HSSHP1(VI1,VI2,VO1,VO2,Z,Z1,Z2,Z11,Z12,Z22,L)

REFERENCES.

[1] J. B. Keenan, F. G. Keyes, P. S. Hill, and J. G. Moore,
"Stean Tables", Jchn Hiley, (1969).
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**********
* 8JSHV1 * <VI1,VI2,VC1,VO2,Z,Z1,Z2,Z11,Z12,Z22,L)

(1) PURPOSE.

This subroutine computes the Helmholtz function for
single-phase water (liquid or vapor) as a function of
enthalpy ana specific volume.

(2) PJSJP&METJPS .

L Number of iterations needed for solution.

VI1 Enthalny, in J/kcr.

VI2 Specific volume, in m3/ka.

V01 Temperature, in C.

VC2 Specific volume, in m3/kg.

Z The Helwholtz function.

Z1 The first derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

Z11 The second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

Z12 The second derivative of the Helraholtz function w/r
to temperature and specific volume.

Z2 The first derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to specific volume (constant temperature).

Z22 The second derivative of the Felnholtz function w/r
to specific volume (constant temperature).

<3) COMflON

JSiSJS
F1

F11

£O«B1K DESCRIPTION

WASPE The difference between the estimated
and given state variable VI1.

WASPB The derivative of F1 w/r to
temperature with constant specific
volume.
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P12

F2

F21

F22

IS2

TES1

TF.S2

TNEW

TCLD

VNEW

VOID

WHSPB

HASPS

WASPS

MASPR

WASPR

WASPR

HASPS

WASPS

WASPS

WASFF

WASPS

The derivative of F1 w/r to specific
volume with constant temperature.

The difference between the estimated
and given state variable VI2.

The derivative of F2 w/r to
temperature with constant specific
volume.

The derivative of F2 w/r specific
volume with constant temperature.

Numerical indicator to the
property routine beinc used.

WAS

tipper error l init in
property evaluations and
to 10E-4.

Upper error limit in
property evaluations and
to 10E-U.

Recent value of the
computed in one of
routines , in c.

steam-water
usually set

steam-water
usually set

temperature
the "Was"

Temperature value of the previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in
C.

Eecent value of the specific volume
computed in one of the "WAS"
routines, in m3/Jccr.

Specific volume of the previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in

LCCAI VASTABIES.

IBF.T An indicator that, if zero, indicates that
convergence was achieved or that the maximum number
of allcwed iterations was exceeded.

Absolute temperature equal to TOID+273.15, in K.
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(5) OTHEB S2EPOUTTHES OB MODULES |Egp|BED.

Subroutines: WASPB1.
Conaon Blocks: CONST5, TIWER5, HASPR5.

(6) MATHEMATICftl EQDAJIONS AND ALGOBITHH.

Newton's approximation nethod is used to solve the
implicit set of thermodynamic relations to obtain the
Helmholtz function and its derivatives. The following
relations are used in this subroutine.

F1=(2-T*Z1-VI2*Z2)-VI1 (1)

F11=(--r*Z1i-VI?*Zi2) (2)

(7) OBGANIMATION OF HQEDLE.

Upon enterinq the subroutine, TNEW and VNEW are set to the
last known value of V01 and V02 respectively. Next, the
convergence criteria TES1 and TES2 are set. These can be
reset by the user to any desired value. Then, the WASPB1
subroutine is called to obtain the first approximation to
the Helmholtz function and the first and second
derivatives. These approximations are then used in Egs.
(1) and (2) to calculate the differences between the giver
and estimated values of the state variables, and the
derivatives w/r to temperature and specific volume. The
WASPE1 subroutine is called again to obtain the new
estimates for the enthalpy using the differences and
derivatives obtained in Egs. (1) and (2). If convergence
is not achieved or when IFET is not equal to zero, new
values of the Heltoholtz function are computed and Egs. (1)
and (2) are recalculated. The iterative process is
terainated when IEET is egual to zero.

(8) &I21.IC ABILITY AND BESTBICTIONS.

Values of VII and VI2 must correspond to single-phase
water (liguid or vapor) at temperatures less than 1300 C
and pressures less than 100 MPa. Approximate values of
VC1 and V02 «ust be provided when calling the program. The
speed of convergence will depend upon the closeness of
these values to the solution. Upon return, VO1 and VO2
will correspond to VI1 and VI2. To use this module in the
simulation, the following statement should be included.

CAIt wasHV?{VI1,VI2,VO1,VO2,Z,Z1,Z2,Z11,Z12,Z22,I)
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I

EFFEFEMCJS.

[1] J. H. Keerar, F. G. Keyes, P. G. Hill, ana J. G. Moore,
"Stea» Tatles", John Wiley, (1969).
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**********
( * SASIH1 * (VI1,VIZ,TCLD,VOLD,L)

**********

(1)

This subroutine provides initial estimates of the
teaperature and specific volume as functions of VI1 and
VI2.

(2) PARAMETERS.

L Parameter to be used if independent variables are
pressure and temperature. Then if,

I equals 100, a value of VOLD will be
calculated corresponding to the conpressed liquid at
VI1 and VI2f or if

I equals 200, a value of VOLD will be
calculated correspondinq to the superheated vapor at
VI1 and VI2.

TCLD Temperature, in c.

VI1 First independent variable.

VI2 Second independent variable.

VOID Specific volume, in m3/kq.

(3) COMMON VAPIABIES

Ncne.

CO I£CAI

ALO A constant of 15.70373327.

AH A constant of -34.17061978.

AL2 A constant of 19.313807C7.

PCLO l a s t value of pressure , in Pa.

PSATF Saturat ion pressure a t the temperature TOLD, in Pa.

PSI Pressure at the water region boundary corresponding
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to the TOLD temperature, in Pa.

PX An arbitrary pressure close to the critical pressure
and set to 2E7, in Pa.

T Normalized temperature.

(5) OTHEB SUBROUTINES OE MODULES BEO.UIFEP.-

Subroutines: K&SBP1.
Common Blocks: CCNST5, TIMER5.
Functions: WASTD1, WASTL1.

(6) MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS MP. ALGOBITHH.

This subroutine uses the function WASTL1 to estimate the
specific volume in the liauid region, and the function
WASTD1 to estimate the specific volume in the vapor
rcqion.

(7) QF6ANIZATI21! CP MOEULE.

Upon enterinq the subroutine, L is tested. If L is either
100 for liquid or 200 for vapor, the specific volume is
estimated as explained above. If I is any other value,
the location of the point havina a pressure 711 and
temperature vi2 in the P-T phase diagram is located and
the appropriate specific volume estimated.

iPPLICAPILJTY AND BESTFICTIONS.

The values of VI1 and VI2 must correspond to sinqle-phase
water (liquid or vapor) at temperatures less than 1300 C
and pressures less than 100 MPa. To use this module io
the simulation, the following statement should be
included.

WBSIN1 (VI 1,VI2,TOLD,VOID rL)
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**********
• HASPB1 * (JGO,VI1,Vl2rVOi,VO2,Z,Z1,Z2,Zi1,Zi2,Z22,L,IEETn
i t * * * * * * * * *

(1| POPPOSE.

This subroutire calculates the water properties VO1 and
VC2 as functions of VI1 and VI2.

(2) PAFAMETERS.

160 A parameter that allows this program to perform
three functions. If IGO equals one and if VI1 or
VJ2 are negative, the initial values of V01 and V02
will be calculated. If IGO equals two, the
Helmholtz function and the derivatives are
calculated. If IGO equals three, the Newton method
is used to estimate the new values for temperature
and specific volume.

IPET If the returned value is equal to zero, then
corveraence has been obtained or the specified
number of iterations have been exceeded. If the
returned value is equal to one, iteration will
continue.

L Number of iterations needed for the solution. when
VI1 and VI2 correspond to the pressure and
temperature and VNEW is less than one and IGO equals
one, then if,

1 equals 100, a value of VNEW will be
calculated corresponding to the conpressei liguid at
VI1 and VI2, or if

1 equals 200, a value of VNEW will be
calculated corresponding to the superheated vapor at
VI1 and VI2.

V H First independent variable.

VI2 Second independent variable.

V01 Temperature, in C.

VC2 Specific volume, in m3/kq.

7. The Helmholtz function.

Z1 The first derivative of the Helaholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

Z11 The second derivative of the Helaholtz function w/r
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to temperature (constant specific voluie).

2 12 The second derivative of the Helaholtz function w/r
to temperature and specific voluae.

Z2 The first derivative of the Helaholtz function w/r
to specific volune (constant temperature).

Z22 The second derivative of the Helnboltz function w/r
to specific voluaie (constant temperature).

(3) CCHHON VARIABLES.

NAMES

F1

F11

F12

F2

F21

F?2

TC6

IS2

J7IH

TES1

TES2

TIME

CQMELK DESCRIPTION

WASPR

WASPR

WASPB

WASPE

WASPR

TIHEB

WASPB

TIMEH

HASPB

WASPR

The difference between the estimated
and given state variable VI1.

The derivative
temperature vith
volume.

of F1 w/r to
constant specific

WASPE The derivative of F1 w/r to specific
volume witjj constant temperature.

The difference between the estimated
and aiven state variable VI2.

The derivative
temperature with
volume.

of F2
constant

w/r to
specific

The derivative of F2 w/r specific
volume with constant temperature.

Standard FOBTKBW output unit (usually
6).

Numerical indicator to the HAS
property routine being used.

Time step counter.

Upper error limit in steam-water
property evaluations and usually set
to 10E-4 .

Upper error limit in steam-water
property evaluations and usually set
to 10E-4.

TIMEB Current simulation time, in s.
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TNEW

TC1D

VNEW

VCID

WASPS

WASPF

WASPF

WSSPK

Becent value
computed in
routines, in C,

of the
one of

temperature
t h e "WHS"

Temperature value of the previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in
c.

Recent value of the specific volume
computed in one of the "WAS"
routines, in m3/kq.

Specific volume of the previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in
m3/kq.

£CCAI VARIABLES.

DEIV

OIFF

DIF1

DMOM

The ircreeent in the New estimate of the specific
volume using the newtct method.

The relative error in the last estimate of
first state

t h e

The relative error in the last estimate of the
second state variable, VI2, used in testing
converqence.

The Jakobian of the Helmholtz function.

ZDEITE The increment in the new estimate of the
temperature using the Newton method. variable,
VI1, used in testing coDveroence.

CTHEB SUBROUTINES CE MODULES JRI2£IBJD.

S u b r o u t i n e s : WASIB1, WASB21.
Common E locks : CONST5, TIMEP5, WASPPF5.

(6) MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS AND. ALGORITHM.

The Newton iterative method to calculate the teaperature
TNEW and the specific volume VNEW fron a two dimensional
set of thermodynaaic relations is given by the following
equations.

(D

(2)

TNEW=TOIC+<F2*F12-F1*F22) /(F11*F22-F12*F21)

V»EW=VCID+(F1*F21-F2*F11)/(F11*F22-F12*F21)
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<7) OPGAKIZaTIOJS CP H0CDLE .

The computations in this subroutine depend .upon the value
of IGO.

If IGO=1, a first estimate for TREW and VNEH is requested
if either TNEW or VNFH is less than zero. This
estimate is obtained by calling WASIN1. Next,
the Helmholtz function is calculated by WASF21.

If IG0=2, only the Helmholtz function is evaluated by
callinq HASF21.

If IG0=3, new values of the temperature and specific
volume corresponding to the state variables VI1
and VI2 are estimated from Egs. (1) and (2).
The relative errors in the estimates are then
calculated byr

DIFF= |F1*1OO/VI11 for the first state variable, and

DIFF=)F2*1OC/VI2| for the second state variable.

Then, if RIFF is less than TES1 and DIF1 is less than
TES2, ccnveraence is achieved and IFET is set to zero. If
more than ?<* iterations have been performed, an error
message is printed and control is returned to the calling
subroutire. If neither of the above happens, the WASP21
subroutire is called to calculate the Helmholtz function
and its derivatives.

(8) ftPPLICABILITY AKD RESTRICTIONS.

Values of VT1 and VI2 must correspond to single-phase
water (liquid or vapor) at temperatures less than 1300 C
and pressures less than 100 BPa. Approximate values of
VC1 and V02 irust be provided when calling the program. The
speed of convergence will depend upon the closeness of
these values to the solution. To use this module in the
simulation, the followinq statement should be included.

CALL WASPF1(ISO,VI1,VI2,VO7,VO2,Zf;n,Z2,Zi1,Z12,Z22,L,IFET)
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4*********
* HASPS1 * (VI1,VI2,VC1,VO2,Z,Z1 ,Z2,Z11 ,Z12,Z22,I)

(1) PUPPCSE.

This subroutine computes the Helmholtz function for
sinqle-phase water (liquid or vapor) as a function of
entropy and pressure.

<2> fi

I Number of iterations needed for solution.

VTI Fntropy, ir J/ka.

VI2 Pressure, ir Pa.

VC1 Temperature, in C.

VC2 Specific volume, in w^/kg.

Z The Helmholtz function.

Z1 The first derivative of the Helmholtz furction w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

Z11 The second derivative of the Helnholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

Z12 The second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to temperature and specific volune.

Z2 The first derivative of the Helaholtz function w/r
to specific voluae (constant tenperature).

Z22 The second derivative of the Pelaholtz function w/r
to specific voluae (constant temperature).

<3) CCMaOB V

J?iSJS COMglK DESCRIPTION

F1 WJSPB The difference between the estimated
and given state variable VI1.

F11 W&SPF The derivative of F1 w/r to
temperature with constant specific
volume.
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F12

F2

F21

F22

IS2

TES1

TSS2

TCLD

VNEW

VCID

WASPF

WASPR

WASPF

HASPP

WASPF

WASPP.

WASPP.

WASPB

w.ASPP

DiSPB

W&SPP.

The derivative of F1 w/r to specific
volume with constant tenperature.

The difference between the estimated
and qiven state variable VI2.

The derivative of F2 w/r to
temperature with constant specific
volume.

The derivative of F2 w/r specific
volume with constant temperature.

Numerical indicator to the WAS
property routine beinq used.

Upper error limit in steam-water
property evaluations and usually set
tc 10E-U.

Upper error limit in steam-water
property evaluations and usually set
to

Pecent value of the temperature
computed in one of the "WAS11

routines, in c.

Temperature value of the previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, ir
c.

Fecent value of the specific volume
computed in one of the "HAS"
routines, in m3/kq.

Specific volume of the previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in

!££.At VAPIAPTjFS.

IBET An indicator that, if zero, indicates that
convergence was achieved or that the aaximua number
of allowed iterations was exceeded.

T Absolute temperature equal to TOLD+273.15, in K.
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(5) OTHER SOEFOtJTINFS OB MODJJIES iJB

Subroutines: HASPF1.
Common BlocVs: CONST5, TIMER5, WASPE5.

(6) MSTHEMATJCBI EO.UATKJ.NS ^£p ALGOEITHB.

Newton's approximation nethcd is used to solve the
implicit set of thermodynamic relations to obtain the
Helmholtz function and its derivatives. The following
relatiors are used ir this subroutine.

F1=-22-VI1 (1)

F2=-Z1-VI2 (2)

F11=-712 (3)

F12=-Z22 (U)

F21=-Z11 (5)

F22=-Z12 (6)

(7) CPGAMZATICH OF MODOIE.

Opon enterinq the subroutine, TNES ard VNEW are set to the
last knovn value of V01 and VO2 respectively. Next, the
convergence criteria TES1 and TES2 are set. These can be
reset hy ths user to any desired value. Then, the KASPF1
subroutine is called to obtain the first approximation to
the Helmholtz function and the first and second
derivatives. These approximations are then used in Eqs.
(1) to (6) to calculate the differences between the given
and estimated values of the state variables, and the
derivatives w/r to temperature and specific volume. The
HRSPP1 subroutine is called again to obtain the new
estimates for the entropy and pressure using the
differences and derivatives obtained in Egs. (1) to (6).
If convergence is not achieved or when IRET is not egual
to zero, new values of the Kelmholtz function are computed
and Egs. (1) to (6) are recalculated. The iterative
process is terminated when IB FT is equal to zero.

(8) .SJELICiBILITJ AN£ ISSTJICTIOBS.

Values of VJ1 and VI2 oust correspond to single-phase
water (liguid or vapor) at temperatures less than 1300 C
and pressures less than 100 MPa. Approxinate values of
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V01 and VC2 oust be provided when calling the progran. The
speed of convergence Mill depend upon the closeness of
these values to the solution. Upon return, V01 and V02
will correspord to VI1 and 712. To use this nodule ic the
simulation, the following statement should be included.

CALL W&SPS1(VI1,VI2,VO1 ,V02,Z,Z1,Z2,Z11,Z12,Z22,L)

EFFEFENCES.

f1] 3. H. Keener, F. G. Keyes, P. G. Hill, and J. G. Moore,
"Steam Tafcles", John Wiley, (1969).
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4*********
* HASFT1 * (VI1rVI2rV01,V02,Z,Z1 ,Z2,Z11,Z12,Z22,L)
**********

(1) POPPOSE.

This subroutine computes the Helmholtz function for
sinqle-phase water (liquid or vapor) as a function of
pressure and temperature.

(2) Ji£AWETEPS.

L Number of iterations needed for solution.

VI1 Pressure, in Pa.

vi2 Temperature, in C.

V01 Temperature, in C.

Specific volume, in m3/kq.

The Helmholtz function.

V02

Z

Z1 The first derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

Z11 The second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

Z12 The second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to temperature and specific voluae.

Z2 The first derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to specific volume (constant temperature).

Z22 The second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to specific volume (constant temperature).

(3) COM«ON VA

SiMBS

F1

F11

COMBLK DESCRIPTION

SBSPE The difference between the estimated
and given state variable VI1.

WASPF The derivative of n w/r to
temperature with constant specific
volume.
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L

F12

F2

F21

F22

IS2

TF.S1

TFS2

TNEW

TCLD

VNEW

VCLD

WASPB

WASPH

WASPP

WASPB

WASPB

HflSPR

WASPB

WASPB

WASPS

HASPS

WASPR

The derivative of F1 w/r to specific
volume with constant temperature.

The difference between the estimated
and given state variable VI2.

The derivative
temperature with
volume.

of F2 w/r to
constant specific

The derivative of F2 w/r specific
volume with constant temperature.

Numerical indicator to the
property routine beinq used.

HAS

Upper error limit in steam-water
property evaluations and usually set
to 10E-U.

Upper error limit in steam-water
property evaluations and usually set
to 10E-4.

Pecent value of the
computed in one of
routines, in C.

temperature
the "WAS"

Temperature value of tha previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in
C.

Pecent value of the specific volume
computed in one of the "HAS"
routines, in m3/kq.

Specific volume of the previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in

<U) ICCAL VA£J ABIES.

IPET1 An indicator that, if zero, indicates that
convergence was achieved or that the maximum number
of allowed iterations was exceeded.

Absolute temperature equal to TOLD+273.15, in K.
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(5) CTHER SUJEBOOTISES OP MCDniES JEQCJIBED.

Subrou t i r e s :
Common Blocks: CCNST5, TIHBB5, WASPP5.

(6) *ftTHEHATJCJIl IfiUATIOKS AND ALGORITHM.

Newton 's app rox ima t ion methcd i s used to solve the
implicit set of thermodynamic relations to obtain the
Heliholtz function and i t s derivatives. The following
relations are used in this subroutine.

F1=-Z2-VI1 ' (1)

F12=-Z22 (2)

(7) ORGANIZATION OF

Upon enterira the subroutine, TNEW and VNEW are set to the
last known value of VO1 and VO2 respectively. Next, the
convergence criteria TES1 and TES2 are set. These can be
reset by the user to any desired value. Then, the KASPE1
subroutine is called to obtain the first approximation to
the Helnholtz function and the first and second
derivatives. These approximations are then usad in Eqs.
(1) and (2) to calculate the differences between the given
and estimated values of the state variables, and the
derivatives w/r to temperature and specific volume. The
HASPF1 subroutine is called again to obtain the new
estimates for the temperature and pressure using the
differences and derivatives obtained in Eqs. (1) and (2).
If convergence is not achieved or when IBET is not egual
to zero, new values of the Helmholtz function are coKputed
and Egs. (1) and (2) are recalculated. The iterative
process is terminated when IPET is equal to zero.

APPilCABILITY AJD BESTJICTIOMS.

Values of VI1 and VI2 must correspond to single-phase
water (liquid or vapor) at temperatures less than 1300 C
and pressures less than 10C MPa. Approximate values of
V01 and VO2 must be provided when calling the prograa. The
speed of convergence will depend upon the closeness of
these values to the solution. Upon return, VO1 and VO2
will correspond to VI1 anS VI2. To use this module in the
siaulation, the following statement should be iacluded.

CA1L WASPT1 (VI1,VI2,VO1 ,VO2,Z,Z1,Z2,Z11,Z12,Z22,L)
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4*********

* WASFU1 * (VI1,VI2,VC1,VO2,Z,Z1 ,Z2,Z11,Z12,Z22,L)

(1) IOFPOSE.

This subroutine computes the Helmholtz function for
single-phase water (liquid or vapor) as a function of
pressure and internal enerqy.

L Number of iterations needed for solution.

VI1 Fressure, in Pa.

VI2 Internal energy, J/kq.

VC1 Temperature, in C.

VC2 Specific volume, in m3/kq.

7 The Heln>holtz function.

Z1 The first derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

Z11 The second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant SDecific volume).

712 The second derivative of the Helraholtz function w/r
to temperature and specific volume.

Z2 The first derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to specific volume (constant, temperature) .

Z22 The second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to specific volume (constant temperature).

(?) COMMON VBEIftBI.ES.

H M E S COMBLK DESCPIPTION

F1 »ASPF The difference between the estimated
and given state variable 711.

F11 WASPB The derivative of F1 w/r to
temperature with constant specific
volume.
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r
F12

F2

F21

F22

IS2

TES1

WASPR

HASPP.

HASPS

HASPR

WASPE

WASPB

TES2

TNEW

TCLD

VKEW

VCLD

WASPB

HASPB

HASPF

HASPS

HASPF

The derivative of F1 w/r to specific
volune with constant temperature.

The difference between the estimated
and given state variable VI2.

The derivative of F2 w/r to
temperature with constant specific
volume.

The derivative of F2 w/r specific
volume with constant temperature.

Numerical indicator to the
property routine being used.

HAS

Opper error limit in steam-water
property evaluations and usually set
to 10E-U.

Upper error limit in steam-water
property evaluations and usually set
to 10B-4.

Fecent value of the
computes in one of
routines, in C.

temperature
the "WAS"

Temperature value of tha previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in
C.

Recent value of the specific volume
computed in one of the "HAS"
routines, in mVkq.

Specific volume of the previous
iteration in the "HAS" routines, in

(«) LCC.A.L VAPISBIFS.

IEET An indicator that, if zero, indicates that
converqence was achieved or that the maximum number
of al3cwed iterations was exceeded.

Absolute temperature egual to TOLD+273.15, in K.
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(F) OTHEE SUEBCTJTINES OF MODULES

Subroutines: WASPR1.
Coiaon Blocks: CONST5, TIMEF5, SASPF5.

(6) MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS £$£ ALGOFITHM.

Newton's approximation methcd is used to solve the
iiplicit set of thermodynanic relations to obtain the
Helnholtz furction and its derivatives. The following
relations are used in this subroutine.

F1=-?2-VIi (1)

F2=(Z-T*Z1) -VI2 (2)

F11=-Z12 (3)

Fi2=-*22 (4)

F21=-T*?11 (5)

F22=Z2-?*Z12 (6)

(7) OEGANIZATICK CF WODUI.E.

Upon erterinq the subroutine, TNEW and VNEW are set to the
last known value of V01 and VO2 respectively. Next, the
convergence criteria TES1 and TSS2 are set. These can be
reset by the user to any desired value. Then, the HASPP1
subroutine is called to obtain the first approximation to
the Belmholtz furction and the first and second
derivatives. These approximations are then used in Eqs.
(1) to (6) to calculate the differences between the given
and estimated values of the state variables, and the
derivatives w/r to temperature and specific volume. The
WASPE1 subroutine is called again to obtain the new
estimates for the internal energy and pressure using the
differences and derivatives obtained in Eqs. (1) to (6).
If convergence is not achieved or when IBET is not equal
to zero, new values of the Helnholtz function are computed
and Eqs. (1) to (6) are recalculated. The iterative
process is terminated when IEET is egual to zero.

(8) APPLICABILITY AND JESTFICTIOKS.

Values of VI1 and VI2 must correspond to single-phase
water (liguid or vapor) at temperatures less than 1300 C
arid pressures less than 100 MPa. Approximate values of
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V01 ana VC2 uust be provided when calling the proqrac. The
speed of convergence will depend upon the closeness of
these values to the solution. Upon return, V01 and V02
will correspond to VI1 and VI2. To use this nodule in the
simulation, the followinq statement should be included.

CSIL WASP01(VI1,VI2,V01 ,V02,Z,Z1,Z2,Z11,Z12,Z22,L)

BEFEFJNCES.

[1] J. H. Keenar, F. G. Keyes, P. G. Hillr and J. G. Moore,
"Steam Tables", Johr Wiley, (1969).
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* * * * * * * * * *
* MSPV1 * < V I 1 , V I 2 , V C 1 r V O 2 , Z , Z i , Z 2 , Z 1 1 , Z 1 2 , 7 : 2 2 , 1 )
* * * * * * * * * *

(1) EDEPOSE.

This subroutine computes the Helmholtz function for
single-phase water (liquid or vapor) as a function of
pressure and specific volume.

L Number of iterations needed for solution.

VI1 Fressure, in Pa.

VI2 Specific volume, in mVkg.

V01 Temperature, in C.

VC2 Specific volume, in m3/kq.

Z The Eelmholtz function.

71 The *irst derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

Z H The second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

712 The second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to temperature and specific volume.

Z2 The first derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to specific volume (constant temperature).

222 The second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to specific volume (constant temperature).

(3) COMMON VJPIR.FIJS.

2MJS COHBLK DESCRIPTION

F1 W»SPE The difference between the estimated
and given state variable VT1.

F11 WASPF The derivative of F1 w/r to
temperature with constant specific
volume.
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F12

F2

F21

F22

IS2

TF.S1

TF.S2

TN5W

TCLD

VNEW

VOLD

WASPR

WASPP

HASPP

WASPB

WHSPR

WASPR

WASPP

WftSPF

WASFP

WASPB

WASPE

The derivative of F1 w/r to specific
volume with constant temperature.

The difference between the estimated
and given state variable VI2.

The derivative
temperature with
volume.

of F2 w/r to
constant specific

The derivative of F2 w/r specific
volume with corstant temperature.

Nunerical indicator to the
property routine beinq used.

WAS

Upper error Unit in
property evaluations and
to 10E-4.

steam-water
usually set

Upper error limit in steam-water
property evaluations and usually set
to

temperature
the "WAS"

Becent value of the
computed ir one of
routines, in C.

Temperature value of tha previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in
C.

Eecent value of the specific voluve
computed in one of the "WAS"
routines, in m3/kg.

Specific volume of the previous
iteration in the "SAS" routines, in

IFET An indicator that, if zero, indicates that
convergence was achieved or that the maximum number
of allowed iterations was exceeded.

A b s o l u t e t e m p e r a t u r e e q u a l t o TOLD+273.15, i n K.
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(5) OTHER SOEPOOTTHES OR MOD DIES REgfflPBD.

Subroutines: VASPF1.
Common Blocks: CORST5, TIMEF5, WASPP5.

(6) « »TIONS AND ALGOEITHM.

Newton's aDproxination method is used to solve the
implicit set of thermodynamic relations to obtain the
Helmholtz furction and i t s derivatives. The following
relations are used in this subroutine.

F1=-Z2-VI1 (1)

(2)

(7) OFGANIZATTCN CF WODOLF.

Upon enterir.q the subroutine, TNEW and VNEW are set to the
last known value of V01 and V02 respectively. Next, the
convergence criteria TES1 and TES2 are set. These can be
reset by the user to any desired value. Then, th<? WASPB1
subroutine is called to obtain the first approximation to
the Helmholtz function and the first and second
derivatives. These approximations are then used in Eqs.
(1) and (?) to calculate the differences between the given
and estimated values of the state variables, and the
derivatives w/r tc temperature and specific volume. The
w»SPP1 subroutine is called again to obtain the new
estimates fci the pressure using the differences and
derivatives obtained in Egs. (1) and (2). If convergence
is not achieved or when IPET is cot egual to zero, new
values of the Helmholtz function are computed and Eqs. <1)
and (2) are recalculated. The iterative process is
terminated when TBFT is egual to zero.

BFSTglCTIONS

Values of VJ1 and VI2 must correspond to single-phase
water (liquid or vapor) at temperatures less than 1300 C
and pressures less than 100 HPa. Approximate values of
VC1 and VO2 must be provided when calling the program. The
speed of convergence will depend upon the closeness of
these values to the solution. Upon return, V01 ard V02
will correspord to VI1 and VI2. To use this module in the
simulation, the followinq statement should be included.

CXII VJ»SPV1(VI1,VI2,V01 ,VO2,Z,Z1,Z2,Z11,Z12,Z22,L)
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PEFEBEKCES.

[1] J. H. Keeran, F. G. Keves, P. G. Hill, and J. G. Moore,
"Steaa Tables", Jchn Wiley, (1969).
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**********
* WASB21 * (TC^NT, V,F,DFDT,DFDV,DrOTT, DFDTVrOFDW)

(1) PURPOSE.

This subroutine co»putes the Helmholtz function for
single-phase water (liquid or vapor) as a function of
temperature ard specific vcluae.

DFDT First derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r to
temperature (constant specific volune) .

D*DTT Second derivative of the .'eltnholtz function w/r to
temperature (constant specific volume).

CFDTV Second derivative of the Helnholtz function w/r to
temperature and specific volune.

n*DV First derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r to
specific volume (constant temperature).

DFDVT Second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r to
specific volume (constant temperature).

F Helmholtz function.

TCENT Temperature, in C.

V Specific vclume, in tn3/kq.

None.

ICCAI

This i s not a fu l l l i s t of t he loca l va r i ab le s .

ft (10,7) Constants {1] used with the Helaholtz function.

BC(8) Constants f 1 ] used with the Helmholtz function.

SIT Lcq cf T.
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SIE

DEO

DTfl

D2P0

D2Tft

E

EB

P

EC1

PC

t o g of BH.

Derivative of PO w/r to tenperature.

The value of -Ti/T.

Second derivative of PO w/r to temperature.

The value of -2*DTA/T.

The constant 4 . 8 .

The value of exp(-FH*E).

The Pelmholtz func t ion .

R corvers ion f a c t o r , 0.000001.

The f i r s t component of the HelBholtz function
aiver ty Eg. (2) .

The second component of the Helmholtz function
bv Eg. (3) .

PAJ{7)

RH

Si S2 S3

1

Tft

TAD

TftJ(7)

TC

TC1

VN

The universal gas constant egual to 0.461?.

Constants f 1] nsed with the Helaholtz function.

Water or steam density given by 1/VN, in kg/m3.

Partial sums of P0.

Temperature given by TCEHT+273.15, in K.

Normalised inverted temperature given by 1000/T.

The value of Tft-TC.

constants [1] used with the Helmholtz function.

The value of 1000/Tcrit=1.5

The constant 1000.

The value of V*1000.

(5) 0THEB SUBPCD^INES OB MODULES JEfiOIFED.

Done.
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(fi) MATHEMATICAL JfiDATIONS AND ALGOBITH*.

The Helmholtz equation as qiven in reference 1 are solved
in this subroutine.

P = FC + P*T*(DLCG(BH) +PH*Q) , (1)
where

6
P0=SDM[AC(T)/TA**(T-1) ]+AC(7) *DLOG (*) + AC (8) *DLOS (T)/TAr (2)

1=1

7 8
C=(TA-TC) *SUM{(TA-TAJ(Jn ** (J-1) +SOM[ A(IrJ) *(EH-PAJ(J) )

J=1 1=1
** (1-1) +DEXP(-E*PH1 *((A9,J) +A(1O,"j)*RH)} . (3)

£1
Net available at the present time. The text will be
supplied in the next revision of this document.

I8) Milil^hillilll 4UP. I1STSICTIONS.

Values cf vi1 and vi2 must correspond to single-phase
water (liquid or vapor) at temperatures less than 1300 C
and pressures less than 100 MPa. To use this aodule in
the simulation, the followinq statement should be
included .

CAII WASB21(VI1,VI2rZfZ1,Z2,Z11,Z12,Z22)

B5FEBHNCFS.

[11 3. H. Keenan, F. G. Keyes, P. G. Hill, and J. G. Moore,
"Steam Tables", John Wiley, (1969).
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* HASTD1 * (PSF,TCENT)
**********

(1) IDEPOSE.

This subroutine provides a relationship for the specific
volume of superheated steam as a function of pressure and
temperatur, WASTD1, and a relationship for the specific
volume of surcooled water as a function of pressure and
temperature, VASTL1.

(2) f£Ii AMETEFS.

PSF Pressure, in Pa.

TCENT Temperature, in C.

(3) COMMON VSFI5BIES.

N2HES COHBLK DESCRIPTION

Not available at the present time. The text will be
supplied in the next revision of this aocunent.

W) ICCftL VAFIftBIJFS.

Net availaT-le at the present time. The text will be
supplied in the next revision of this document.

(5) OTHEP SOEPOnTTNES OP MODULES BEOJJIPED.

CCBBon ElocVs: CONST5, TIMEP5.

<6) BftTHEMATICSI I^SSlIOfiS ANC ALGORITHM.

Not available at the present time. The text will be
supplied in the next revision of this document.
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(7) SfSftNIZATICN CF ^OCOIE.

Sot available at the present time. The text will be
supplied in + be next revision of this docunent.

(8) APPLICABILITY AND BESTBICTIONS.

applicability is limited to either temperatures less than
3TU. 15 C. and pressures less than or equal to the
saturation value or temperatures between 374.15 ana 800.0
C. and pressures below 100 SPa.

BEFEPJNCES.

[1] 1S68 IFC Formulation For Scientific and General Use.
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**********
* WAS0V1 * (VI1,VI2,VC1,VO2,Z,Z1 ,72,Z11,Z12,Z22,L)

(1) 121P0SE.

This subroutine computes the Helroholtz function for
single-phase water (liquid or vapor) as a function of
internal energy and specific volume.

(2) IS

L Number of iterations needed for solution.

V21 Internal energy, J/kg.

VI2 Specific volume, in B3/ka.

VC1 Temperature, in C.

V02 Specific volume, in m3/kg.

1 The Helirholtz function.

Z1 The first derivative of the Felmholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

Z11 The second derivative of the Belmholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

Z12 The second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to temperature and specific volume.

Z2 The first derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to specific volume (constant temperature).

722 The second derivative of the Helmholtz function w/r
to specific volume (constant temperature).

(3) COMMON VAFIAEIES.

NAMES COMBLK DESCRIPTION

F1 WASPK The difference between the estimated
and given state variable VI1.

F11 wasPF The derivative of F1 w/r to
temperature with constant specific
volume.
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F2

F21

F22

IS2

TTES1

TES2

TNEW

TCIO

VNEW

VCID

WASPB

WASPR

WASPF

WASPF

WflSPR

WASPB

HASPS

WASPP

HASPS

WASPF

WASPE

The derivative of F1 w/r to specific
volume with constant temperature.

The difference between the estimated
and aiven state variable VI2.

The derivative of* F2 w/r to
temperature with constant specific
volume.

The derivative of F2 w/r specific
volume with constant temperature.

Numerical indicator to the
property routine beinq used.

HAS

Upper error limit in
property evaluations and
to iOE-«.

Upper error limit in
property evaluations and
to 10E-4.

Eecent value of the
computed in one of
routines, in C.

steam-water
usually set

steam-water
usually set

temperature
the "WAS"

Temperature value of the previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in
C.

Fecent value of the specific volume
computed in one of the "WAS"
routines, in m3/kg.

Specific volume of the previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in

I£CAI VAFIJjBIFS.

TPET An indicator that, if zero, indicates that
converqence was achieved or that the maximum number
of allowed iterations was exceeded.

T Absolute temperature egual to TOLD+273.15, in K.
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(5) OIHER SUPEOOTJNES OB MODULES

Subroutines: RASPF1.
Common Elocks: CONST5, TIMERS, WASPF5.

(6) MATHEMATJCfll EQUATIONS .AND ALGORITHM.

Newton's approximation method is used to solve the
implicit set of thennodynamic relations to obtain the
Helmholt? function and its derivatives. The following
relations are ased ir this subroutine.

F1=(Z-T*Z1)-VI1 (1)

F11=-T*711 (2)

(7) OFGANIZATICN OF M

Upon entering the subroutine, TNFw and VNEW are set to the
last known value of VO1 and VO2 respectively. Next, the
convergence criteria TES1 and TES2 are set. These can be
reset by the user to any desired value. Then, the HASPB.1
subroutine is called to obtain the first approximation to
the Helmholtz function and the first and second
derivatives. These approximations are then used in Eqs.
(1) and (2) to calculate the differences between the given
and estimated values of the state variables, and the
derivatives w/r to temperature and specific volume. The
WRSPP1 subroutine is called aoain to obtain the new
estimates for the itternal energy using the differences
and derivatives obtained in Eqs. (1) and (2). If
convergence is not achieved or when IRET is not equal to
zero, new values of the Helmholtz function are computed
and Fqs. (1) and (2) are recalculated. The iterative
process is terminated when IBET is egual to 2er->.

APPLICABILITY AND BESTBICTIONS.

Values of VT1 and VI2 must correspond to single-phase
water (liquid or vapor) at temperatures less than 1300 C
and pressures less than 100 MPa. Approximate values of
V01 and VO2 must be provided when calling the program. The
speed of convergence will depend upon the closeness of
these values to the solution. Upon return, V01 and VO2
will correspond to VI1 and VI2. To use this module in the
simulation, the following statement should be included.

CALL WftSUV1{VI1,VI2,VO1 ,VO2,Z,Z1,Z2,Z11,Z12,Z22,L)
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JjFFE FENCES.

[1] J. H. Keenan, F. G. Keyes, p. G. Hill, and J. G. Moore,
"Steam Tables", John Wiley, (1969).
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{ * WBBXP1 * (ZBE,7PF,P,CKrD,FI,RX,X,VF,VG,0)
**********

O) IUSPCSE.

This subroutine calculates the gap heat transfer
coefficient in a boiler (film boilirg region) assuming
that the boiling takes place outside the tube or on the
shell sifle.

(2)

CK Tube conductivity, in W/m-C.

n Hydraulic diameter, in in.

P The steam pressure, in Pa.

0 Tube to external channel gap heat transfer
coefficient, in

VF Hater volume fraction in the two phase steam-water
flew.

VG Steam volume fraction in the two phase steam-water
flow.

X Stean quality.

ZEE Erandtl number (Dimensionless).

ZFE Beynclcls number (Dimens ionless) .

(3) COMMON ViPIS

None.

Ncne.
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(?) OJHJF SOEPCUTTNES OP HODOIJBS J5J&OIPBD.

Functions: UPIEX1.

(6) NJUJESATICBt EQUATIONS AND ALGORITHM.

The Nusselt number is given by.

ZNO=0.C1c'3*ZPE**0.8*ZPB**1 .23* (X+(1-X) *VF/VG) **0.68
*(VF/VG)**C.O68 . ' (1)

(7) OJGAJST^ATICK CF «ODOLE.

Upon enterinq the subroutine, Eg. (1) is solved to obtain
the Nusselt number. Next, the function 0PIEX1 is used to
obtain the beat transfer coefficient 0.

APPLICABIII^y JJKD BESTRICTIONS.

The heat trarsfer coefficient can be used for straight
tube counterflow boilers. To use this module in the
simulation, the following statement should be included.

CALL WBHXP1<ZP?,ZPB,P,CK,D,RT,KI,BXrX,VF,VG,U)
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* WBHXS1 * (7BE,7PR,P,CK, E, HI, RX, JT, 77, VG, 0)
**********

(1)

This subroutine calculates the qap heat transfer
coefficient in a steam qenerator (film boiling region)
inside the tute or on the secondary side.

(2)

CK Tube conductivity, in H/m-C.

D Hydraulic diameter, in a.

F The steam pressure, in Pa.

U Tube to inner channel heat transfer coefficient, in

VF Water volume fraction in the two phase steaei-water
flcv.

VG Steam volume fraction in the two phase stean-water

flcv.

X Steain aualitv.

?FP Praratl number (Dimensicnless).

Beynolds number (Dimensionless).

(3> CCHMCN

None.

(«) ICCSL VABIAPIFS.

None.

(5) OlfiEB SOEEOOTIHES OP HODD1ES jEQOIPFD.

Functions: 0PIIH1.
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AND jIGQBITHM.

The Nusselt nuaber is qiven by.

.23* (X+(1-X) *VF/VG) **0.68
*(VF/VG)**0.068 . » (1)

<7) OJJSiNIZATICN CF HOEOIF.

Upon erterina the subroutine, Eg. (1) is solved to obtain
the flusselt runber. Next, the function UPIEX1 is used to
obtain the heat trarsfer coefficient 0. The hydraulic
diaaeter is +aken as

heat trarsfer coefficient can be used for straight
+ube counterflcw boilers. To use this module in the
simulation, the followinq statement should be included.

CAII WEHXS1<ZPE,ZPF,P,CK,D,PI,PX,X,VF,VG,TJ)
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**********
• WSATP1 * (VI1,VI2,VC1,VC2,Z#Z1,Z2,711,712,Z22,L)
**********

(1) POBPOS*.

This subroutine calculates the specific volume of
subcooled water as a furcton of pressure ana temperature.

(2)

L Number of iterations needed for solution.

VI1 Irterna] energy, in J/kq.

VT2 Specific volume, in ro3/kq.

VC1 Tenperature, in C.

VC2 Specific volume, in m^/kg.

1 The Helrcholt? function.

7 1 The first derivative of the Felmholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volunel .

7 11 The second derivative of the Helnholtz function w/r
to temperature (constant specific volume).

7 12 The second derivative of the Helaholtz function w/r
to tetnceratare and specific volume.

72 The first derivative of the Helmholtz function v/i
to specific volume (constant tenperature).

722 The second derivative of the Helaholtz function w/r
to specific volune (constant tenperature).

(3) COMMON VAPTAEIJS.

COMBLK DESCRIPTION

F1 WiSPF The difference between the estimated
and given state variable VI1.

F11 HASPS The derivative of F1 w/r to
temperature with constant specific
volune.
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F12

F2

F21

F 2 2

TS2

TES1

TFS2

1CI.D

VCLD

(U) ICCAL

T*«ET

WASPR

WASPP

WASPB

WASPF

WSSPP

WASPP

SASPP

WASPR

WfcSPB

The derivative of F1 w/r to specific
volune with constant temperature.

The difference between the esti»ated
and given state variable VI2.

The derivative of F2 w/r to
temperature with constant specific
volune.

The derivative of F2 w/r specific
volume with constant teaperature.

Numeric?! 1 indicator to the
property routine being used.

WAS

Upper error limit in steam-water
property evaluations and asually set
to 10E-4.

Opper error limit in steam-water
property evaluations and usually set
to 1QE-U.

Temperature value of ths previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in
C.

Specific volume of the previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in

Ar indicator that, if zero, indicates that
convergence was achieved or that the maxiiium curber
of allowed iterations was exceeded.

PCAT-C Fstimate for pressure, in Pa.

C Deriva+ive of pressure w/r to temperature.

(E) CTHEB SUEECOTINES OF MCDHIE1

Subroutines: WASAP1, »«SPB1.
Co»»on Elocks: CONST5, TISEP5, WASPP5.
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LJLU
Newton's approximation method is used to solve the
implicit set of theraodynanic relations to obtain the
Heltnholtz function and the derivatives. The followinq
relations are used in this subroutine.

PCMC = -72 C)

F1 = VI-!-PCftLC (2)

F11=O+Z12 (3)

F12=722. (4)

<7) OFGANI7AT7CN CF VQDVIE.

Upon enterirq the subroutine, TOT.D and VOID are set to the
last kncvn v»lue of V01 and V02 respectively. Next, the
convergence criteria TES1 and TES2 are set. These can be
reset by the user tc any desired value. The WASPR1
subroutine is called to obtain the first approximation to
the Helmholtz function and the first and second
derivatives followed by a call to the saturation line
subroutine W R S A P I . These values are then used in Egs. (1)
tc [U) to calculate the differences between tha qiven and
estimated values of the state variables and the
derivatives w/r to temperature and specific volume. Then,
the WASPP1 subroutine is called again to obtair new
estimates for the pressure and internal energy using the
differences and derivatives obtained in Eqs. (1) to (**) .
If convergence is not achieved, IEET is not egual to zero
and new values of the Helmholtz function is computed and
figs. (1) to (U) are recalculated. The iterative process is
terninated when IEET is egual to zero.

(8) iPPilCABILITY AND BESTPICTIOSS.

Applicability is limited to temperatures between 0.01 and
3U0 C. ard pressures between saturation -nd 100 HPa.

BEFfRJNCES.

[ 1 ] 1968 IFC Formulation For S c i e n t i f i c and General Use.
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Sli^VDIX k± LIST OF SYMBOLS IJJ THE SYSTEM COMMON BLOCKS.

AE#P

BETS(I)

BGM(T)

B*W

cc

CF

CI.

CLO (II

CH

CN

C#W

ECL (I)

DEIT

DELTM

DPGHA (I)

DBEAK

ETMAX

DTHIR

Wherever a H # M appears ir the name of a variable, it indicates
that it belcnqs tc a macro, whet the naee is actually used in
the siaulation proqram, the "I" will be replaced by an
appropriate character chosen by the user as part of the nodule
na»e.

DESCRIPTION

Total IHX primary cross sectional flow
area (shell side), in o.

VFUTF Delayed neutron fraction, 1=1...6.

Fraction of the fission product produced
by +he Tth qrcup.

Thermal conductivity of the IHX tube, in
w/ra-C.

COFTP Primary coolart specific heat, in

COF7P Core fuel specific heat, in J/kq-C.

COBTP Fuel cladding specific heat, in J/kg-c.

NFOTR Delayed precursor concentration at the
Jth time step, 1=1...6.

Specific heat of the aetal in the lower
plerum, in J/kq-C.

Specific heat of the metal in the upper
plerum, in J/ka-C.

Specific heat of the THX tube netal, in
J/kq-C.

NEUTB Derivative of the
precursors, I=1...6.

delayed. neutron

TIMIB Current integration time step, in s.

Raster simulation time step, in s.
Integration output Bust fit this step.

GAHAR Time derivative of PGMA.

Reactivity chanae durinq the current time
step.

TIMER Maximum time step allowed, in s.

TIMER Minimum time step allowed, in s.
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CYDT(I)

CYDTM1 (I )

EYDTH2(I1

DY0TH3{I)

DYDT1 (I)

DYDT2 (I)

CYDT3 (I)

DYDTtt (I)

DYDT5(I)

El

ELAMDft(I)

EPSN

EFSN1

EPSN2

EFFMF,<5(I)

EXFFC <I)

EYYYY1(I)

EYYYX2(I)

EYYYY3(I)

E#PSHA

E#PSHF

DEFTV Vector of the derivatives
integrated, integrator input.

to be

EEFTV Vector storing past derivatives.

EEFIV vector storing past derivatives.

EEFIV vector storing past derivatives.

CFPTV Intermediate or past derivative vector.

PEFIV Internediate or past derivative vector.

EEPIV Intermediate or past derivative vector.

DEFIV Intermediate or past derivative vector.

OEPiv Intermediate or past derivative vector.

UPOTB Prompt neutron life-time, in s.

NFT1TF Delayed precursor decay constarts,
T=1...6.

HFUTR Integration step error in NE0T51.

NFO7B Lower integration error limit in BEiJTSI.
Double time step if EPSN is less than
EP5N1.

NEnTP Upper integration error limit in NEUTS1.
Halve time step if EPSN is larger than
EPSN2.

TIMFR A vector of words to store simulation
error messages.

CWTPL External reactivity inserted to initiate
a transient, in absolute units.

DFFIV Maximum relative integration error
allowed, 1=1 to NODEB.

EEPIV Maximum absolute integration error
allowed, 1=1 to NODEF.

DFFIV Evaluated integration error for the Ith
integrated variable, 1=1 to HODER.

IHXM# Maximum absolute error allowed in the IHX
temperature calculation.

IHXM# Maximum relative error allowed in the
temperature calculation of IHX.
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F1

F11

F12

F2

F?1"

F22

GAH(I)

IDUB

IEXR

TFOFT

IGAM

ILSTEP(I)

ILSTPS(I)

105

SASPR

HASPR

WASPE

WSSPR

WRSPR

F#HI

F#PI

IH5fM#

IPXdi

GABSB

HDTMTN

IDftTft

IDIV

TTHFK

TIH^R

TTMFE

CNTPL

TTHFP

DEPIV

EFBTV

The difference between the estimated and
given state variable v n .

The derivative of F1 w/r to temperature
with constant specific volume.

The derivative of F1 w/r to specific
volume with constant temperature.

The difference between the estimated and
given state variable VI2.

The derivative of F2 w/r to temperature
with constant specific volume.

The derivative of F2 w/r specific volume

with constant temperature.

Secondary IHX flow, in kg/s.

Primary IHX flow, in kg/s.
Fraction of the decay heat liberated in
the coolant.

Disintegration constant of the Ith
fission product.

Half of the minimum time step size.

Input data set for the simulation.

If set to ore, indicates one or more time
step halving by an integration routine.

If set to one, indicates that the
integration reguests doubling of the time
step.

Indicates which type of. external
reactivity inserted. 1-step, 2-ramp,
3-function.

Net used.

Number of radioactive FP decay groups
assumed in the model.

Number of subtimesteps in the Ith loop to
integrate from TIME to TIHE+DELTB.

Number of time steps during which
DELT=DELTM.

Standard FOBTBAN input unit (usually 5).
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IECF1

ISCR2

ISCP3

IS2

TTHFH

TIMFE

7TMFR

TI1FR

VASFR

ITER*!

LETM

TI«FF

ITIiMX

ITC*MX

IYYYY (I)

JTIH

KDEGFU

KREFUN

IHYM

IHXK#

DFPIV

TIWFE

CtJTPL

CN'i PL

IIE1

IIB2

IIB3

LIEU

I0CPS

ISTP

NODEF

EGMft(T)

TTHBF

TT?1FF

1T1EF

EEPIV

TIMEP

DFRIV

GAMAR

N1?UTF

Standard FOFTPAN output unit (usuallv 6).

Not used.

Not used.

Sot used.

Numerical indic%tor to the V\S property
routine beir. q used.

If less than one, indicates that a
simulation execution time error has beep
encountered.

Maximum number of inner iterations in the
IHX initial temperature calculation.

Maximum number of external iterations in
the IHX initial temperature calculation.

Intearation indicator. If not equal to
LOOP, no inteoraticn will be performed.

Time step counter.

Interpolation level to be used with
external reactivity function.

Number of values in the given reactivity
function .

If one, use fixed time step. If two, use
variable time step.

Not used.

Not used.

Not used.

Not used.

Number of loops in the simulation.

Not used.

Number of integrations to be performed in
the simulation.

Fraction of the decay heat produced by
the Ith FP group.

Not used.
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PNJ NEOTR Normalized neutronic power at the Jth

time step.

PNC NFDTR Normalized initial neutronic power level.

FWJ TPOWB Thermal power generated by the reactor,

in v.

FWO 7PCWF Initial PWJ, in W.

CLPF 7 FT.FN Weight of metal in the lower plenum, in

kg.

OHF COPTP Total weight of fuel in the core, in Kg.

QML COPT Total weight of cladding in the core, in
kq.

CUFF TIPLFN Height of me ta l in t h e upper p i e r urn, i n

kg.

BFRK NETJTF Total core excess reactivity.

PKCN CNTFL Feactivity generated by the control

system.

PKD FCFFK Doppler reactivity feedback.

PKDC FCF.F.K Coefficient cf doppler reactivity.

EKE FDPFK Core expansion reactivity feedback.

PKEC FDBFK Coefficient cf core expansion reactivity.

EKFF FEEFE Total feedback reactivity.
FKS FDBF.K Scdium density reactivity feedback.
BKSC FCPFK Coefficient of sodium expansion

reactivity.
BKSF S^FTY Feactivity generated by the safety

system.

EKV FDPFK Core void reactivity.

FKVC FT5BFK Core void reactivity coefficient.

BOCR CCBTP Coolant average density in the core, in
kg/m3.

F.OCM IPIEN Coolant average density in the lower
plenun, in kg/m3.

EOCN DPIEN Coolant average density in the upper
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SOURCE

SOMC

T.CNTRL

IHX«#

NFOTR

NF.IJTF

TTfEB

TCPU 7TNFR

7.EBPB*

TFEPH

1EBPN#

BCIli

BCTI.#

EOTT#

TFBWB*

TEEWN*

TECA

TECAO

TFCI

TFCX

TEFA

TEFAO

T.E1A

TEHA

TEHFA

TBMI

ECTI#

ECII#

COPTP

COETP

COBTP

COBTP

COBTP

COPTP

COBTP

LPLEN

LPLEN

IPIEN

p l e n m , in k q/m3 .

IHX tube metal density, in kg/a 3.

Value of neutron source ic core startup
simulations.

Sun of CLJ(I)*ELAHDA (I) for 1 = 1...6.

Tire at which the change in external
control reactivity is activate!.

CPU time required for orderly termination
of the simulation and initially set to
five seconds.

Eoiler oripary fluid hoilinq reqion
teniperature, in c.

Boiler primary side fluid inlet
temperature, in C.

Boiler primary fluid subcooled reqion
temperature, in c.

Eoiler primary side exit temperature, in
C .

Boiler wall boiling region temperature,
in C.

Boiler wall nonboilinq reqion
temperature, in C.

Core coolant average temperature, in C.

Initial TECA, in C.

Core coolant inlet temperature, in C.

Core coolant exit temperature, in C.

Core fuel average temperature, in C.

Initial TEFA , in C.

Core cladding average temperature, in c.

Average coolant temperature in the lower
plenum, in C.

Average metal temperature in the lower
plenum, in C.

lower plenum inlet temperature, in C.
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TFMX

1ENA

TENFA

TFNI

TENX

TEESM

TES1

7FS2

TE*H (I)

TE#HT

TE#P (I)

TF*t>T

TE*W(I)

TTCPO

IPIFN Lower plenur exit temperature, in C.

DPIFN Average coolant temperature in the upper
plenum, in C.

UPLFN Average metal temperature in the upper
plenum, in C.

UPT.EN Upper plenum inlet temperature, in C.

Upper plenum coolant exit temperature, in
C.

EPSN/FPSN1.

Upper error limit in steam-watar property
evaluations and usually set to 10E-W.

Upper error limit ir steam-water property
evaluations and usually set to 10E-4.

1IMFB

WASFR

WRSPP

THXM#

7HXH#

IHX«#

IPXH#

IHYtU

IHXK#

IHXM#

7T«FF

IHX secondary side
distribution, ir C.

temperature

TTHF

TIHEDE

TIMFBS

TIM2F

TTMFB

TTHEE

TTfFE

TTHFE

1IHET

IHX secondary coolart inlet tamperature,
in c.

IHX secondary coolart exit temperature,
i" C

Primary IHX coolant temperature, in C.

IHX primary sodium inlet temperature, in
C

IHX primary exit temperature, in c.

IHX tube wall temperature distribution,
in C.

Aaount of CPU time left for orderly
program termination, in s.

Current simulation time, in s.

At this time, printing of each time step
ends, in s.

At this time, printing of requested
variables starts at each time step.

Time at which the simulation is
terminated, in s.

TTMFK Simulation start time, in s.
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TIMEW

TSEW

TOLD

TPBJN

TSCEAM

OCft

OLA

DMA

ONA

VC

VHC

vsc

WASPR

WflSFF

TIMER

SAFTY

COPTP

COF7P

LPLM

UPLFN

Master simulation tine, in s.

Recent value of the te«perature computed
in one of the "WAS" routines, in C.

Temperature value of the previous
iteration in the "WAS" routines, in C.

Time at which the next printing of: the
requested variables should take place, in
s.

Time at which reactor SCflAH is activated,
in s.

Total heat transfer hetween the fuel and
the cladding, in W/C.

Total heat transfer between the fuel
cladding and the core coolant, in W/c.

Total heat transfer from metal to coolant
in the lower plenum, in W/C.

Total heat transfer from metal to coolant
in the upper plenum, in w/c.

COPTP Vclutne of coolant ir the core, in m3.

Volume of coolant in the lower plenum, in
10 3.

UPIEN Volume of coolant in the upper plenum, in

VNEW

VOID

WGN

WGP

HGFO

HGT

HGTO

B9SFR Fecent value of the specific volume
computed in one of the "HAS" routines, in
m3/kg.

WftSPR Specific volume of the previous iteration
in the "WAS" routines, in m3/kg.

GAMAF Total normalized radiation power produced
by the fission products.

GAHBE Power produced by the decay of fission
products, in W.

GA«!*R Initial WGP, it W.

GAWAR Power produced by the decay of fission
products, in V.

GAMAS Initial WGT, in H.
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X«FH

X«PP

YYYY (I)

YYYYW1 {I)

IHX«#

DFPTV

DFBIV

DEPTV

¥YYYM?(I)

YYYY1 (I)

YYYY2 <I)

YYYY3 <I)

YYYYM (I)

YYYY5 m

ZDHLTI. (I)

ZDPFLfl)

ZDPH(I)

ZDXH#

ZEGIB#

ZEGID*

ZEGII#

ZEGIX*

DEPTV

DKPIV

D^BIV

DFP JV

r*Piv

DPPIV

TTMFB

HF1CW

HPIPE

HCA*#

R.I,.

™H

IHX tube inner radius, in m.

I9X tube external radius, in n.

IHX tube length, ir m.

Vector of the integrated variables,
integra+or output.

ft vector storing oast values of the Ith
integrated variable.

A vector storing past values of the Ith
integrated variable.

A vector storing past values of the Ith
integrated variable.

Intermediate or past integration results.

Intermediate or past integration results.

Intermediate or past integration results.

Intermediate or past integration results.

Intermediate or past integration results.

The time step DELT of the Ith integration
loop, in s.

Total pressure drop across a flow path,
in Pa.

Frictional and static pressure drop
across a pipe, in Pa.

Level change due to flow variations, in
m.

Power transmitted into the boiler primary
side, in V.

Power transmitted into the steam drum, in
«.

Power transmitted into the heat exchanqer
primary, in «.

Power leaving the
secondary side, in W.

heat exchanger

ZEGXBi ECU* Power leaving the boiler secondary side,
in W.
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ZEGXC

ZEGXDI

ZFAIF(I)

ZFBP*

ZFD#

ZFDCN#

ZFDPI«

ZFDBX#

ZFDW#

ZFICOK

ZFLOF (I)

ZFIOW(I)

ZFF#

ZFPK(I)

ZFSTX#

ZHBI#

ZHESXi

ZHCX

ZBDBI*

ZHDBX#

ZBFDH*

ZHBPO(I)

COFTP

DPTJMi

HPTPE

BOII#

EOII#

Power leaving
coolant, in H.

the core through the

Power leaving the stean drum, in V.

A constant in the pipe friction factor
calculation. Use 1 for sodium, 2 for
water, or 3 for steam.

Boiler primary side flow, in Kg/s.

Bciler secondary or downcoaoer flow, in
kg/s.

The
part,

feedwater controller integration

EBtlH*

DPflM*

Steam drum steam-water
flow, in ka/s.

mixture inlet

COBTP

HPHKP

HFICW

EOII#

HPIPE

DFTJM#

EOTI#

EOIL#

COBTP

DBU«#

DBHB#

BBOM#

HPDMP

Stean drum exit flow to the downcooner,
in kq/s.

Feedwater inlet flow, in kg/s.

Flow through the core, in kg/s.

Bated flow through the pump, in kg/s.

Magnitude of the flow in the Ith flow
path, in kg/s.

Boiler secondary riser flow, in kg/s.

A constant in the pipe friction factor
calculation. Use 1 for sodium, 2 for
water, or 3 for steam.

Steam exit flow, in kg/s.

Secondarv coolant inlet enthalpy, in
J/kcr.

Boiler exit enthalpy, in J/kg.

Core exit enthalpy, in J/.kg.

Stean drum inlet enthalpy, in J/kg.

Water average and exit enthalpy in the
steaii drui, in J/kq.

Feedwater inlet enthalpy, in J/kg.

Bated head generated by the pump at rated
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flow, in • .

ZBFZF(I)

ZHSTX#

ZINBBF(I)

ZINEBlfl)

ZIFOME(I)

ZPEP«

ZPES#

ZPCOPS

ZPDB#

ZPDBX*

HPOHP

DFP»#

HFLOW

HFTFE

HPUMP

ECII#

EOIL#

COETP

DFHM*

EEUM#

ZPH#»

ZPPT.E#

ZPP#8

ZPTPIP

ZP0<1ftT(T)

ZPD1<I)

ZPD2(I)

ZQDS#

ZQDWi

ZCBPIP(I)

ZBEPX#

Bated bead produced by the pump at zero
flow and rated speed, in n.

Steam drum stean exit enthalpy, in J/kq.

Eguivalent inertance used in Eg. (1), in
FLINT1, in 1/a.

Pipe inertance, in 1/m.

Punp irertia, ir kq/s.

Eoiler primary side pressure, in Pa.

Boiler secondary side pressure, in Pa,

Average pressure in core, in Pa.

Pressure in the steam drunr in Pa.

exitPressure in steam drum at
dcwncopmer, in Pa.

t o

IFXW#

HPtJKP

HPUBP

HPDHP

HPDMP

EEUB#

BPIPE

E C U *

Heat exchanqer secondary side averaqe
pressure, in Pa.

Pressure in a mixing plenuB, in Pa.

Primary side average pressure, in Pa.
Inportant only when water i s the working
fluid.

A motor torgue multiplier, that i f
becomes smaller than one during the
simulation, causes the punp to trip.

Material indicator of the fluid flowing
through the pump.

Constant in the pump efficiency
calculation.

Constant in the pump efficiency
calculation.

Hass of steal in the steam drum, in kg.

Mass of water in the steal drum, in kg.

Hass of fluid in the pipe, in kg.

Boiler primary coolant exit density, in
k3
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ZFESX# EOII#

ZPEV(I)

ZFEVF(I)

ZFOCX

ZPODSf

ZFODW*

ZFGFJXf

ZBOPU (I )

ZROPX#

ZBPIF*

ZTEBS*

ZTECBI

ZTED«

ZTEDB#

ZTEPIN(I )

ZTDBX*

ZTIMEI(I)

HPIH1P

HPOBP

COFTP

EFTJM*

EFUKt

TFXM#

H ÎTHP

IHXM#

WTtFI*

BOII t

COPTP

EOTI#

DPOM#

BPHMP

DPDH#

TIMER

Boiler stean water ftixture exit density,
in kg/oi3.

Speed of the puip, in radians/s.

Bated speed of the puip, in raiians/s.

Core exit coolant density, in kg/»3.

Stea* drav stean density, in kg/ra3.

Steam drum water density, in kq/u3.

Heat exchanger secondary exit density, in

HPITMP Fluid inlet density to the pump, in

HXPI#

ZTCFP ( I )

ZTOBPP(I)

ZTPF#

ZTPM#

ZVCLFC

HPDKP

HPOMP

BXPI#

KXPI#

COBTP

Heat exchanger prinary side fluid exit
density, in kg/m3.

Mixing plenun fluid density, in kq/»3.

Boiler secondary side saturation
tenperature, in C.

Core coolant boiling temperature, in C.

Eciler water inlet temperature, in C.

Stean drum steam exit temperature, in C.

Pu«p fluid inlet teaperature, in c.

Stean drum water exit tenperature, in C.

The recent tine in the Ith integration
loop, in s.

Mixing plenua average inlet temperature,
in C.

Eu»p torgue, in N-m.

Bated punp torgue, N-i.

Hixing plenua fluid average temperature,
in C.

Hixing plenua netal average temperature,
in C.

Core coolant void volume fraction.
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ZXEB*

ZXDL#

ZXHC#

ZXQX#

ZZZAST

ZZZEF

ZZZNUM

Z7ZPLS

ZZZSO

7ZZSS

ZZZST

ZZZWA

ZZZC

ZZZO 1

ZZZ10

ZZZ1

ZZZ2

ZZ7I273

ZZZ3

ZZZ314

ZZZU

ZZZ5

ZZZ6

ZZZ7

zzze

BCTI#

DPOH#

HCS##

BCIT#

CONST

CONST

CONST

CCflST

CONST

CONST

CCNST

CONST

CONST

CONST

CONST

CONST

CONST

CONST

CONST

CONST

CONST

CONST

CONST

CONST

CONST

The length of the boiler boiling region,
in •.

Initial water level in the stea« a m i , in

n.

Fluid level in a cavity, ir •.

Boiler subcooled part length, in •„

Boiler exit stean guality.

The text i»o*******«.
1.D-U, default error
operations.

linit to sary

The text "0#######".

The text "0+++++++".

"SO" indicating sodiun properties.

"SS" indicating stainless steel
properties.

"ST" indicating stean properties.

"WA" indicating water properties.

C.DO

1.D-1

1.D1

1.D0

2.DO

273.15, 0 C. in K.

3. DO

3 . U 1 5 9 2 6 5 4 D 0

4.DO

5.DO

6.DO

7 , DO

7.DO
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ZZZ9 CONST 9.DO

ZZZ981 CONST 9.81D0

Z#PDI IHMX# Not used.
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fcjPFFSDIX Bi IISTING OF THE SYSTEM C.OMHON BJfcCCKS.

Whenever a "#" appears in the nane of a variable, it indicates
that it. belongs to a macro. When the naie is actually used in
the simulation prcgran, the "#" will be replaced by one or two
characters chosen by the user as part of the Module naie.
Whenever a "*" appears a s "the diaension of a vector it will be
replaced by the actual vector size as determined by the
systei. Only part of the DEPIV5 COMON block shown below is
usually present in the simulation, depending on what
integration method is used. The COMON blocks are listed here
in DSHP for« and in the same order as they are in the DSNP
nodules.

CCBON /BCII.I5/ ZPBSi,ZTF.BS#,TEBPI#,TEBPX#,ZPBP#,ZFD#,
ZFBP#,TF.BWB#,TEBWN#,ZXNB#,TEBPB#,ZHBI#,ZXQX#,
TEBPN#,ZFE#,7HESX#,ZFBPX#,ZFBSX#rZEGIB#,ZBGXB#,

COMON /CWTFL5/ EXFF.C (25) ,*KCN, 1IEXR (25) ,IEXB ,KFEFON,KDEGFn ;

COMON /CONSTV Z7Z0 ,Z7Zi,7iZZ2, ZZZ3 rZZZi»,ZZ7,S# ZZZ6,ZZZ7,7ZZ8,ZZZ 9,
ZZZ314,Z?Z10,ZZZ01,ZZ298 1,7.ZZS0,ZZZWA,ZZZSS,ZZZEB,ZZZ!I0M,
ZZZ273,7'/ZST,Z77ISF,ZZ7AST,ZZZPLS;

COMON /COPTP5/ TECA,7ECA0rTECI,TECXfTEFArTEFA0rTELA,CF,
CL,CC,CNF,QMt,VC,aLft,tfCA,ROCi!l,ZFICOB,7,ROCX,ZPCOFJlrZ£GXC,
ZTECElr7VOLFCrZHCX;

CCBCN /DEPTV5/ YYYY (%),DYDT(%) rEYYYY1(*),EYYYY2{%),ETYYT3(%),
ZTTME1 (*) ,7DELTI (%) ,YYYY1(*> ,YYYY2(«) fnYY3 (%) ,YYrr<K«) ,
YYYY5f»),DYDT1(«),DYDT2{%),DYDT3 {%),DYDT4(*)fDYDT5(«) ,
YYYYM1 (*) ,YYYYM2 (*) ,YYYYM3 (*) ,DYDTH1 (*) ,DYDTf!2 (*) ,DYDTM3(«) ,

t) ,NODEP,LOOPS,ILSTEP(%),IISTPS(«) ;

CCHON /DP0H#5/ ZHDEI#,ZPDF#,ZFDPI#,ZFSTX#,ZHSTX#,
ZFDW#,ZHFDW#rZFDP,X#,ZHDRX#,ZXDI#,ZTEDH#,ZTDBX#r
ZQDH#,ZQDS#,ZBODW#,ZRODS#J,ZEGID#,ZEGXD#,ZPDBX#;

CCMON /TDBTK5/ EKFB,PKS,BKSC,PKD,RKDC,EKE,EKEC;

CCMON /FDW1#5/ ZFDCN#;

CCMON /GAWSP5/ HGTrWGT0,PGM*(5),DPGMli(5) ,BGM(5) ,
HGP,HGPOrWGN,GAM (5) ,GA,IGAW;

CCMON /HCA##5/ ZDXH#,ZXHC#;

CCBOK /HFI0W5/ ZFIOW (%) ,ZDPFL {%) ,ZIKEBF <*) ;

COMOH /HPIPF5/ ZINEBT(*),ZQHPIE(%) ,ZDPB(%) ,
ZFPK(3) ,ZFAIF(3) ;

COSON /HEUHE5/ ZFICB(«) ,ZHPPtI (1?) ,ZHBZF(«) ,ZIPOMP(«)
ZBEVB <S),ZPO1 (*),ZPD2(%) ,ZTOBPB(*) ,ZBOPO{%) ,
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ZEOMAT(*),ZTEPIN<«) ,ZTOBP<«) ,ZPTFIP(X) ,ZEEV<*) ;

COMON /1HXM#V TEfPI,TE#PT,TE#HI rTE#HX,»B#P,X#FH,

*> rTE#W(%) rTE§H(%) , E#PSHA,E#PSHR,ZPP#A,
ZPH#A,ZPCPX#,ZPOHX#,ZEGIIt,ZEGTX#,ITO*HX,ITI#MX;

CCWON

COHON /MXPL*S/ ZTPM#rZTPF#,ZTM#A,ZBPIS#,ZPPLE#;

COWOB /NEUTF1^/ BETA (6) , ELAMD* { 6) , E L , PNO rSOMCr
EPSN1,EFSN2,PNJ,PNE,BEAK,DBEAK,EPSN,
C I J ( 6 ) rDCL(6) ;

CCBON / S R F T 7 5 / EFSFrTSCEIM;

COHON /TTMEP5/ TIKEF,TCNT?L,DTMAXrDTMIK#TPHIN,TIHEI1,
TIMFfTF.PSN,DELTrTIMIEI,HDTMI»,TTMEDS,TICPOr
EEBMES{75)rTIMEDE#DELTMrISTPrJTIM,IETM,IDOB,
IDIV,I irT fPM,TDAT>,IO5,IO6 , IFOET,ISCR1,ISCE2,
I S C P 3 r L I E 1 f L I B 2 , L I B 3 f L I B « ;

CCMON /lEOWE1?/ PW0,PWJ;

COMO» / O P I E S 5 / TENA,TENFA,VHCfQnPF,CNfDMA,TENIrTEKXrEOCN;

CCMQN /WASPP5/ F1 r F2,F11,F12,F22,F21 r TESi r TES2 s TNFW r VNEW,TOLD r
VOLD,IS?;
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